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Take 5% off when you order between
April 1 and May 31. Select “net
September 1” and your payment will
not be due until September 1, 2022.
This offer applies to conventional Christian schools with
a minimum order of $1,000. Order is subject to credit
approval. This discount does not apply to Christian
Classroom Online or Testing & Evaluation orders.
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Little Learners
Early learning programs should support children in
learning about the world through play. Our little learners
materials include preschool, K4, and K5 programs. We have
designed each level to gradually prepare young learners
with the foundations they will need for future education.
We use songs, games, and characters to introduce students
to phonics skills, numbers, shapes, letters, colors, and more.
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PRESCHOOL • K4 • K5

Little Learners
BJU Press’s early childhood program develops foundational knowledge and skills in Bible, math, social studies, science, handwriting, and language arts for future grades. This program, flexible for all types of learners at all stages of learning,
develops the joy of learning through both teacher-guided and independent discovery-based activities. Daily themed lessons
with characters teach foundational skills that are supported with music and engaging visuals. Free play at intentional learning centers encourages natural curiosity, while group activities encourage social-emotional development. Biblical worldview
themes point students to a knowledge of God and His will.

Vision
To develop foundational knowledge and skills through guided activities and
independent exploration that encourage a joy of learning while teaching
students to relate biblically to their authorities and peers.

Goals
• Teach students foundational phonics to prepare for reading
with understanding
• Guide students in applying foundational Bible, math,
science, and social studies skills
• Give opportunities to communicate through listening,
speaking, and composing
• Guide students in relating biblically to their fellow students,
authorities, and other people in their communities
• Provide opportunities for hands-on learning, discovery
learning, and intentional play
• Equip students in applying the knowledge of God to how
they think, learn, and play

Teacher Tools Online®

4

Get your early learners
busy with a wealth of
resources, including
unique videos, editable
PowerPoints, links, and
more for Footsteps for
Fours, Focus on Fives, and
Math K5.
b j u p res s.co m

PRESCHOOL • K4 • K5

Pathways for Preschool
Gather two- and three-year-olds for circle time at the Big Red Barn! New animal friends will introduce learning through play
with songs, rhymes, games, crafts, snacks, stories, learning activities, and much more. This research-based, developmentally
appropriate program prepares students for future learning, using activities and games that encourage phonemic awareness
and letter and number recognition. Learn more at bjupress.com/resources/preschool

Instructional Materials
Lessons 41 & 42

Teacher Edition

Skills
Color: orange
Shape: triangle
Number: 3
Opposites: front/back
Letter Recognition: A

In the Big Red Barn
✦

This teacher edition provides a flexible format for a 2-to-5-days-per-week
schedule for 9 to 12 months per year. With an emphasis on interaction, play,
and experiences, the teacher edition allows flexibility while providing a structure to systematically work through skills in an organized and purposeful way.
The book includes activities that promote prereading skills with phonemic
awareness and letter recognition. It also includes math, social studies, and science segments as well as optional advanced segments for math and phonics.

1, 2, 3, Go!
Materials

A-B-C Time

s 3EVERAL RED GREEN OR YELLOW APPLES

Materials
s 3TICK 0UPPET Pinky Pig
s %AR OF #ORN A
✦



Use the “Letter Rhyme” and follow the procedure
on page xxxx to introduce the letter A. Direct the
children to echo words you say such as apple, ant,
and alphabet.
4IME TO VISIT 0INKY 0IG
What’s our letter for the day?
Look inside her feeding trough;
7HAT DOES 0INKYS EAR OF CORN SAY

✦

Instruct the children to sort the apples by color.

✦

-AKE A SIMPLE PATTERN WITH THE APPLES RED YELLOW
red, yellow.

✦

Invite a child to make a different pattern with the
apples.

Show Me a Shape

,E<4A:?8

Materials
s 6ISUAL  Triangle
s 3TICK 0UPPET Clara Cow
s -ILK 0AIL Triangle
s 3EVERAL TRIANGLE MANIPULATIVES RED GREEN BLUE YELLOW

Rhyme Time
A is for apples
That grow on a tree,
Red, green, or yellow,
Bright as can be!

✦

3PREAD THE MANIPULATIVES OUT ON THE mOOR OR TABLE )Nvite a child to pick up one red triangle.

✦

Instruct the child to hold up the red triangle when you
say triangle IN THE h3HAPE 2HYMEv

3

A triangle is our shape today,
A super shape to be!
Do we have one in our room?
Look around and see!

A is for apples
In pies so yummy,
In sauce and in juice
To ﬁll up my tummy.
4??
4 4G G;8
8 
4E@
4
4E
4E@

Once Upon a Time

Let’s Discuss!

✦

Materials
s 6ISUAL  Fall at the Farm
s 3TICK 0UPPET Pinky Pig

Read Ten Apples Up on Top BY $R 3EUSS

22

An apple is a fruit that grows on trees.
Apples can be red, green, or yellow.
✦ Invite several children to tell about their experiences
picking apples from a tree or choosing apples at a
market or a store.

56

Farm Animals 1

The activities on this
two-page spread are
designed for two days.
Schedule suggestions
appear in Front Matter
(page xxxx).

Complete In the Big Red Barn activities. Use the puppets, rhymes, and corresponding visuals to introduce
the skills.

Once Upon a Time
✦

Read Ten Apples Up on Top! BY 4HEO ,E3IEG

Lessons 41 & 42

Unit 3: October

Teaching Visuals

18

The teaching visuals packet includes engaging charts that are big enough
for children to see yet easy for teachers to handle. These charts and visuals
introduce themes, shapes, colors, numbers, letters, and nursery rhymes.
Colorful shape manipulatives may be punched out to help children understand pre-math concepts, such as counting, sorting, and patterning. This
packet also includes the pieces to create the interactive Big Red Barn used
in circle time. These materials are now available on Teacher Tools Online.

Lessons 51

& 52
Name

78.50
77.00
34.50

For Students
Activity Packet

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

27.25

The activity packet contains
theme-related pages of activities
and crafts. Children learn to trace,
match, cut, and color to reinforce
the skills and concepts from the
lessons. Three pages of stickers
add to the fun.

PATHWAYS FORR PRESCHOOL

For Teachers

© BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Activity Packet

Pricing (A comprehensive price list is on page 80.)
Teacher Edition
Visuals
Hoppy Tunes CD

21
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PRESCHOOL • K4 • K5

Footsteps for Fours

Max and his animal friends bring four-year-olds to the Teaching Tree
for more learning opportunities! Young learners explore foundational
math, phonics, and prereading skills with their teacher and each
character. Interactive lessons introduce music, science, language arts,
social studies, and handwriting on an age-appropriate level. Learn
more at bjupress.com/resources/footsteps-for-fours

Additional Subject
K4 Bible:
Walking God’s Way
Illustrate godly character traits
with stories from the Old and New
Testaments as well as modern-day
application stories. Each of the 165
teaching cards features full-color,
realistic artwork on the front and
teaching instructions on the back.
An additional student packet offers
learning activities and practice
opportunities.

6
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Instructional Materials
Unit Songs

The Sidewalk to My House

1

Teacher Edition

Lessons 1–20
This unit introduces the children to alphabet letters A–L; positional words;
numbers 1–3; the shapes circle, square, and triangle; and the colors red,
w and green. Children will bond with Max, the K4 Jack Russell
blue, yellow,
terrier mascot, and the Martin family as they enjoy lessons about manners, safety, family, home, and school.

UNIT OBJECTIVES

This four-volume teacher edition includes daily lessons and
suggested activities to set up each interactive learning experience and begin biblical worldview shaping. Lessons incorporate
prereading skills with phonemic awareness and phonics, math,
handwriting, social studies, and science activities.
2

Language Arts

Social Studies

◆ Recognize the letters A–L
◆ Arrange the letters A–L alphabetically
◆ Recognize his name
◆ Recall details from a story
◆ Make inferences from a story BWS
◆ Dictate sentences for an adult to write

◆ Follow directions BWS
◆ Relate biblically to others BWS
◆ Describe his physical characteristics BWS
◆ Identify family characteristics, roles, and functions
◆ Compare and contrast self to others BWS

Math

◆ Identify rhyming words
◆ Use color words correctly

◆ Describe spatial relationships
◆ Classify items
◆ Recognize and continue a pattern
◆ Measure objects using comparison or tools
◆ Use counting skills for the numbers 1–3

Science
◆ Name the five senses
◆ Use the five senses to identify objects
and their characteristics
◆ Sequence the steps in a process
◆ Describe the weather
◆ Experiment with the properties of light

BWS

◆ Recognize two-dimensional shapes

Handwriting
◆ Trace or write lines and shapes

3

Interactive Learning Materials
This visual and hands-on program includes teaching visuals,
the Teaching Tree and phonics charts, a puppet, backpack, and
fifty practice cards with letters, numbers, shapes, and colors.

Practice Packets
The activity and writing packets reinforce skills introduced in each lesson, giving students practice opportunities to develop crucial learning skills, such as hand-eye coordination, fine motor and handwriting
skills, reading left to right, alphabetizing, and number order. Teachers
can also use these packets as formative or summative assessments.

Audio Files

Teacher Tools Online

Audio files are available with theme-related songs
and listening selections on Teacher Tools Online.

Teacher Tools Online provides teachers with a wealth
of premium resources that expedite lesson planning
and encourage interactivity in the classroom. For
more information, see pages 66–69.

Pricing (A comprehensive price list is on page 80.)
Bible Truths for Early Childhood (2nd Edition)

Footsteps for Fours (3rd Edition)

For Teachers

For Teachers

Teaching Cards (165 picture cards with story
on back) & Teacher’s Guide
Music CD

149.50
20.25

For Students
Student Packet

37.00

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

Teacher Tools Online available

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

Teacher Edition, Backpack & Hand Puppet
Teacher Edition
Visuals
Phonics Charts
Teaching Tree

187.25
145.50
67.25
67.25
26.00

For Students
Activity Packet
Writing Packet
Practice Cards

37.00
30.50
14.00
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PRESCHOOL • K4 • K5

Focus on Fives

Hopscotch is eager to bounce into learning with five-year-olds! This journey is all about preparing children with the skills they
will need for first grade. Hopscotch and his other friends will introduce young learners to science, heritage studies, handwriting, phonics, and reading. Daily learning activities help students build a foundation in phonemic awareness, reading strategies,
listening, and speaking. Learn more at bjupress.com/resources/focus-on-fives

Pricing (A comprehensive price list is on page 80.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition (6 vols.)
Phonics Charts
Visuals
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.)
Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.)

141.50
77.00
71.25
27.00
5.19

For Students
Student Worktext
Reading Books for K5 (34 books)
Phonics Practice for K5
Phonics & Review Cards
Write Now! Handwriting
Up the Ladder (10 supplemental readers)
The Starting Line (12 storybooks)

37.00
53.50
26.00
11.00
9.50
12.60
18.00

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

Music files are available on
Teacher Tools Online.
For K5 Math, see pages 9 and 31.
For K5 Bible Truths, see page 9.

8

Teacher Tools Online available

b j u p res s.co m

Instructional Materials
All Around the Town

Teacher Edition

1

This six-volume teacher edition offers activities to engage early learners in 180 developmentally appropriate lessons. It includes activities
and strategies for using the 34 reading books and teaching skills in
language, science, social studies, art, and more. The instructional
materials begin worldview shaping by encouraging students to apply
the course’s key biblical worldview themes.

Write

I

uckle Upp

Three-stroke letter
1 Drop.

I

◆ Sing an alphabet song

◆ Identify the first letter in a name

◆ Trace lines from left to right

Hopscotch’s Friends
◆ Display the Dottie puppet.
Hi! My name is Dottie. I’m going to help you with punctuation
marks and vowel letters this year. I’m also interested in watching
you write. I hope your teacher will let me walk around with her as
you do your handwriting. You’re going to enjoy the story about how
Hopscotch taught me to drive.
◆ Display the Bonnie puppet.
Hi! Do you like to hear birds sing? I love to hear boys and girls sing.
I can hardly wait to hear you sing the phonics songs and all the
other fun songs in kindergarten. I hope you will sing for me when
you see me.

Songs
◆ “Alphabet Song”

Alphabet Song

===========

To the Parent

What can the Pine Hill friends do to help?
Draw lines to show where each friend can help.

Uppercase letters are
sometimes called capital
letters. Either term may
be used.

==
Bb
==== ==
Lesson 1

Focus on Fives

==
==
==== ==

3

Lesson 1 • Everyone Helping

9

10

==
==
== ==
=
Tt
==

In kindergarten we will learn the names of the letters and the
sounds the letters make. We will put letters together and make
words to read. It will be a long time before we can read everything,
but we will start to read some words very soon.
◆ Guide a discussion about the
Alphabet
Song
importance of learning to read
in order to read the Bible.
◆ Display the Alphabet Song
Chart. Use the Hopscotch
puppet to lead the
“Alphabet Song.”
This is Hopscotch’s favorite
song, and he wants you to
sing it with him.
◆ Sing together the “Alphabet Song,” pointing
to each letter on the Alphabet Song Chart as you sing.
There are 26 letters in our alphabet. These are the uppercase letters.

Name Game
◆ Use a pointer to identify the uppercase and lowercase letters
on the Handwriting Wall Charts.
Every letter has an uppercase and a lowercase. Today we are looking
at the uppercase letters. Names always begin with uppercase letters.
◆ Use a pointer to point to the first letter of a student’s name on the
Handwriting Wall Charts.
◆ Choose several students to use the pointer to identify the first
letter of their own names.

Lesson 1 • Everyone Helping

Unit 1 • All Around the Town

the law.

Worktext and Readers

I

the
Write Trace the letter in the sentence. Color

◆ Use good pencil hold

Phonics Charts
◆ Dottie and Bonnie, cut out and fastened to craft sticks for use as
stick puppets
◆ Handwriting Wall Charts
◆ Alphabet Song Chart (uppercase)
◆ Stick Puppet: Hopscotch

===========

Circle
rcle tthe
he pict
picture of the child who is obeying

2 Cross.
3 Cross.

Objectives

Alphabet Recognition

Each student’s name may be
written ahead of time on his
papers until all the letter
strokes have been taught. A

Week 1 • Welcome to Pine Hill

==

Language Arts

◆ Distribute pages 1–2 and discuss the picture. Read aloud the name
and number of the unit. Encourage the students to share the page
with their parents so that they will know what their child will be
learning in Unit 1.
◆ Read and guide completion of page 3.

The worktext provides opportunities for practice and assessment for
science, social studies, phonics, reading, and handwriting. Weekly evaluation pages and additional pages at the end of each unit track students’
progress. The 34 reading books help develop word recognition and other
early reading skills.

firefighter.

© 2019 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

r.
I am a firefighter
===

Focus on Fives
Lesson 9

18

s
Lesson 11

19

Biblical Worldview Themes

PPine
ine Hill Zoo

Visual Learning Materials
Phonics charts, phonics and review cards, and
a visuals packet give teachers resources for
interactive, engaging lessons.
===

===========

Write n for each picture that begins with the sound you
hear at the beginning of note.

ell a worrd by writing the word family
each spa
ace.

===========

God is great, and God is good.

God created me and all things.

The Bible is God’s Word,
and it is true.

I learn in order to
serve God and others.
1

Focus on Fives • Visuals
© 2019 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Introduced in Lesson 1

Fives
Fives
Fiv
ves • Visuals
ve
Vissual
Visua
uals
U Press.
ess.. Reproduct
Reproduc
Reprodu
Repr
eprod
prrod ct
p
ctio
io
on p
on
proh
pro
rroh
ohibited
ohibited.
ohibit
hibited
hi
hibited
ited
it
ted.
d.

23
Introduced
ntroduced
nt
troduced
oduced
ced
d in Lesson
LLes
Lesso
Less
66

t
r
tr
tr

n Fives • Wriite Now!
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aiil
il
Lesson 125

128
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===========

I see a toad!
Focus on Fives

Lesson 14

Practice Packets
The Phonics Practice and Write Now! Handwriting packets
reinforce skills introduced in each lesson, giving students
practice opportunities to develop crucial learning skills.

17
ves • Write N
Now!
Press. Repro
oduction prohibited.

Lesson 126

129

Audio Files

Teacher Tools Online

Audio files are available with theme-related songs
and listening selections on Teacher Tools Online.

Teacher Tools Online provides teachers with a wealth
of premium resources that expedite lesson planning
and encourage interactivity in the classroom. For
more information, see pages 66–69.

Additional Subjects
K5 Math
Cheddar and Farmer and Mrs. Brown explore
the world of numbers together! Each lesson
uses manipulatives to build number sense
and other early math skills. Learn more on
pages 29–31.
Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

K5 Bible Truths
Guide your students through Creation,
several Old Testament characters, the life
of Christ, prayer, and the life of Paul.

9

Academic
Disciplines
Our full range of student and teacher materials cover all
core academic disciplines for Grades 1 through 12. We also
provide materials for Bible and foreign language electives.
In alignment with our standards for biblical integration and
excellence, all our materials have been written according
to biblical worldview foundations and incorporate research
on best practices in teaching. Together, our materials equip
teachers with abundant resources for developing discipline
related skills, engaging students, planning effective
lessons, using different teaching strategies, and assessing
students’ development.

10
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GRADE 1

Language Arts
BJU Press’s systematic and explicit phonics instruction equips students to comprehend text and become
fluent readers when reading literature, informational texts, and the Bible. Phonics instruction includes phonemic awareness
strategies such as phonics stories and characters, phonics and rhyming songs, read-alouds, and multisensory activities that
combine letters and sounds into real words. Word families provide the basis for phonics instruction, correlating phonics with
reading, spelling, writing, and grammar. Phonics instruction includes highlighting short and long vowels, consonant blends,
digraphs, r-influenced vowels, special vowel sounds, silent consonants, suffixes, and syllable division. (For a detailed explanation of Grades 2–5 language arts see pages 13–27.)

Vision
To equip students to make meaning from the written word
through phonics instruction, to read with understanding
and fluency, to communicate effectively, and to enjoy
lifelong reading.

Goals
• Cultivate reading readiness and spelling consciousness
through phonemic awareness
• Teach a phonics approach to reading through
systematic, explicit, and multisensory instruction
• Develop word-recognition skills using visual and textual
cues
• Build vocabulary to improve reading comprehension

Pricing
Pric
cing
g (A comprehensive
h i price
i lilistt bbegins
i on page 89
89.)
9)

• Promote fluency by reading silently for comprehension
and then orally for communication

Reading (4th Edition)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD
Service Word Cards
Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.)
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.)
BJ BookLinks Guide
BJ BookLinks Guide & Novel

75.75
22.00
5.19
27.00
16.75
22.50

For Students
Student Readers Set 1A–1F
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)
The Starting Line (12 storybooks)
Take-Along Stories 1 (16 storybooks)
Take-Along Stories 2 (10 storybooks)
Assessments
BJ BookLinks Novel

71.25
37.75
20.25
24.00
18.00
18.00
18.00
11.25
6.29

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

12

Available BookLinks (See p. 57)
Buttercup Hill, Berry
Once in Blueberry Dell, Watkins
Looking for Home, Berry

• Equip students to read their Bible and develop a biblical
worldview

Phonics & English (4th Edition)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition
Phonics Charts
English Charts
High Frequency Word Cards
PreCursive Handwriting Wall Charts

86.75
77.00
66.00
22.00
26.00

For Students
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)
Activities

34.50
38.25
28.75

Spelling (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD

28.75

For Students

TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)

26.00
29.75
b j u p res s.co m

Reading/Literature
Elementary
BJU Press’s elementary reading product line develops student literacy by focusing on literary skills and comprehension strategies. Students build on the phonics foundation laid in the early grades, reading texts of increasing complexity in
a variety of genres. Students develop their communication skills through oral and silent reading, responsive writing, and oral
presentations. Using the before, during, and after reading process, students learn literary terms, reading strategies, and vocabulary words, and they learn to evaluate all that they read from a biblical worldview.

Vision
To equip students to enjoy lifelong reading, to analyze and interpret a variety of genres, to
evaluate all that they read from a biblical worldview, and to become effective communicators.

Goals
• Foster a joy of reading
• Differentiate instruction with reading groups to
meet the instructional needs of individual students
• Integrate a phonogram approach to phonics
teaching and word-work instruction
• Teach vocabulary in context
• Encourage fluency by first reading silently for
comprehension and then orally for communication
• Enhance comprehension through literary skills and
strategies
• Develop discernment by evaluating literature from
a biblical worldview

Teacher Tools Online®

Help grow your students’
love for reading with
tools and resources that
introduce and assess
phonics, literary skills, vocabulary, comprehension
skills, and more.
Cu s tom
Cus
to
to
om
m e r S e r vvic
iicc e 8 0 0 .8
. 4 5 .5
.573
31
1

NEW!

TextbookHub™

You can now customize
your eTextbooks and
distribute eActivities for
online completion and
auto-scoring (where
possible).
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Instructional Materials
God was angry that Balaam was going. He knew Balaam’s
heart. He knew that Balaam was more interested in the money
these men had promised to pay him than in obeying God’s
commands. The angel of the Lord stood in the road in Balaam’s
way with a drawn sword.
Balaam and his two servants could not see the angel, butt
Balaam’s donkey could. When the donkey saw the angel
gel w
with
ith
th
h
the sword, she turned off the road and went into a fieeld.
ld
d.
Balaam beat the donkey until she returned to thee road
oad
oa
aad
d
again.
But the angel of the Lord met them again
gain
ain
ai
in
in a narrow path between two vineyarrd
ds.
s
Walls stood on each side of the path
h.
Unwilling to go forward, thee donkey
nkey
keyy
key
pressed
d up against one of the
he
walls,
s,, ccrushing
h
Baalaa
laam’s foot.
t.
Once again, Balaam
laa
aa beat
att the
th
h
donkey.
onke
nkey
nk
key
ey.
ey.

Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)
Each reading book offers interesting, age-appropriate selections from
a variety of genres to encourage reading success in every student. To
make selections more accessible, we have separated the student text
into multiple volumes in primary grades.

Why
was God
angry
with
Balaam?

The
he Elepha
Elle
nt
laire Belloc
When people call thiis beast
to mind,
They marvel
m
more an
nd more
At such
h a little tail beehind,
So largge a trunk befo
ore.

The
eV
Vulture
ul
ire Bellloc
The Vullture eatss between
his meals,
And thaat’s the reaason why
He very,, very rarrely feels
s well aas you an
nd I.
is eye is
i dull, hi
his head is bald,
is neckk is grow
wing thinner.
h! what
at a lesson
n for us all
only eat
e at din
nner.

The S
Scorpio
cor n
e Belloc
e Scorp
pion is as black as soot,
dearly loves to bite;

is a mo
ost unpleasant brute
find in bed at night.

8833
ed by C
Courtney Wise

225

LESSON

2

WHERE THE RED FERN GROWS
LESSON

2

Where the Red Fern
Grows: Part 1

Objectives
• Identify the setting
• Explain how figurative language enhances the
regional element of the story
• Identify the main character’s good traits and motives
• Evaluate the main character’s response to the sinful
behavior of others BWS

Teacher Resources
• Vocabulary 2

Materials
• Sticky tabs for each student

reflect the character of God. Encourage the students to think about what
God is like as they read this excerpt from Where the Red Fern Grows and
look for characters’ traits or motives that reflect His character.

Before Reading
Unit 1: Creatures
• Direct attention to the unit title, Creatures, on page 1.
What is a creature? something created by God; often refers to animals
Based on the titles in the Contents pages, what do you think the selections in this unit will be about? animals

Vocabulary: Glossary

stance
muster
anvil
reception threadbare
gawked
• Display Vocabulary 2. Direct
the students to read each sentence silently and to use other words in the sentence to help them underif
stand the vocabulary word. Instruct the students to refer to the Glossary
they cannot determine the meaning of the word from context clues.
Remind the students that the entry words in the Glossary do not include
suffixes. (For example, the students would look up the word gawk to find
the meandiscuss
and
aloud
sentences
the
Read
gawked.)
of
the meaning

ing of each word.
Lesson

Student Edition

Activities

3–4

2

2–10

3

11–16

4

17–23

7–8

5

2–23

9–10

5–6

Story Synopsis
Billy has worked diligently for two years to buy
two coonhound puppies, and as the story opens
he arrives at the town of Tahlequah to pick them
up. After braving a fight with the town bullies and
warding off a mountain lion at his campsite, Billy
returns home with his pups. He realizes he has
hurt his family by keeping his journey a secret
from them. After a tearful reconciliation, he shares
with them his excitement over his new dogs, Dan
and Ann. Billy expresses thankfulness to God for
answering his prayer.

The specific objectives in each lesson assume the
following objectives integral to the BJU Press reading program.
• Read silently for comprehension and enjoyment
• Answer literal and higher-order thinking questions based on silent reading
• Support answers with evidence from the story
• Read orally to convey meaning and emotion
• Read and understand vocabulary in context

4

1. The blacksmith laid the hot piece of metal on the large anvil.
at my clothes when I stood up from the park bench
g
2. My brother gawked
marked “Wet Paint.”
3. I had to muster up my courage to try the spicy pepper stew my dad
cooked.
gave
4. The friendly people at the church we visited shook our hands and
.
p
us a warm reception
5. I bent my knees in an alert stance to wait for the pitch.
6. The beggar’s threadbare shirt was a sign that he had worn the same
clothes for many days.

Big Idea
• Choose a student to read aloud the Big Idea on page 2 of the Student
Edition.
The main character in a story may possess traits and motives that reflect
the character of God.
What is a character trait? a quality or a description of what a character is like
What is a motive? a reason for doing something
• Direct the students to read the questions on page 2 silently in order to
find out what questions a reader can ask to help determine a character’s
motives.
What can we learn about a character from finding out his or her
motives? We learn what is important to that character.
What might be a clue in the text that would help us find a character’s
motive? A character’s thoughts just before doing an action might reveal

Big
Idea

Genre

aloud.
Who is the main character in the story? a twelve-year-old boy named
Billy Colman
What is the setting of the story? the hills of northeastern Oklahoma
• Explain that throughout the story, the author uses figurative language
that refers to sights and sounds from Billy’s home in the hills of
Oklahoma. Give each student a set of sticky tabs. Encourage the students
as they read to look for examples of figurative language that refer to
things Billy has seen and heard in the region of the country where he
lives. Direct them to mark any examples they notice with the sticky tabs.

During Reading
Read pages 3–4 silently to find out how Billy feels about picking up
the puppies.

is
Why does Billy put off going inside the depot at the train station? He
nervous.
Why do you think Billy feels the way he does? Possible answers: He has
is
never been to the depot by himself before; he is not sure what to do; he
afraid the puppies might not really be there; he is afraid the stationmaster
will not be kind to a young boy.
gives
He
kind?
is
he
Billy
assures
that
do
stationmaster
What does the
water to a yellow canary in a cage.
the
• Choose a student to read aloud with expression Billy’s thought about
canary.

The main character in a story may
possess traits and motives that reflect
the character of God.

Teacher Edition

Finding a Character’s Motives
A motive is a reason for doing something. Finding out a
character’s motives helps us learn what is important to him or her.

What genre is this selection? realistic fiction
• Choose a student to read aloud the Genre box.
Does “realistic fiction” mean that the story really happened? No, realistic
fiction means it is a story that could happen in real life.
• Point out the author’s byline. Mention that this selection is an excerpt
from a novel by the same title written by Wilson Rawls.
What is an excerpt? a portion taken from a longer work
Who created the pictures that go along with this selection? Sandy Mehus
in
• Explain that the portion in italics is a summary of what has happened
the novel before this excerpt begins. Ask a volunteer to read this portion

Ask yourself . . .
Why did the character do that?
What was he thinking before he made that decision?
Then ask . . .
viorr
havi
Were his reasons for his beha
good or bad?
erss
Was he thinking of other
or only of himself?

Genre

Each teacher edition includes lesson guides that encourage comprehension and fluency in silent and oral reading. Teachers will find
resources for shaping a biblical worldview and building critical thinking skills through teacher-led discussions and activities. Additional resources encourage teacher-modeling as students create book reports
and practice reading strategies.

Realistic Fiction

Realistic fiction is a story that could happen in real life.
A realistic story that takes place in a specific region is
sometimes called regional fiction.
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Twelve-year-old Billy Colman has worked for two years and
has finally saved the money to buy two coon-hunting houndss
he saw in a magazine advertisement. He asks his grandfatherr,
a storekeeper, to order the puppies for him, but he is afraid
to tell his parents what he has done. When he finds out the
puppies have arrived at the depot in the town of Tahlequah,
he is too impatient to wait for a ride. One night he sneaks
away from his home in the hills of northeastern Oklahoma,
traveling on foot to pick up the puppies.
On arriving at the depot, my nerve failed me. I was afraid to go
in. I didn’t know what I was scared of, but I was scared.
Before going around to the front, I peeked in a window. The
stationmaster was in his office looking at some papers. He was
wearing a funny little cap that had no top in it. He looked friendly
enough but I still couldn’t muster up enough courage to go in.
I cocked my ear to see if I could hear puppies crying, but could
hear nothing. A bird started chirping. It was a yellow canary in
a cage. The stationmaster walked over and gave it some water. I
thought, “Anyone that is kind to birds surely wouldn’t be mean to
a boy.”

motive.
What might help us evaluate that motive? determining whether the character was thinking of others or only of himself; determining whether that
motive reflects the character of God
• Remind the students that one of the standards of good literature is goodness. God is the standard for goodness. We can look for goodness in a fictional character by observing how the character’s traits and motives
Reading 5: Creaturees

BEFORE READING

3

Where the Red Fern Grows

5

Isaiah 40

Codes and Ciphers

Find phrases in Isaiah 40 that show God’s power and wisdom or God’s
loving care. List four of them in each column. An example is done for each
of them.

Go
od
d is

se.

d wi

d is
od
Go

ull an
erffu
pow

1.

5.

2
2.

6
6.

3.

7.

4.
4.

8.

is a system where every

word or phrase in a message is replaced
by another
her
word, phrase, or series of symbols.
2. A cipher

is a system wheree every
e
letter of a message is replaced by another
er letter or symbol.

He shall feed h
H
his flock.
flock
ck.
ck

LLabel each statement P for pigpen
cipher, R for Rosicrucian cipher,
or
o G for Greek skytale.
G
P
P
R
G
R
P

Isaiah asks many rhetorical questions in this passage. Most of them are
meant to make us think about the greatness of God.
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The worktext offers practice and assessment
opportunities to apply comprehension, critical
thinking, and literary skills.

1. A code

d lo
ving
.

His arm shal
His
shall rule.

Student Worktext (eWorktext Available)

Complete the definitions.

tend
n er
an

List three of the questions about God.

9.

3. created by a general in ancient Sparta
4. used by a secret society
5. used by a suspected spy during the
American Civil War
6. uses a single grid with nine parts
7. must be solved with a pencil or rod
8. uses a system where every letter relies
9. uses a system that relies on lines,
dots,

on the position of a dot
or a combination of both

Follow the directions.
Fo

100. Use the pigpen cipher to write your

first name in the space below.

Answers will vary.

11.. Use the Rosicrucian cipher to write
the following message from Philippians
3:2: “Beware
of evil workers.”

10.

11..

Reading
Rea
ng
g 5 • Isaiah 40
0

Lesson
son 104, pages 442–44
4
Assessment

189
Readiing 5 • Top Secret

Lesson 94, pages 390–94
Following directions; vocabulary

169

Novel Studies
Assessments
Assessment packets include grade-level appropriate
selections in a variety of genres. Questions about the
selections assess the students’ reading comprehension
and vocabulary skills and prepare them for standardized
testing. Reproducible assessments are included with
teacher edition purchases for Grades 2–3. Standardizedtesting formatted packets are available for purchase for
Grades 4–5.

14

Teaching guides for integrated novel studies are included either as BJ Booklink guides
(Grades 2–3) or as a volume of the teacher
edition (Grades 4–5). Additional novel studies
for Grades 2–5 are available on page 57 and
93–94.

b j u p res s.co m

Course Overview
The chart below is a summary of the content covered in our elementary reading program for Grades 2–5. For
Reading 1, see page 12. For a more detailed description of content covered in each grade, visit bjupress.com/
scope/reading
Novels

(student copies sold separately)

Reading 2: All God’s Creatures
Provides interesting biblical-worldview-shaping selections from a variety of
genres that have been logically sequenced for readability and skill progression to
help all students succeed; emphasizes silent reading for comprehension, development of higher-order thinking skills, and instruction in phonics, oral reading, and
literary techniques

• The Treasure of Pelican
Cove
• Pulling Together

Adventures in Reading 3
Provides biblical-worldview-shaping selections from a variety of genres that
progress in difficulty to promote success for all students; builds on comprehension and critical thinking while expanding literary skills through group activities
and discussion

• The Case of the
Dognapped Cat

Reading 4: Voyages

• Sarah, Plain and Tall

Guides students to lifelong reading success by teaching biblical discernment
through teacher-guided instruction; develops comprehension through strategies,
questions, and activities before, during, and after reading

• Medallion

Reading 5: Quests

• Misty of Chincoteague

Prepares students for the increased academic demands of the future with contemporary and classical literary selections and activities that blend research and
literary skills

• These Are My People

• The Lion, the Witch and
the Wardrobe

• Brady
• The Horse and His Boy

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 91.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition Set with CD*
Worktext Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key (Grades 4–5)
Assessments & Answer Key
Phonics Review Answer Key (Grades 2–3)

85.25
34.50
11.00
11.25
27.25

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)
Novel
Assessments (Grades 4–5)
Phonics Review (Grades 2–3)

19.75–60.50
13.25–32.50
34.50
38.25
6.29–8.99
6.13
26.00

*CD and reproducible assessments
included only in Grades 2–3.
Novels and instructional guides are included with the teacher edition packet
for Grades 2–5.

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.
TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available
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Teacher Tools Online available
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Middle & High
BJU Press’s middle and high school literature product line helps students go beyond learning about literature to learning how to interact with literature. Students develop a deeper understanding of their fellow man as they examine
texts from different cultures, diverse authors and genres, and a range of time periods. Students use text-focused close reading
techniques through a before, during, and after reading approach which emphasizes comprehension and critical thinking.
Students evaluate each selection, sharpening their discernment and shaping their worldview.

Vision
To develop discerning, lifelong readers and creative communicators through the analysis
and evaluation of historical and contemporary literature in a variety of genres.

Goals
• Develop vocabulary acquisition through context and domainspecific instruction
• Help students interact with literary texts by modeling reading
strategies and literary skills
• Offer a broad range of reading opportunities using novel studies
and engaging selections from classic and contemporary literature
• Guide students in using visual analysis to interpret and evaluate
images and relate them to literary texts
• Develop cultural and historical literacy that will illuminate the
study of literature and informational texts
• Lead students to exercise discernment and formulate biblical
responses to issues raised in reading by asking real-world
questions from a biblical worldview
• Provide opportunities for individual and collaborative
communication by drawing on textual models and technology
skills

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

16

Deepen your students’
understanding and differentiate instruction with
unique video resources,
editable PowerPoints,
customizable testing
from ExamView, artwork,
and more.

TextbookHub™

You can now customize your eTextbooks
and have assignments
completed online with
auto-scoring (where
possible).
b j u p res s.co m

Instructional Materials
anish Kin
ngs]
eo was kiing in that Danish
castle,
ruling ass long as his father
ed, a fam
mous lord of men.
turn gavee his people a son,
Healfdanee,1 a fierce fighter
he Danes to
t the end of his long
t them fo
our children,
ces to guid
de them in battle, Hergar2
3
gar, and Halga
H
the Good, and one
hter,

Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)
Student editions will introduce students to major writers from many different cultures and to foundational terms and concepts for literary criticism. Each selection will encourage them to follow the before, during,
and after reading process, and informative sections and discussion
questions help them analyze a work’s elements and theme, evaluate its
literary merit, and view its message from a biblical worldview.

as given to
t Onela,5 king
des, and became
be
his wife and their

FROM

Herot6 H
Hall]
othgar, takking the throne,
led
o such glo
ory that comrades and kinssword, an
nd young men swelled
nd he tho
ought of greatness and
d
ll that wou
ould hold his mightyy
ch higherr toward Heaven
than any-

Translated by Burton Raffel

Prologue

10

20

Hear me! We’ve heard of Danish heroes,
Ancient kings and the glory they cut
For themselves, swinging mighty swords!
How Shild made slaves of soldiers from every
Land, crowds of captives he’d beaten
Into terror; he’d traveled to Denmark alone,
An abandoned child, but changed his own fate,
Lived to be rich and much honored. He ruled
Lands on all sides: wherever the sea
Would take them his soldiers sailed, returned
With tribute and obedience. There was a brave
King! And he gave them more than his glory,
Conceived a son for the Danes, a new leader
Allowed them by the grace of God. They had
lived,
Before his coming, kingless and miserable;
Now the Lord of all life, Ruler
Of glory, blessed them with a prince, Beo,
Whose power and fame soon spread through the
world.
Shild’s strong son was the glory of Denmark;
His father’s warriors were wound round his heart
With golden rings, bound to their prince
By his father’s treasure. So young men build
The future, wisely open-handed in peace,
Protected in war; so warriors earn
Their fame, and wealth is shaped with a sword.

When his time was come the old king died,
Still strong but called to the Lord’s hands.
His comrades carried him down to the shore,
Bore him as their leader had asked, their lord
30 And companion, while words could move on his
tongue.
Shild’s reign had been long; he’d ruled them well.
There in the harbor was a ring-prowed fighting
Ship, its timbers icy, waiting,
And there they brought the belovèd body
Of their ring-giving lord, and laid him near
The mast. Next to that noble corpse
They heaped up treasures, jeweled helmets,
Hooked swords and coats of mail, armor
Carried from the ends of the earth: no ship
40 Had ever sailed so brightly fitted,
No king sent forth more deeply mourned.
Forced to set him adrift, floating
As far as the tide might run, they refused
To give him less from their hoards of gold
Than those who’d shipped him away, an orphan.
And a beggar, to cross the waves alone.
High up over his head they flew
His shining banner, then sadly let
The water pull at the ship, watched it
50 Slowly sliding to where neither rulers
Nor heroes nor anyone can say whose hands
Reading Check:
Opened to take that motionless cargo.
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[The Threat of a Monster]
A powerful monster, living
down
In the darkness, growled in
pain, impatient
As day after day the music
rang
Loud in that hall, the harp’s
rejoicing
90 Call and the poet’s
clear songs, sung
Of the ancient beginnings
of us all, recalling
The Almighty making the
earth,
These beautiful plains marked shaping
off by oceans,
Then proudly setting the
sun and moon
To glow across the land
and light it;
The corners of the earth
were made lovely with
trees
And leaves, made quick
with life, with each
Of the nations who now
move on its face. And
then

UNIT 1:
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Lessons 20–21
Lessons 20–21

GENRE

• Direct attention to the definition of biography on page 79.
ASK What are possible advantages of the
genre of biography? (Possible answers: Human interest gravitates toward stories about
people’s lives. Life lessons can be gleaned
from the successes and failures of the lives of
other people.)

AUTHOR’S CRAFT
Fact and Opinion

• Direct the students to read the definitions
off fact and opinion on page 79.
• Invite a volunteer to explain in his own
words the difference between fact and
opinion.

Author Moody Adams

Illustrator Sandy Mehus

Practice

• Instruct students to draw a T-Chart, labelling one side factt and one side opinion.
• Display the following sample sentences.
1. Napoleon Bonaparte was born in Corsica
on August 15, 1769.
2. Napoleon embodied the ideals of the
French Revolution.
3. Napoleon’s rise and fall illustrates the
principle that “pride goeth before destruction” (Prov. 16:18).
4. Napoleon experienced final defeat at the
Battle of Waterloo.
• Instruct the students to work independently to classify the statements by writing the
number of the statement in the appropriate
column.
• Call on volunteers for answers. (The first
and fourth sentences are facts. The second
and third sentences are opinions.)
• Choose students to list reasons why the
second and third statements are opinions.
(Possible answers: These statements are
conclusions that someone might make after
studying the facts of Napoleon’s life. These
statements cannot be proven in the same
way as the facts of his birth and defeat.)

Author’s Purpose

• Review how to identify the author’s purpose.
• Elicit the structure of organization for
the excerpt from Exploring the Titanic.
(chronological order)
• Point out that Ballard’s chronological
structure enabled him to emphasize the
effects caused by the lack of precaution.

two passenger and mail stops at Cherbourg,
GOING OUT IN A BLAZE OF GLORY
France and Queenstown, Ireland, passens the dark, freezing waters of the
gers gained an increased sense of security.
Atlantic crept slowly up the decks
Harper wrote a letter to his friend Charles
of the Titanic, John Harper
Livingstone before docking at Queenstown,
shouted, “Let the women, children and the
saying “Thus far the passage is all that can
unsaved into the lifeboats.” Harper took his
be desired.”
life jacket—the final hope of survival—and
At 11:40 p.m. April 14, 1912, an iceberg
gave it to another man. After the ship had
scraped the ship’s starboard side, showerdisappeared beneath the dark water,
ing the decks with ice and ripping open six
leaving Harper floundering in the icy
water-tight compartments. The sea poured
waters, he was heard urging those about
in. Most passengers remained unconvinced
him to put their faith in Jesus Christ.
that the Titanic would go down until the
It was the night of April 14, 1912, a night
crew started shooting flares into the air.
for heroes, and John Harper met the chalCharles Pellegrino said, “The water sparkled
lenge. Though the waters swallowing him
miles around. Lifeboats could be seen
for
him
about
sea
were bitterly cold and the
on it. . . . In that cave of man-made light,
was dark, John Harper left this world in a
minds, too, were illuminated. Everyone unbrilliant blaze of glory.
spontaneous: unplanned
derstood the message of the rocket without
Harper’s heroics were spontaneous. He
being told.” After the flares, no one had to
had no reason to expect the Titanic to sink,
be persuaded to enter the lifeboat.
nor time to write a script. A trade maga1. How is the
Suddenly, when the water had crept
zine, The Shipbuilder, labeled the Titanic
information in this
halfway to the bridge, a crashing
“practically unsinkable.” On May 31, 1911,
resembling a million pieces of
noise,
paragraph similar
an employee of the White Star Company
china breaking, jarred the night. As
said, “Not even God Himself could sink this
to the details in
the stern of the Titanic rose high in
ship.” The Titanic reflected all the security,
the sky to prepare for her plunge to
Exploring the Titanic?
luxury and confidence of the Victorianthe ocean floor, a tremendous noise
Edwardian era. The Associated Press was
How is it different?
like an explosion jarred the night air.
sold on the ship, declaring, “All that wealth
Passengers joined hands and leaped
and modern workmanship could produce
embody: to physically represent
into the water. At 2:20 a.m. the Titanic
was embodied in the Titanic, the longest
certain character traitss
began her slow descent to the ocean floor,
vessel ever built, over 4 city blocks in length
leaving a mushroom-like cloud of smoke
. . . with accommodations for a crew of 860
and steam above her grave. In the icy waters
and a passenger capacity of 3,500, she was
of the North Atlantic, in the dead of night,
built with as much care as is put into the
the most famous ship in the world ended her
finest chronometers.”1 The Titanic’s lavish
nautical
a
gained
but
one and only voyage
extravagance and record-breaking size awed
mystique: a mysterious or
mystique second only to Noah’s ark. It all
the golden age of shipbuilding. Her 50,000
awe-inspiring quality
happened so fast, that Harper could only rehp2 engines that produced the 24 knots-peract. His response left an historic example of
hour3 speed were secured in sixteen watercourage and faith. “The heroes of mankind,”
tight compartments. Each was protected by
said A.P. Stanley, “are the mountains, the
steel bulkheads. At the time of her launch,
highlands of the moral world.” Such a hero
the Titanic was the world’s largest manwas John Harper. 1
made movable object. After making its first

A

INSTRUCT

1. chronometers: instruments used to measure time
2. hp: horsepower
3. knots-per-hour: a nautical measurement of speed equivalent to 1.15 miles per hour
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• Explain that the students’ examination of
Moody Adams’s arrangement of information—his structure—will help them
discover his purpose and main point.

READER’S CRAFT
Compare and Contrast

• Review how to compare and contrast character traits and motivations.
• Invite volunteers to read Matthew 22:39
and Philippians 2:3–4.
• Explain that the students should consider
these biblical passages as they determine
positive and negative character traits and
motivations in this excerpt.
• Point out that the students will also be
comparing and contrasting the two selections about the Titanic. Explain that a

major part of the comparison and contrast
of the two selections will be regarding
author’s purpose.

VOCABULARY

• Group the students in pairs to predict the
meanings of the vocabulary words listed
on page 79.
• Instruct the students to discuss any known
or predicted definitions with their partner.
• Encourage the students to break down
words such as accentuate, downtrodden,
embody, infamous, and ominous into word
parts in order to predict the meanings.
• Instruct the students to count the number
of definitions they do not know or are
unsure of.

• Direct the students to check the definitions
in the margins of the selection.
• Remind the students that words such as
abandon and sanction may have more than
one meaning depending on the context.

BUILD BACKGROUND

• Summarize key details of the brief biographies of John Harper’s family members
who survived.

APPLY
• Direct the students to read the excerpt
from The Titanic’s Last Hero on pages
80–85 and answer the During Reading
questions. Encourage them to apply the
Reader’s Craft strategy of comparing and
contrasting.

• Point out that the students may need to refer to their notes on the previous selection
in order to answer During Reading question
1.

ENGAGE
• Administer Quiz 9.
• Invite a volunteer to summarize what the
students have read.
• Point out that on page 84, Moody Adams compares Robert English’s ominous
impression to Agabus’s prophecy regarding
the Apostle Paul. Explain that an impression is not the same thing as a prophecy;
a prophecy is an inerrant revelation from
God. Impressions can arise from a number

Opinion

DR 1 Possible answer: Like Ballard, Adams

provides factual information about the
ship’s collision and sinking. Whereas Ballard
stretches out the details of the collision,
evacuation, and sinking, Adams compresses these details and adds his opinions on
Harper’s heroic life.

of sources and do not convey infallible
divine revelation.
• Show the video about the commemoration
of John Harper created for the 100th anniversary of the Titanic’s sinking.

—DURING READING—
INSTRUCT
• Review the key details of the Titanic’s
sinking.

AUTHOR’S PURPOSE
Think-Pair-Share

• Encourage the students to refer to their
notes on the previous selection.
• Choose students to give their answer to
During Reading question 1.
• Arrange the class in pairs and instruct
them to discuss possible answers to Think
& Discuss 3.
• Encourage the pairs to draw a Venn
diagram as a graphic organizer of their
answers.
• Call on volunteers to provide some examples of their findings.
• Direct the pairs to reread the final paragraph on page 69 continuing onto page 70
from Exploring the Titanic. Direct attention to the second to last paragraph on
page 84 from The Titanic’s Last Hero.
• Direct the pairs to discuss their answers to
During Reading question 5.
• Invite a volunteer to explain the answer.
• Point out that there is a textual error in the
final paragraph on page 84. Explain that
[sic] is used to alert the reader to an error,
made by an author or publisher, found in
the text.
• Explain that Adams develops this division
of “saved” and “lost” passengers in the first
full paragraph on page 85. Elicit that the
“saved” here refers to believers.
• Review Ballard’s purpose and main point
in Exploring the Titanic.

Teacher Edition and Teacher’s Toolkit CD
Teacher editions include margin notes with lesson content,
teaching strategies, guides, discussion questions, optional
activities, literary analysis ideas, worldview evaluation
prompts, and much more. The Teacher’s Toolkit CD, located
in the back of some of the teacher editions, gives the
teacher easy access to additional teaching resources.
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ExamView

Assessments

The ExamView test generator, available
with a Teacher Tools Online subscription,
combines test-bank questions for BJU Press
materials and easy-to-use tools to create
tests and quizzes.

Assessment packets include grade level
appropriate summative assessments for each
unit and a final exam. Additional assessment
resources are available and vary by grade level.
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Course Overview
The chart below is a summary of the content covered in our literature program. For a more detailed description of content covered in each course, visit bjupress.com/scope/literature
Novels
Perspectives in Literature (6)
Offers a variety of selections and reading strategies to encourage and guide
students in reading both literary and informational texts. Writing opportunities
encourage students to think critically and apply worldview shaping to the
selections they read.

NEW

• The Book of Three
• A Single Shard
• Island of the Blue Dolphins

Exploring Themes in Literature (7)
Introduces students to intensive critical reading of various genres with the
reading process approach. It addresses six themes in literature and explores
literary terms, reading strategies, and processes for analysis and appreciation.

• The Last Battle

Excursions in Literature (8)
Lays a foundation for literary analysis through a thematic, literary-critical approach. Each theme introduces students to
new terms and a variety of genres with selections from other cultures.

Fundamentals of Literature (9)
Emphasizes analysis of six central components of literature through a literary-critical approach. Units focus on
central themes in selections from three main genres.

Elements of Literature (10)
Explores and analyzes six elements and six genres of literary writing through a literary-critical approach. Units cover
selections from a variety of world cultures as well as Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet.

American Literature (11)
Discusses the five periods of American literature from Native American and colonial literature to contemporary
literature using the reading process approach. It challenges students’ skills of analysis and evaluation.

British Literature (12)
Discusses the five literary periods of British literature from the Middle Ages to modern and
contemporary literature using the reading process approach. Students explore the problem of the
human condition as it occurs in literature.

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 92.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

75.00–85.25
34.50
11.00–12.00

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Activities
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)

60.50
32.50
34.50
6.13–6.58

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.
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TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

ExamView
assessments
available

Teacher Tools Online available

b j u p res s.co m

English/Writing & Grammar
Elementary
BJU Press’s elementary English product line connects skills in writing, mechanics, listening, speaking, and viewing
to provide students with a solid English language arts foundation. Students study one part of speech at a time, mastering English
conventions through spiral review and regular practice of each skill. Proofreading activities give students practice in analyzing
sentences, identifying grammatical errors, and correcting errors within the context of writing. Students follow the writing process
to write opinion pieces, informational texts, and narratives. Teacher modeling and student collaboration help students develop
their craft as they write in various genres for real-world contexts.

Vision
To equip students to master foundational grammar and writing skills, enabling them to craft
effective written and oral communication that honors God and serves others.

Goals
• Foster an appreciation of language as a gift from God
• Develop a foundational knowledge of English grammar and
mechanics
• Develop study and reference skills
• Teach the writing process for narrative, informative, opinion,
and expository writing
• Encourage clear and effective writing through mentor text
analysis and regular practice of writing in real-world contexts
• Develop digital literacy
• Guide the development of collaboration, listening, speaking,
and viewing skills
• Provide space for reflection on communication that serves
others

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

TextbookHub™

Teach and review writing
and grammar with
thematic videos, editable PowerPoints, extra
practice pages, writing
rubrics, and other instructional aids.

Worktexts are now available digitally. Teachers
can assign homework
to be completed online
with computer-gradable
answers (where possible).

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

AfterSchoolHelp.com

Give your students
extra practice for tricky
concepts in English 4
and 5 by sending them
to our digital tutor,
AfterSchoolHelp.com.
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Instructional Materials
Journa
rn
nal

Underline the action verb twice.

What does
someone or
something do?

12. Americans enjoy
j y the game of baseball.
13. Several national baseball leagues began
g in the 1870s.

Student Worktext (eWorktext Available)

Write your response to

each statement.

14. The outfield players wear special leather gloves.
How can I use words to

15. Some ball players steal the bases.

16. The baseball players
p y listen to the coach.
17. Their coach gives
g
rules before the game.
18. Parents cheer for each player on the team.
19. The umpire
p cares about all the players.
2nd

Write the verb that best completes the sentence.

20. The baseball fans cheer

for the hurt player.

cheer

sneer

21. The umpire follows

the rules in the rule book.

breaks

follows

22. Bella Torres obeys

the umpire’s words.

ignores

obeys

Write a sentence using respectful words you would say to a coach.

23.

ch ask
asks
sks
sk
ks you
ks
a te
tea
eamm
ea
aamm
maate
mate
m
p..
p

ome
he umpiire calls
cal
alls
al
ll
ll
lls
u out wh
when you
ou
u
re safe.

80

Chapterr 4:
4: Action Verbs | Lesson 39

The
hee cco
coach asks you to
coa
sitt on the
hee bench
b
for
an inning.
inning
inni
ing.
g.

11st
st
st
T e um
The
ump
umpire calls
you
ou
u sa
safe at first.

English 3
English 3
Chapter 4: Action Verbs

Chapter

3

I n t ro d uct i on

Language Link

Worktext pages 51–52

August 3, 20199
Dear Diary,
De
iary
Today
oday I visited the Creation
Mu eum®. I saw a dinosaur skeleton and
Museum
d
a mo
model of Noah’s ark. At the petting
zoo, I touched the donkeyy and the ggoats
ats.
They had some strange animals
Th
m there.
t
I saw
sa alpacas
cas and
a wallabies. I also saw
a zonkeyy and a zorse! Then my brother
and
an
d I rode the camel! I hope I get to go
back
ack again soon.

•

•

C h a p t e r Not es
Instructional Aid 19, Spelling Cheer, will be used throughout
this chapter. Display the visual during the lessons for frequent
reference.
Abstract nouns are introduced in Lesson 26 for exposure.
Students will be asked to recognize abstract nouns along with
other types of nouns in lesson activities. Because of the difficulty of the concept, abstract nouns will not be included on the
test and the simplified definition of a noun (a noun is a person,
place, or thing) will be used throughout the chapter instead of
the more precise definition (a noun is a person, place, thing, or
idea).
Singular possessive nouns will be introduced in Lesson 29. Because of the difficulty of the concept, plural possessive nouns
will not be introduced until Chapter 6.
As preparation for Chapter 12, Lesson 32 will expose students
to using abbreviations and punctuation in writing an address.
Creating a Thankfulness Museum based on student journal entries at the end of the chapter will provide a memorable experience and allow students to practice celebration in a meaningful
way. Invite parents, the
principal, school perVisit TeacherToolsOnline.com
sonnel, or another class
for resources to enhance the
to view the museum
lessons.
display. See Lesson 37
for more details.

52

25

•

The petting zoo at the Creation Museum is called the Eden
Animal Experience. Why do you think the museum chose
this name? Adam and the animals lived in the Garden of
Eden after Creation, and that is where Adam named the
animals.
What were some of the unusual kinds of animals that the
writer of the journal entry saw at the petting zoo? alpacas,
wallabies, a zonkey, and a zorse
You may wish to explain that a zonkey is a cross between a
zebra and a donkey. A zorse is a cross between a zebra and
a horse. Alpacas are similar to llamas, but smaller. Wallabies
live in Australia and New Zealand. They are small relatives
of the kangaroo.
Direct attention to the photographs on the bulletin board in
the picture. Explain that these two animals are examples of
wallabies and alpacas.
Explain that the journal entry contains several examples of
nouns. Point out that the writer of the journal entry uses the
word I to talk about himself. Even though the writer of the
journal entry is a person, I is not a noun because it is not a
naming word.

W or k text
• As a preassessment activity, challenge the students to find
some examples of nouns in the Language Link on page 52.
Re-read the journal entry with the class and call on students
to give examples of people, places, and things in the paragraph. Direct the students to underline the nouns that they
find.

• Point out any additional examples of nouns in the paragraph
51

English 3 | Lesson 25

Lesson Focus
A noun names a person, place, or thing. God used naming words at Creation, and Adam used naming words to celebrate God’s work.
Objectives
• Recall the origin of naming words. BWS
• Identify nouns in context.
Teacher Resources

• Songs: “Noun Song”

52

Chapter 3: Nouns | Lesson 25

Songs are located on Handbook pages 378–84.

God used naming words at Creation, and Adam used naming words to
name animals.
Using naming words is something that we can do because we are made in
God’s image.
Naming the animals was the first job that God gave Adam to do. Do you
think that naming the animals was a hard job for Adam? Answers will
vary.
Do you think Adam enjoyed looking at all the animals God made and

English 3

and direct the students to underline them.
English 3

giving them names? Yes, because God made many amazing and beautiful
animals.

• Read the second question and allow the students to share their answers
•

Int r oduct i on
• Direct attention to Worktext page 51.
• Read the first question and invite students to suggest answers. Elicit that

| Lesson 50

Joel’s Journal

Where did naming
words come from?
What would
w
happen
if we had no n
naming
aming
words?

© BJ
BJU
JU Press
Press. Reprodu
Press.
Repro
Reproduc
pr ucctio
c ttion
ct
ion
on p
prohibited.
rohibit

The Creation account in Genesis 1 tells how God used words
to create the universe. As God named the light, the sky, the sea,
the stars, and the creatures, these things came into being. God
also gave Adam the ability to use language. Adam’s first task
was to use words to name the animals in the Garden of Eden.
God used naming words to create, and Adam used them to
celebrate what God had made.
A noun is a word that names a person, place, or thing. In
Chapter 3, students will identify nouns in sentences, form
plural nouns, form singular possessive nouns, capitalize proper
nouns, write abbreviations, and use commas to separate nouns
in a series. Context sentences include information about
museums. Just as a museum celebrates people, places, and
objects, a Christian can use nouns to celebrate what God has
done. During the journaling activity at the end of the chapter,
students will celebrate the special things God has given them
by making a list of nouns that represent those things.

3

Nouns

show respect?

Underline the action verb twice. Underline the simple subject once.
Draw a line between the subject and the predicate.

© BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

These worktexts teach traditional grammar through teacher and mentor
text modeling as well as independent practice. Students learn writing skills
across many genres through the five steps of the writing process. Chapter
reviews and cumulative reviews provide a spiral review of skills. Each worktext also contains a writing handbook with a thesaurus, charts for student
reference, and more.

Draw your
ur fac
fface
ace in
i the picture.

•

to this question with a partner. Invite several pairs to share their answers
with the class.
Direct attention to the chapter title.
What is the title of this chapter? “Nouns”
What is the definition of a noun? A noun names a person, place, or thing.
Direct the students to study the picture on Worktext page 51. Invite several volunteers to name any people, places, or things that they see.

• For additional review, see the Review for this lesson at
TeacherToolsOnline.com. Read the directions and provide
additional instruction or assistance as needed.

D iffer en tiated L ear n in g
Language Support
If many or all of the students struggle to remember the definition of a noun or struggle to find examples of people, places,
and things in the journal entry, introduce the “Noun Song”
on Handbook page 381 during this lesson and review it in the
next lesson to reinforce the concept.

T each for U n d er s tan d in g
• Direct attention to the Language Link on Worktext page 52. Explain that
the text on this page is a journal entry. Read the passage to the class.
What place did the writer of this journal entry visit? the Creation Museum®
A museum is a place that celebrates different kinds of objects by displaying them so that people can enjoy looking at them and learning about
them. What kinds of things did the writer of the journal entry see at the
Creation Museum? a dinosaur skeleton, a model of Noah’s Ark, animals at
the petting zoo

Chapter 3: Nouns

Lesson 25

Teacher Edition
The teacher editions provide a thorough presentation of
English instruction with a balance of grammar study and
writing practice. These editions provide easy instructions for
teaching grammar and writing using the writing process.
Suggestions for working with ELL students appear throughout
the material. Discussions and activities develop students’ critical thinking and biblical worldview.

53

Assessments
Assessment packets include age- and grade-level summative
assessments for grammar concepts. Each assessment aligns with
the stated objectives available in the teacher edition. Rubrics for
writing assignments are available on Teacher Tools Online and
with the Instructional Aids in the teacher edition.

20
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Course Overview
This chart highlights the content covered in our elementary English program. Students develop skills in identifying parts of speech, recognizing sentence patterns, proofreading, using the writing process, and using reference materials. For Phonics and English 1, see page 12.
For a more detailed description of content covered in each grade, visit bjupress.com/scope/english
Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics

Writing Projects

• Encourages understanding of subjects and verbs in a
communicative context.
• Teaches simple sentences and paragraphs.
• Introduces capitalization and punctuation conventions
as well as proper usage.

Personal narrative, instructions, couplet,
shape poem, friendly letter, opinion paragraph, research report

• Expands understanding of the parts of speech.
• Provides a foundation for sentence variety and structure.
• Explores different types of pronouns.

• Develops understanding of adjectives and adverbs.
• Encourages development of digital and visual literacy,
critical thinking, and collaboration.
• Explores common usage problems.

NEW

• Expands study of all parts of speech.
• Reviews sentence structure and introduces sentence
types.
• Reinforces correct usage.

Game instructions, friendly letter with
personal narrative, persuasive essay, book
review, sound poem, research report

Compare/contrast essay, book review,
tall tale, research report, writing a story,
acrostic poem

Compare/contrast essay, persuasive
business letter, diamante, sense poem,
personal narrative, book review, research
report, imaginative instructions, play

Pricing (A comprehensive price list is on page 89.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD*
Assessments Answer Key

71.25
11.00

For Students
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)

28.75
32.50
6.13

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

*CD included only in Grades 2, 5

TextbookHub After School
Digital Versions
Help
Available

Teacher Tools Online available

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1
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Middle & High
BJU Press’s middle and high school writing and grammar product line provides students with a
real-world focus for exercising language skills as they systematically review and practice grammar and mechanics with increasing complexity. Activities give students practice in analyzing, combining, and drafting text in various genres. Students
synthesize grammar, usage, research, writing, digital, speaking, and listening skills to become effective oral and written
communicators.

Vision
To equip students to apply grammar and writing skills to craft effective written and oral
communication that engages
g g with and contributes to culture.

Goals
Goa
• En
Ensure mastery of English grammar and mechanics
• Develop
D
mastery of study, reference, and research skills, and
effectively using print and digital resources
• Model
M
the connection of mentor texts to grammar instruction and
writing activities
w
• Give
G opportunities for students to use the writing process with
genre-specific strategies to craft communication for real-world
ge
contexts
co
• H
Hone collaboration, listening, speaking, and viewing skills
• Expand
Ex
technology and media literacy through written, oral, and
visual communication
vi
• Lead
Le students in drafting writing that is truthful, virtuous, and
empathetic
em

Teacher Tools Online®

Enhance writing and
grammar instruction with
planning and presentation tools, customizable
tests with ExamView,
PowerPoints, and more.

22

NEW!

TextbookHub™

AfterSchoolHelp.com

Worktexts are now available digitally. Teachers
can assign homework
to be completed online
with computer-gradable
answers (where possible).

Give your students
extra practice for tricky
concepts in Writing &
Grammar by sending
them to our digital tutor,
AfterSchoolHelp.com.
b j u p res s.co m

Instructional Materials
Review the Skill

each
dicate in eac
predicate
e complete p
tthe
betwee the complete subject and
Draw a verticall line between
each simple predicate twice. If the
erline each simple subject once and
in
sentence. Unde
before the sentence and write you
nderstood you, draw a vertical line
subject is an un

Practice the Skill
P

parentheses.

ut education in colonial
(You) 11. Read abou

La
abel the sentence patterns S-InV, S-TrV-DO, or S-TrV-IO-DO. Above
each word of the
se
entence pattern, write its label.

times.

S

Student Worktext (eWorktext Available)

InV

S

TrV

TrV

DO

IO

S

ten.

44. He unfolded a map.
S TrV

IO

DO

55. He gave the policemen their orders.

after
15. His father stopped his education

S

InV

66. The men ran to their positions.

years.
only two ye

S

d for the rest of his
16. He studied

TrV

DO

77. They surprised the thieves.
S

life, howevver.

TrV

IO

DO

88. The thieves gave the police the stolen funds.
S

17. Franklin taaught himself mathematics

TrV

DO

99. The police arrested the thieves.
S

ce.
and science

TrV

d five foreign languages.
19. He learned

Use the Skill

between the
subject of dogs. Draw a vertical line
Write two original sentences on the
each simple
predicate in each sentence. Underline
complete subject and the complete
twice.
subject once and each simple predicate

21.
22.
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CHAPTER 1
NTENCCE POOWERFFUL?
WHAAT MAAKES A SEN

• Analyze a sentence to determine its

“The future doesn’t belong to the faint-hearted; it belongs to the brave.”
With these words President Ronald Reagan galvanized the will of the nation to continue exploring space despite the death of six astronauts and
a school teacher. Addressing students your age, the president understood
how to reach his audience with a difficult subject. Calling for boldness in
the face of tragedy, he changed minds at the most unexpected moment. A
sentence can have that kind of power.

subject(s) and predicate(s).

• Classify a sentence according to type.
• Discern the appropriate use of
fragments.

• Punctuate sentences correctly.
MATERIALS

• A video of President Ronald Reagan’s
“Address to the Nation”

DISCOVER!

• Images of Reagan at the Brandenburg
Gate

President Reagan delivered the lines below on June 12, 1987, in a speech
at the Brandenburg Gate, which was closed when communists erected the
Berlin Wall to prevent citizens of East Berlin from escaping to West Berlin.

Visit TeacherToolsOnline.com for
resources to enhance the lessons.

MENTOR TEXT

ek prosperity for the
“General Secretary Gorbacchev, if you seek peace, if you see
n, come here to this gate.
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, if you seek liberalization

Chapter Notes
This chapter introduces the biblical worldview of loving one’s neighbor as it applies
to balancing subject, audience, and writer.
The students will be encouraged to tailor
their message to their audience because of
the worth of those who make up that audience. The writing workshop will cover
the use of effective fragments. Sentences,
their types and their basic components
of subjects and predicates, constitute the
grammatical instruction. Instruction in
correlative conjunctions will be new for
the students.
Preassessments, Concept Reinforcements, and Differentiated Instruction are
available on TeacherToolsOnline.com.

ENGAGE
Speaking and Listening

View a video of President Ronald Reagan’s “Address to the Nation” on January 28, 1986, following the explosion of
the space shuttle Challengerr earlier in
the day.
Direct attention to the effective
communication in action. The speech
provides additional context for the quotation found in the opening paragraph
of page 3.

• Use the opening quotation to inspire the
students with the potential power of a
sentence.

• Move to Discover! Display images of Rea-

CHAPTER OBJECTIVES

Mr. Gorbachev, open this gate!
Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!”

What sentence type did Reagan use? President Reagan had been advised
against delivering such a strong directive. Do you think the world’s response
would have been different if he had communicated in a less direct manner?

Ask: Why do you think President
Reagan was known as “the great
communicator”? Answers may include
that as an actor Reagan understood
the importance of body language and
its nuances of communication. He was
very comfortable under lights and used
his television presence to advantage,
sometimes looking into the camera and
speaking directly to television viewers.
Additionally, he used humor effectively.

tator asked Reagan about the age issue.
Reagan quipped, “I will not make age
an issue of this campaign. I am not going to exploit, for political purposes, my
opponent’s youth and inexperience.”
The audience, including Mondale,
erupted in laughter.

Offer the following example. Before the
1984 election, in a debate against Vice
President Walter Mondale, a commen-

2 • Lesson 1

Writing & Grammar 7

INSTRUCT

• Read the opening paragraph of the text
aloud, beginning with the quotation.

Question and Answer

Ask: What was the subject of the speech?
the explosion of the space shuttle
Challenger
Ask: To whom was the speech addressed?
the nation
Ask: To whom was the opening quotation addressed? schoolchildren
Ask: Who was the speaker/writer? President Ronald Reagan

gan speaking at the Brandenburg Gate on
June 12, 1987, to orient the students to the
time and place in which President Reagan
delivered the lines of the mentor text.
Explain the iconic significance of the
historical landmark, originally erected
to represent peace but used by the Nazis
for a triumphal entry that resulted in
violence and oppression.

Discussion

Ask: What sentence type did Reagan use?
imperative
Ask: Do you think the world’s response
would have been different if he had
communicated in a less direct manner?
Answers may include that perhaps Mr.
Gorbachev would have felt less pressure had President Reagan spoken less
confrontationally.
• Explain that the speechwriter was told to
revise the speech and soften the directive, but that President Reagan overruled
the advice and spoke emphatically and
forcefully because he believed in the
impact of his words.
• Challenge the students that their words
can have an impact as well.

Discussion

Ask: What makes a sentence powerful?
Elicit answers. Answers may include that
a powerful sentence commands attention. Additionally, it affects its audience,
perhaps initiating action.

• Guide the students in evaluating the

speech based on whether Reagan
balanced subject, audience, and writer,
which he did. Elicit how this was accomplished. On the difficult, mandated subject, he sympathized, connecting with a
broad audience (families, schoolchildren,
NASA, and the nation). His message
inspired determination to move forward
despite tragedy.

Chapter 1: Sentences

DO

18. Grammar was another of his subjects.

Writing & Grammar 7
10

Lesson 2

Lesson 13

41

1

TER 1
APT
CHA

SENTENCES

1

IO

100. Then the police handed the happy banker his money.

Chapter 2: Verbs
Chap

Worktext pages 2–7

DO

33. The captain showed his men the plans.

me.
a short tim

Consumable student worktexts provide important practice exercises
and opportunities for active application to each student’s own writing. Our texts encourage students to write regularly and in diverse
genres. The main chapters offer a written model and an associated
lesson for students to use in studying the model. As students develop
their skills, they gain confidence in their skills and prepare for future
real-life writing opportunities.

DO

S

22. Many policemen arrived quickly.

dren went to school for only
13. Some child

age
14. Benjamin Franklin left school at

TrV

1. The banker called the police.

12. Few peoplee attended school.

Teacher Edition and Teacher’s Toolkit CD
Teacher editions provide instructors with the support they need
to teach writing and grammar effectively. Lessons include margin
notes for lesson content and planning use, pretests for assessing
student knowledge, suggested lesson objectives, ESL strategies,
cross-curricular links, biblical-worldview discussions, and many
other tools. These tools help teachers develop their students’
knowledge, critical-thinking skills, and biblical worldview.

Lesson 1 • 3

ExamView
The ExamView test generator, available
with a Teacher Tools Online subscription,
combines test-bank questions for BJU
Press materials and easy-to-use tools to
create tests and quizzes.

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

Assessments
Assessment packets include summative assessments for grammar concepts. Each assessment
aligns with stated objectives available in the
teacher edition.
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Course Overview
The chart below summarizes the core content of our writing and grammar series. Note that each subsequent
text builds on the material taught in the previous one. Some additional helpful features (such as instruction
in study and reference skills) are not listed here. For a more detailed description of each grade’s content, visit
bjupress.com/scope/english
Grammar, Usage, and Mechanics

NEW

Writing Skills

• Reviews all parts of speech
• Reviews and expands all sentence errors, parts of
sentences, sentence types
• Reviews and reinforces conventions and usage

• Writing projects: personal narrative, newspaper
editorial, instructions, research report, historical
fiction, compare/contrast essay, limerick, free
verse, cover letter

• Introduces the eight parts of speech and five basic
sentence patterns
• Corrects major usage problems such as subject/verb
disagreement and pronoun reference errors
• Covers basic capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
rules

• Introduces students to the five-part writing
process
• Instructs directly in paragraph organization and
development
• Writing projects: narrative, informative, argumentative, and article writing

• Reviews all parts of speech, sentence structures,
mechanics, and usage from Grade 7
• Introduces progressive tense, voice, mood (indicative, imperative, and subjunctive), adjective and
adverb clauses, parentheses, brackets, dashes, and
ellipses

• Study and research skill reviews available in the
Student Handbook and in the research chapter
• Introduces the six traits of writing, proofreading
symbols, writing different types of paragraphs,
writing an anecdote, visual representation, writing
poetry, writing a business letter, and expanding
and combining information
• Writing projects: informative writing, narrative writing, argumentative writing, and multigenre project

• Expands grammar knowledge to concepts such as
verb mood, qualifiers, determiners, and subordinating conjunctions
• Expands capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
rules

• Teaches writing strategies such as grammatical parallelism and sentence variety, expansion, reduction,
and logic
• Writing projects: comparison and contrast, research
essay, personal response to literature, and writing
for the media

• Reviews Grade 9 material, adding the perfect gerund
and the passive infinitive
• Expands capitalization, punctuation, and spelling
rules

• Covers new strategies to achieve sentence emphasis, energy, and logic; presents various modes
of writing
• Writing projects: cause-and-effect essay, eyewitness report, short story, and persuasive speech

• Reviews Grade 10 material, adding fine points
of grammar such as adverb types and perfect or
passive verbals
• Reviews capitalization and punctuation

• Covers paragraph organization strategies and
expands on issues in sentence clarity, energy, and
logic
• Writing projects: analytical essay, research paper,
in-class essay, and narrative poem

• Reviews all of the grammar, usage, and mechanics
material covered in Grade 11 with minor additions
(e.g., absolute phrases)
• Challenges students to demonstrate mastery of
these concepts in textbook exercises

• Reviews all writing skills previously covered with
some minor additions
• Writing projects: sonnet, research report, video
report, literary analysis essay, issues analysis essay,
college application essay

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 89.)
For Teachers

For Students

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key
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TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

ExamView
assessments
available

After School
Help

71.25–74.50
11.00–12.00

Teacher Tools Online available

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)
The Writer’s Toolbox (Grades 9–12)

28.75–31.75
32.50–35.50
6.13–6.58
38.00

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.
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ELEMENTARY

Spelling
BJU Press’s spelling product line equips students to master spelling by recognizing word relationships and structural
patterns in grade-appropriate lists. Activities include word study, word sorting, proofreading, dictionary skills, and writing. In
the primary grades, word lists contain high-frequency words, phonetic words, and challenge words with irregular spellings.
In the intermediate grades, lists add syllable patterns and derivational suffixes. Frequent assessments give opportunities for
self-assessment and retrieval practice. They also build student confidence and encourage mastery for producing God-honoring
written communication.

Vision
To equip students to master spelling by using word-building skills and to apply spelling
strategies to produce God-honoring written communication.

Goals
• Guide students in developing spelling skills using
phonics patterns, word studies, syllable patterns,
high-frequency words, derivational suffixes and
prefixes, and Greek and Latin word parts
• Promote the spelling-meaning connection
through word study and word sorting activities
• Develop spelling consciousness through
proofreading and writing activities
• Strengthen students’ word knowledge, reference
skills, and writing vocabulary by teaching
dictionary skills
• Meet the needs of individual students by using
activities that differentiate instruction

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

Take advantage of free
support resources for
your spelling classes,
including a number
of useful links for additional practice and
engagement.
Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

TextbookHub™

Worktexts are now available digitally. Teachers
can assign homework
to be completed online
with computer-gradable
answers (where possible).
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Instructional Materials
List
23

e sound can be spelled i or y. broccoli beauty
Homographs are words that are spelled the same but have different
meanings. There may also be a difference in the pronunciation, stress, or
part of speech of the two words.

Word Sort
Pattern Words

Student Worktext (eWorktext Available)

Write each Pattern Word that ends with a final long e sound under the correct
spelling heading. Write each homograph.

Spellings for final /ē/
i

List
24

Pattern Words
Sort each Pattern Word

broccoli

Spellings for /g/
gu

origami
zucchini
melody
beauty

gue

league
fatigue
vague

Spellings for /k/
qu

harmony

que

conquer
mosquito

envy
almighty

antique
technique

Spelling for /kw/

pottery

Spelling for /f/

qu

strategy
property
allergy

content

address
produce

survey
contract

conduct

rebel

Review Words

phrase
alphabet
elephant
triumph
pamphlet

prohibited.

record

ph

equal
squid
require
quest
sequence
rrequest

© BJU Press. Reproduction

Homographs
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under the correct heading.

guitar
disguise

y

Review Words

definite
advantage
appropriate
budget
average

gu or gue. guitar vague
The /k/ sound can be spelled
qu or que. mosquito
antique
The /kw/ sound can be
spelled
The /f/ sound can be spelled qu. squid
ph. triumph

Word Sort

© BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Consumable worktexts use a word-study approach to help students apply recognizable spelling patterns and rules to unfamiliar
words. Each spelling list has engaging activities to apply the skills
and strategies students are learning.

melody
record
broccoli
beauty
address
origami
harmony
produce
envy
conduct
almighty
content
pottery
survey
strategy
contract
zucchini
property
rebel
allergy

Spelling 5
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Spelling 5

Teacher Edition and
Teacher’s Toolkit CD
The teacher edition includes lesson
on planning
help, tips for assessing students’ understanding, and instructional support forr teachers
to customize their own lessons. Each edition
also has reduced student activityy pages with
answer overprints for convenientt grading.

k
ck

Pricing (A comprehensive price list is on page 90.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD

28.75–64.75

For Students
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)

26.00
29.75

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

26

Teacher Tools Online available
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ELEMENTARY

Handwriting
BJU Press’s handwriting program guides students as they develop individualized handwriting that is natural,
legible, and attractive. Beginning in K5 and Grade 1 with the formation of letters through patterns, students learn to write continuous-stroke letters, the foundation of both our precursive and cursive systems. In Grade 2, students develop a rhythm and
flow that eases the transition to cursive writing. In each successive grade, students will continue to learn and reinforce natural,
legible, and attractive handwriting. Activity pages with engaging themes and cross-curricular content give students opportunities to perfect their handwriting through supported practice, practice from memory, and creative writing. Grade 6 introduces
artistic writing with calligraphy.

Vision
To enable students to develop proper techniques
that support the habit of polished handwriting and
promote effective written expression.

Goals
• Develop good posture, correct paper position,
and proper tension-free pencil grasp
• Build fine motor skills and encourage mastery
of proper letter formation and spacing through
frequent practice
• Develop handwriting consciousness, focusing on
legibility, automaticity, and consistent pacing
• Promote reading fluency and improved spelling
and composition skills
• Develop an appreciation for the art of written
expression that serves others and glorifies the
Lord

Pricing (A comprehensive price list is on page 94.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition
PreCursive Wall Charts
Cursive Wall Charts

44.00
26.00
23.75

For Students
Student Worktext
White Writing Paper (ream; Pacon Corp.) (Grades 3–6)
Calligraphy Pen (Sanford) (Grade 6)

22.00–27.25
9.56
2.26

Course Overview
K–2

PreCursive

2–6

Cursive

6

Calligraphy

For more information go to
bjupress.com/resources
/handwriting/#why

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

Cu s to m e r S e r vvic
i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3
31
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Aa

MIDDLE & HIGH

Vocabulary

BJU Press’s middle and high school vocabulary product line teaches skills for independent vocabulary
acquisition and develops a broad working vocabulary to prepare students for effective cultural engagement. The program emphasizes explicit instruction, including inductive vocabulary strategies such as activating prior knowledge and using clues from
word parts, etymology, and context. Varied lesson presentations, puzzles, and games keep students interested and motivated,
and spiral reviews encourage mastery.

Vision
To equip students with strategic decoding skills for acquiring personal vocabulary, improved literacy,
and effective oral and written communication.

Goals
• Give
Giv students a working knowledge of
common prefixes, roots, and suffixes
com
• Prepare
Pre
students to identify unfamiliar
words in a variety of contexts by teaching
wo
word derivation skills
wo
• Improve
Imp
student reading comprehension
and fluency through increased vocabulary
• Deepen
Dee
student understanding of and
appreciation for the history of the English
app
language through the study of etymology
lang
• Encourage
Enc
God-honoring oral and written
communication through vocabulary
com
mastery
ma

Pricing (A cocomprehensive price list begins on page 94.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition

23.75

For Students
Student Worktext

28

22.00
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Math
Elementary
BJU Press’s elementary math product line equips students to master foundational math skills through hands-on
manipulatives and sequential teaching that lead students from a concrete to an abstract understanding of mathematics. This
process results in deep understanding and long-term retention of mathematical reasoning. Strategic practice and review build
computational fluency and prepare students for authentic learning as they connect math concepts to everyday life.

Vision
To enable students to master foundational math skills byy applying consistent reasoning
to concrete and abstract models to solve problems within
hin the context of a biblical
worldview.

Goals
• Develop number sense by progressing from
manipulatives to abstract representations
• Promote computational fluency and automaticity
through consistent, strategic practice and spiral
review
• Develop a foundation in number systems, fraction
theory, algebra, geometry, and statistics
• Build grit and problem-solving skills through
meaningful, authentic applications, including word
problems and collaborative STEM experiences
• Make sense of mathematical concepts and
applications in light of biblical principles

Teacher Tools Online®

Help your students
gain foundations for
math with unique video
resources, editable
PowerPoints, digital manipulatives and visuals,
and more.
Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

NEW!

TextbookHub™

AfterSchoolHelp.com

Worktexts are now available digitally. Teachers
can assign homework
to be completed online
with computer-gradable
answers (where possible).

Give your students extra
practice with speed
drills and tricky concepts
in Math 4 and Math 5
by sending them to
AfterSchoolHelp.com.
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Instructional Materials
Part of a Set

Name

Write the rule

for the
e table.
tablle.

1,000
+ 1
,00
The box has 8 pearls. The jeweler
will use the 3 pink pearls in a piece of
jewelry he is making. Three-eighths of
the pearls will be taken from the box.

Student Worktext (eWorktext Available)

⫽n

2.

n
of the pearls will be used.

a

Write the fraction that names the part.

There are 10 pearls.

Solve. Use the

The jewelry box holds 6 rings.

Commutta
ative
ativ
ve Property
Pro
o
to
4.
4

1.

fraction of pearls in the box

3.

2.

fraction of pearls outside the box

5.

What fraction of the gems
is green?

4.

write the related

34,006
21,608
46,817

5.

5

6.

⫹0

13

15

8.

fraction of empty spaces in the ring box

© BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

What fraction of the rubies
iss round?

7.

8

⫹7

5

Round to the
place
th
he greatest
greate
Circle the estimate with the
e value to estimate
d answer.
.
werr. So
we
Solve.
olve..

fraction of rings in the box

Estimate

3,4662

⫹ 4,84
47
6.

⫽b

b

24,006
11,608
36,817

addition fact.

7

⫹6

14

+ 10,00 0

Rule: a

7,4415
9,0113
2,8667

40,000
50,000

8,3
8,309
8
,30

What fraction of the pearls
is pink?

23,65 2
38,97 5
62,62 7

Solve the problem

s. Complet
ette the
the
e puzzle.
pu
u

Dow
wn
9.

2 8,562

8.

⫹ 17
7,773

23,59 5

Write the fraction that names the colored part.
9.

© BJU Press. Reproductio

Our consumable student math worktexts (K5–Grade 5) prepare students to be critical thinkers, using age-appropriate themes that show
students how to use math in daily life. Practice opportunities cement
understanding, and review sections keep math skills fresh.

3
8

3

46,33
4
6
5

5

6

.

6,293
Write certain, equally likely, or impossible to predict the probability of choosing a red counter.
10.

11.

3
5 0 5 8
3
4

12.

n prohibited.

199,536
9,,069
28,60
2
28,6
8
5

⫹

3

2,4337

equally likely

impossible

Math 4

⫹ 6,59
97

50,58 3
certain
Chapter 3 • Lesson 30

9,0
9,034
9
,03
57

34
Math 4

13

Worktext pages 1–2

Objectives
• Identify the problem that needs to be solved
• Design a room with furnishings and plants
• Create a purchase list within a set budget
• Present a concept design
For a technology emphasis,
• Write a check for a purchase
students could search on• Explain how math can be used to make
line for items and prices.
wise choices
Teacher Resources
• Bedroom Decor (for the teacher and for
each group of students)
Other Teaching Aids
• Ads or pictures of priced items

Teach for Understanding
Lesson Focus
In this lesson you will design your dream bedroom within a budget.

Design a room with furnishings and plants; create a
purchase list within a set budget
▶ Group the students and direct attention to the idea resources.
Working with your group and using your resources for ideas,
plan your bedroom design. Remember that you must include at
least one indoor plant. Describe your plan on your own paper,
using both pictures and words. Indicate colors, patterns, and
furniture arrangement to show the judges your design.

28

Write a check for a purchase
▶ Lead a discussion about writing a check.
If you were designing your own bedroom, you would have to
pay for your purchases. One way to do that is by writing a
check. A personal check is a piece of paper that promises a person that he can receive a certain amount of money from your
bank account when he cashes the check. Should you write a
check promising a person money if that money isn’t in your
bank account? No; that would be lying; it would also be breaking the law.
▶ Guide the students in filling out the check on Worktext page 2,
modeling each step as it is discussed.
DATE:
Write today’s date on the line to the right of Date.
PAY TO THE ORDER OF:
We will pretend that you purchased everything from the company Lovely Interior Designs. Write that name in the blank to
the right of Pay to the order of.
$_____:
Write the total value of your purchase in standard form in the
box following the dollar sign.
______ DOLLARS
On the next line you will write the dollar value of your purchase
in word form. You will write the cents value as a fraction.
Twenty cents is 20/100 dollars. How would you write $493.20?
as four hundred ninety-three and 20/100
Why don’t we need to write the word dollar after the dollar
value? It’s already printed on the check at the end of the line.
MEMO:
On the memo line you may write a word or two as a reminder
of what the purchase is for. A good memo for this check might
be “bedroom design” or something similar.
SIGNATURE:
All checks must be signed in order for them to be cashable.
Your signature is your name written in cursive. It goes in the
blank in the bottom right corner of the check.
Assist students who need help writing their checks.

Explain how math can be used to make wise choices
▶ Guide a discussion about planning purchases.
Luke 14:28 tells us, “For which of you, intending to build a
tower, sitteth not down first, and counteth the cost, whether he
have sufficient to finish it?” What does the builder of the tower
do before he starts building? He plans ahead and adds up the

Math 4

Lesson 13

Teacher Edition
AC TIVIT Y
1. Write the order of your purchases from least to greatest.

Answers may vary.

Designs
2. Write a check for your total purchase payable to Lovely Interior
Example: August 15, 2019.

and dated with today’s date.

Current date

Chapter

1

Lovely Interior Designs
Answers may vary.

Designing Your Dream Bedroom
Interior decorators plan, design, and decorate spaces for
their clients. They must consider function, safety, traffic flow,
comfort, and style. They must also work within a budget.
Budgeting is an important skill for life. God calls us to be
good stewards of our resources—our money, materials, and
work potential. We often find that our plans exceed our
resources. Math can help us budget to make wise choices and
live within our resources while fulfilling our needs and wants.
In this chapter you will apply what you learn about place
value and money to designing your dream bedroom. Your
goal is to wisely use your resources so you can purchase the
necessary items to decorate your bedroom while staying
within your budget.

Answers may vary.

Signature

3. Were you able to keep your purchases within the budget?
How much money was left?

© BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Identify the problem that needs to be solved
▶ Direct the students to Worktext page 1. Review the project that
was introduced at the beginning of the chapter.
Have you seen television shows where contestants are given certain ingredients and challenged to plan a winning meal? Or
where a family buys a house and has someone renovate it for
them within a certain budget?
Allow students to share their experiences.
What is a budget? a plan for spending money within a limit
Explain that you can’t spend more money than you have, so you
must plan how to best spend it.
Cooking and decorating shows emphasize planning, creativity,
skill, and working wisely with the resources provided. Your
group has been selected for a competition to design a dream
bedroom for a fourth grader. The partially furnished room contains a twin-sized bed (but no bedspread), a chest of drawers,
and a nightstand. Your challenge is to design the winning bedroom while staying within your budget of $500. You must include at least one indoor plant, and your design should be both
functional and attractive.
Explain that functional means that it should be suitable and
useful for a fourth grader.
For a list of indoor plants
Why would you want to include a
the air,
plant? Besides contributing beauty, that help purify
search keywords best
plants also help provide oxygen
plants for indoor air quality.
and purify the air as part of the
process of photosynthesis.
As you plan with your group, consider what your design theme
will be and what items you will purchase within your budget.

Present a concept design
▶ Encourage groups to present their plans to the class; commend
students for their wise planning and creativity. You may allow
students to vote for a winning design.

cost of building the tower to be sure that he has enough money
to finish it.
▶ Direct the students to complete the first part of problem 3 by
telling whether they were able to keep their purchases within
their budget.
How can you find out how much money was left? by subtracting
the total spent from $500, my budget limit
Discuss the importance of evaluating your work and reflecting
on what changes could improve the design. Direct the students
to complete question 4.
As you were adding up your purchases, did you find that you
had to leave some things off your list? Answers may vary.
Sometimes what we want costs more money than we have. Math
helps us to determine what our options are and to evaluate
those options so we can see our needs and some of our wants
met. This way we can wisely use what God provides.
▶ Direct attention to the last question on the Worktext page.
How did math help you “count the cost” of designing a dream
bedroom while staying within your budget? Math helped me
compare prices on items, make decisions about which items I
could afford, and add up my purchases so I could stay within
my budget.

© BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Lesson

As you work, how can you be sure you’re staying within your
budget? I can keep a list of the cost of each item I purchase and
total the list as I go.
▶ Allow time for the students to work The students may use room
on their designs. Circulate around
design software to plan
the room, giving help and answerand show their design. Use
ing questions as needed.
the Internet search keywords room design games
▶ When their designs are complete,
for kids.
direct the students to complete
question 1 on Worktext page 2.

Answers may vary.

4. Reflection: How could you improve the design of your bedroom?
What are some ways you could have used your money more wisely?

Answers may vary.

wise
5. Explain how the math learned in this lesson can help you make

Our teacher editions provide teachers with the support they need
to teach math effectively. Each lesson includes suggested teaching
strategies, guiding questions, discussion questions, and activities for
teachers to choose from to help students learn.

choices.

Answers may include that math helped the student compare prices
and
on items, make decisions about which items he could afford,
add up his purchases to help him stay within his budget.

Math 4

Chapter 1 • Place Value and Money

Chapter 1, Lesson 13

1

2

Math 4

Chapter 1 • Lesson 13

Lesson 13
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Adding Large Numbers

Name

Solve.
1.

4,275
+ 3,912

2.

8,187
5.

Reviews (eReviews/eActivities Available)

3.

74,237
6.

398,572

1,008,925

209,417
+ 438,143

4.

63,281
+ 15,749

8.

712,345
+ 98,078

647,560

963,210
+ 45,715

7.

79,030

559,815
+ 438,345

998,160

810,423

Mark the estimate.

The 4th grade has 19 students and the
5th grade
has 27 students. About how many paintbrushes
will the art teacher need for the 2 classes?

20 paintbrushes
50 paintbrushes
100 paintbrushes

10.

The art teacher has 189 craft sticks in
a bundle.
In another bundle she has 125 craft
sticks. About
how many craft sticks does she have?

100 craft sticks
200 craft sticks
300 craft sticks

11.

In the art closet are 45 tubes of red paint,
53
tubes of yellow paint, and 49 tubes of
blue paint.
About how many tubes of paint are
in the closet?

9.

© 2021 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Our math review workbooks—available for Grades 1–5—provide
assessments of daily lessons, spiral reviews of previous concepts,
fact drills, and cumulative reviews to support and reinforce the
concepts taught in the worktext.

24,109
+ 50,128

100,413
+ 298,159

Use the properties to write the missing
12.
15.

7+5=5+ 7
(4 + 5) + 3 = 4 + (5 +

150 tubes
200 tubes
250 tubes

numbers.

3 )

13.

23 + 0 = 23

16.

47 −

0 = 47

14.

18 − 0 = 18

17.

15 +

0 = 15

Round to estimate. Solve.
18.

Estimate

2,000
+ 2,000
4,000

1,987
+ 2,304

4,291

19.

Estimate

40,000
+ 20,000
60,000

37,402
+ 15,816

53,218

20.

Estimate

504,917

500,000 + 372,281
+ 400,000 877,198
900,000

Math 5 Activities
Chapter 2 • Lesson 11

19

Teacher’s Visuals and Student Manipulatives
Both the teacher’s visuals and student manipulatives packets
include hands-on learning items, such as number lines,
paper coins and bills, rulers, geometric shapes, and fractions.
They build and reinforce understanding and introduce new
concepts on a concrete, kinesthetic level.
Math 3 Student Manipulatives Packet

© 2018 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Assessments
Each assessments packet includes an
age-appropriate test for each chapter.

ExamView
The ExamView test generator, available with a Teacher Tools
Online subscription, combines test-bank questions for BJU Press
materials and easy-to-use tools to create tests and quizzes for
Grades 3–5.
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Course Overview
Below is a summary of the content covered in our elementary math program. For a more detailed scope and
sequence, visit bjupress.com/scope/math

Math K5
Uses a manipulative-based, interactive approach to
build a strong foundation of number sense; introduces addition, subtraction, measurement, time and
calendar, and shapes

Math 1
Develops understanding of place value by practicing addition and subtraction; includes the topics of
measurement, geometry, time, and money; also introduces skills for writing equations, reading graphs,
and solving word problems

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 86.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key
Reviews Answer Key (Grades 1–3)
Activities Answer Key (Grades 4–5)
Teacher’s Visual Packet

78.50
11.00
18.00
18.00
74.50

Math 2
Builds on the understanding of place value by adding and subtracting with two and three digits; also
explores fractions, geometry, and measurement and
introduces students to foundational multiplication
and division skills

Math 3
Deepens understanding of place value by applying
it to addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
and decimals; strengthens knowledge of division,
fractions, geometry, and measurement; also encourages students to recognize the implications of
math: that math is a tool, it shows that the world is
designed, it helps people, and it has limits

Math 4

For Students
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)
Reviews (Grades 1–3)
Activities (Grades 4–5)
eActivities (TextbookHub)
Manipulatives (Grades K5–4)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)

27.25–31.75
35.50
11.75
11.75
15.50
19.00
6.13

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

TextbookHub
eWorktexts
available

ExamView
assessments
available
(Grade 2
and up)

After School
Help

Teacher Tools Online available

Encourages accurate computation as students apply
their knowledge of place value to multiplication and
division; also encourages students to use reasoning
skills to estimate answers; introduces students to
STEM activities; develops a better understanding of
fractions, geometry, measurements, and pre-algebra
skills

Math 5
Challenges students to apply their knowledge of
operations of whole numbers to decimals and fractions; continues to develop pre-algebra skills and
deepens students’ understanding of
geometry, measurement, and data; applies
knowledge with STEM activities

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1
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Middle & High
BJU Press’s middle and high school math product line equips students to develop advanced mathematical
skills and strategies. Ultimately, this scaffolded program enables students to solve real-world problems by extending their
understanding through strategic modeling of mathematical procedures, tiered practice problems, and the use and creation
of mathematical models in authentic contexts. Targeted keyword searches, graphing calculator instruction, and spreadsheet
activities help students use technology to extend their knowledge and skills and apply them to life.

Vision
To equip students with advanced mathematical skills and strategies for analyzing and solving real-world
problems through the application of abstract reasoning within the context of a biblical worldview.

Goals
• Ensure mastery of foundational mathematical concepts
including number systems, operations, algebra,
functions, geometry, probability, and statistics
• Support procedural fluency for college and career
readiness through consistent, strategic practice and
review
• Develop analytical thinking, reasoning skills, and
perseverance in real-world problem solving through the
creation and use of models
• Encourage the use of technology to enhance learning,
to incorporate multiple representations of concepts,
and to remove computational constraints
• Equip students to formulate a biblical view of
mathematics

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

Make planning and
assessment easy with
digital teacher editions,
lesson plans, projectionready answers, ExamView
assessments, and more.
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TextbookHub™

You can now customize your eTextbooks
and have assignments
completed online with
auto-scoring (where
possible).

AfterSchoolHelp.com

Give your students extra
practice with tricky
concepts in middle and
high school math by
sending them to
AfterSchoolHelp.com.
b j u p res s.co m

8°
140 ft

Instructional Materials

Fundamental
Identities

5.1

The majority of equations encountered in mathematics are conditional equations, equations that are true only for certain values of the variable. Solving a conditional equation,
such as 5x + 3 = 13, involves finding its solution(s), any value of the variable for which
the equation is true. Occasionally we encounter false equations, such as x + 3 = x – 2,
that have no solutions. Other equations, such as x0 = 1 or (a + b)2 = a2 + 2ab + b2, are
true for all values of the variables for which the expressions on each side of the equal sign
are defined.

Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)

DEFINITION
An identity is an equation that is true for all values in the domain of the variable.

Our math textbooks have clear presentations of concepts with
practice exercises that promote student success and prepare
students for standardized testing and college-level math courses.

After completing this
Sets,
section, you will
beincluding geometricc sets of points and algebraic
sets of numbers, are an essentiial unifying
able to
concept in matheComputers use an iteerative equation
• state andmatics.
verify the
and complex
numbers
fundamental
trig to produce the ama
mazing Mandelbrot set, an inidentities.finitely detailed graph in fracctal geometry. Astrophysicist
JasontoLisle observed that the ffractal’s
• use identities
beautifully organized
have been “built into mathematics by
evaluate shapes
other trig
the Creator
functions.of mathematics.” Zooming in
n on the different spirals surrounding
delbrot set reveals miniature
• simplify and
rewritethe original Mand
“baby” versions similar to th
trig expressions.
he original. Mathematicians

Reciprocal Identities
1
sec θ = _

1
cot θ = _

sin θ
tan θ = _

1
sin θ = _

1
cos θ = _

1
tan θ = _

cos θ
cot θ = _

cos θ

sin θ

csc θ

sec θ

tan θ

cot θ

cos θ
sin θ
y

1 = __
1 = _r = csc θ
_
sin θ _y y
r

2

r2

2

r2

cos2 θ + sin2 θ = 1

Historical Connection

2.4 Zeros of Polynomial Functions
Biblical Perspective of
Mathematics

2.5 Rational Functions
2.6 Solving Rational Equations
2.7 Nonlinear Inequalities
Data Analysis

HISTORICAL CONNECTION

During the Middle Ages, interest in using algebraic techniques
to solve problems in science, commerce, and finance flourished. Gutenberg’s printing press (ca. 1440) led to the proliferation of mathematical texts. This encouraged the adoption and
standardization of symbolic notation, a key development in the
study of functions.

BIBLICAL PERSPECTIVE OF MATHEMATICS

Do mathematical laws evidence the divine nature of God?
Are attributes of God found in simple arithmetical truths?

DATA ANALYSIS

Mathematicians analyze the key characteristics of functions
that model raw data, enabling informed predictions and decisions to be made. You will learn how to find zeros, asymptotes,
point discontinuities, end behavior, and relative minimum and
maximum points of several types of nonlinear functions.

Suggested Teaching Schedule
8

2.5

9

2.6

1

2.1

2
3

2.2
TC: Discontinuites
Quiz 2A (2.1–2.2)

4

2.3; HC: Symbols

12

DA: The Housing Market
Quiz 2D (2.7)

2.4

13

Chapter 2 Review

Quiz 2B (2.3–2.4)
BPM: Math’s Divine Nature

14

Chapter 2 Test

5−6
7

10−11

The Technology Corner examines some
of the limitations and interpretations
of discontinuities and asymptotes on
graphing calculators.

1. To graph and describe the key characteristics of a radical function
2. To interpret a radical function as a
power function with a rational exponent and as the inverse of a power
function
3. To solve radical equations

Chapter Objectives

Vocabulary

After completing this
section, you will be
able to
• graph a radical
function and
describe its key
characteristics.
• relate radical
functions and their
inverse power
functions.
• solve radical
equations.

A radical function contains a radical expression with the independent
radicand.

Simplify.
Substitute using the definitions of sine and cosine.

2
_

Explain why x 3 = 16 has two solutions
3
_
but x 2 = 8 has one solution.

Teacher Edition

and then deUse technology to graph each radical function. State its domain and range
Then state whether
termine the intervals in which the function is increasing or decreasing.
or neither.
the function is continuous or discontinuous and whether it is odd, even,

Fractional exponents
were first used by Nicole
Oresme in the fourteenth
century. He expressed
_1_

_3_

|

3
_
2 2
_

_

_

4
x
( x) = √
b. h(x

3
x
(x) = √
a. g(x

1 4.
1 2P and 4 2 as 1 p _
2 2 as _
2
2

|

Answer
a.

Fractional powers do not indicate the prin-

b.

5

8

28

5

8

28

3
cipal root. So (x 3 ) = 16 2 = x = (±4) = ±64.
2
_
3 3
_

3
_

D = [0, ∞); R = [0, ∞)
increasing: [0, ∞)
continuous; neither

D = ℝ; R = ℝ
increasing: ℝ
continuous; odd

Additional Exercises
Figures for Additional Exercises throughout the chapter can be found at Teacher
ToolsOnline.com.

25

25

2
_

2
However, (x 2 ) = 8 3 = 2 = 4.

5

3
_1_

_

8

28

3
x is the inverse function of
x = x 3 in Example 1a suggests that g(x)
x =√
The graph of g(x)
1 3
_
x = (x 3
( f (x))
x = (x 3 ) = x and g(f
f g(x))
x = x3. This can be verified by showing that f(
f x)
f(

25

PRESENTATION
Lesson Opener
Solve_for x.
2x = 16 128
1. √_
2. √x + 5 = 20 395
y.
Solve for_
2
3. x = √y − 8 y = x + 8

_
_

− 1 y = ±2√ x + 2
5. x = _
4
Present the definition of a radical function, stressing that the independent vari_
able must be in the radicand. Consider explaining why an equation such as y = √5 x

72

TIP
Powers of trig functions such as (sin θ)2
are notated as sin2 θ.

variable in the

Example 1 Analyzing Radical Functions

Reading and Writing
Mathematics

4. x = y2 + 3 y = ±√ x − 3

71

geometry being
later unified with algebraic descriptions.

set illustrate
the beautiful unity of complex numbers
and fractal
geometry?

explain why
mathematics displays such beautiful
unity despite its
diverse applications.

DEFINITION

One of the simplest radical1 functions is the square root func_
_
x = x 2 . The domain is restricted to [0, ∞)
f x)
x = √ x or f(
f x)
tion, f(
since negative values for x result in imaginary values for y. The
range is also [0, ∞) since the notation indicates the principal
(or positive) square root. The function is continuous and increasing over its domain.

extraneous root
radical equation
radical function

y2 − 4

ratio sequence
given in the text. Then statee its decimal
value
rounded to the nearest thou
usandth.

θ

7. State two examples of ancient Greek
8. Discuss: How does the Mandelbrot

9. Discuss: From a biblical perspective,

Recall that the
Power functions with integral exponents were examined in Section 1.4.
1
_
_
r
as a power with a rational exponent, x r . Thereradical expression √ x can also be written
_
x = k√r x is a power function with a fractional exponent.
f x)
fore, a function of the form f(

Flash

2.7; Quiz 2C (2.5–2.6)

4. State the sixth term for the golden
g

formula.
Then use a calculator to find a decimal
approximation for the golden ratio (rounded to
the nearest
millionth).

work in applying abstract non-Euclidean theory to
physical space
led to Einstein’s algebraic relativity formulas?

An athlete’s hang time is a function of the height of the jump.

Objectives

DAY

DAY

r

x

5. Solve x2 – x – 1 = 0 using the quadratic

6. Which mathematician’s foundational

Radical Functions
2.1 and Equations

2.1 Radical Functions and
Equations

The average home price in the United
States is more than $200,000. Data analysis can provide insight into one of the
biggest financial investments in a person’s life.

y

The Mandelbrot fractal is a complex
plane visualization of the
divergent nature of a set of complex
numbers.

scepter valley. Analyzing the stems, branches,
and bulbs of
the Mandelbrot set results in common
natural number sequences, including the Fibonacci sequence!

Divide each term by r2.

Two other versions of this basic Pythagorean identity can also be derived by dividing
each term by either sin2 θ or cos2 θ.

2.1 Radical Functions and Equations
2.2 Polynomial Functions
2.3 The Remainder and Factor
Theorems

mathe-

11
1 _
1
1
_
b. 2 + _
1
_
2 +2⋅3 +2⋅3⋅4 +2⋅3⋅4⋅5 +... e
1 _
1 _
1
1
_
c. 1 + _
π2
4 + 9 + 16 + 25 + . . . _
6

P (x, y)

The other reciprocal identities and quotient identities can be similarly proven.

2

1. To graph basic radical, polynomial,
and rational functions and their reflections, translations, and dilations
2. To describe key characteristics of
more advanced algebraic functions
including domain, range, intercepts,
symmetry, end behavior, continuity, and increasing or decreasing
intervals
3. To solve radical, polynomial, and
rational equations
4. To use advanced algebraic functions
to model real-world data and solve
problems
5. To solve nonlinear inequalities in
one variable
6. To explain how the belief in a triune
God contributed to the development
of the concept of functions

matical operations used.

with its related foundational conceptt.
a. 0 I
I. add
ditive identity
b. 1 III
II. com
mplex numbers
c. π V
III. mu
ultiplicative identity
d. e IV
IV. nattural logarithms
e. i II
V. rad
dian measure
3. State the exact sum for each
h infinite series.
4 _
4 _
4 _
4 _
4
a. 4 – _
+... π
3+5–7+9–

The first reciprocal identity can be verified using the definitions sin θ = _r and csc θ = _yr .

r2

Radical, polynomial, and rational functions play an important role in modeling,
engineering, predicting, and problem
solving. In this chapter the students
will analyze the characteristics of these
functions, including their end behaviors,
zeros, extrema, and discontinuities.

1. State Euler’s identity and list
li the fundamental
2. Match each constant in Eu
uler’s identity

Quotient Identities

1
csc θ = _

y
x +_
r
_
=_

Overview

❯ Exercises

You already know several trigonometric identities that follow directly from the definitions of trigonometric functions.

2
x 2
_
_y
(r ) + ( r ) = 1

Radical, Polynomial,
and Rational Functions

have described portions of tthe graph
with names such
as seahorse valley, triple spiraal valley,
elephant valley, and

Just like theorems in geometry, identities need to be proved before they are accepted
as true. In this chapter, you will learn how to use fundamental trigonometric identities
to evaluate trigonometric functions, simplify trigonometric expressions, develop other
identities, and solve trigonometric equations.

Several other basic trigonometric identities are derived using the Pythagorean Theorem.
x2 + y2 = r2
Pythagorean Theorem

2

the theorems of the other th
three geometries result as specialized theorems of projecttive geometry.
In other words,
the contents of all four geom
metries are now incorporated
in one harmonious whole.” Later, Einstein’s
algebraic relativity formulas fulfilled Gaauss’s vision
by applying nonEuclidean geometry to physsical space
in yet another example of the beautiful unity of algebra
and geometry.

Identities can be used to simplify trigonometric equations that represent
voltages across capacitors in an AC generator.

is not a radical function. Point out that
radical expressions can also be written as
exponential expressions, and that radical
functions are therefore a subset of power
functions.
Use the radical functions in Example 1
to analyze the characteristics of basic
radical functions involving even and odd
on a graphing
roots. These can be entered
_
x
calculator using the √ option under Ì,
or as a rational exponent. Be sure fractional exponents are in parentheses.
1
_

Note that g(x) = x 3 is the inverse func3
tion of f(x) = x and that the functions
will “undo” each other. This can be illustrated using f(3) = 27 and g(27) = 3.

that the rule for the inverse of
Emphasize
r_
f(x) = √x must include a restricted domain.
Use the graph preceding Example 2 to
discuss the first quadrant characteristics
of basic power functions with various
exponents. Stress that a radical function
with an even root (or a rational exponent
with an even denominator) will have a
limited domain since the even root of a
negative number is a complex number
and cannot be graphed in the coordinate
plane.
Interactive Activity Consider exploring exercise 9 together by projecting the
graphs and discussing characteristics
of specific radical functions. Dynamic

The teacher editions contain presentation suggestions, motivational ideas, and tips to address common
student errors. The teacher editions also suggest easy
adaptations for scheduling and assignments for minimum, standard, and extended tracks.

CHAPTER 2 RADICAL, POLYNOMIAL, AND RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

Student Activities (eActivities Available)
The activity manuals (Grades 7–9) provide resources for
extra practice, remediation and enrichment activities,
calculator skills, exercises, and unit and chapter reviews.
CHAPTER

Name

1

QUIZ 1A

Sections 1–2

1. Use the relation y = 2x − 4 where x = 0, 1, 2, 3,
and 4 to complete the following.
a. Express the relation as a set of ordered pairs.
{(0, −4), (1, −2), (2, 0), (3, 2), (4, 4)}

b. Graph the relation.
c. Create a mapping diagram.

yes

no

Assessments

d. Is the relation a function?
2. Use the graphed relation to answer the following.
a. Is the relation a function?
It fails the Vertical Line Test.

D = [0, ∞)

© 2020 BJU Press. Unauthorized reproduction prohibited.

R = (−∞, ∞)

(10, 0)

b. State the relation’s domain and range using
interval notation.

Assessment packets include section quizzes
and one age-appropriate test per chapter.

3. State each characteristic of x + 3y = 10.
a. x-intercept
x + 3(0) = 10; x = 10

10
_
(0, 3 )

b. y-intercept
10

0 + 3y = 10; y = _
3
1
m = −__
3

c. slope
1

A = −_
m = −_
3
B

Precalculus

Quiz 1A

ExamView
The ExamView test generator, available with a Teacher
Tools Online subscription, combines test-bank questions
for BJU Press materials and easy-to-use tools to create
tests and quizzes.

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1
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Course Overview
Below is a summary of the content covered in our middle and high school math series. For a more detailed
scope and sequence, visit bjupress.com/scope/math
Math 6

NEW

Extends pre-algebra skills by introducing students to ratios, percentages, rates, and integers; also encourages
students to think statistically and explore STEM applications

Fundamentals of Math (7)

NEW

Focuses on problem solving and real-life uses of math through STEM activities with special emphasis on reinforcing
computational skills and building a solid math foundation (a foundational course for pre-algebra)

Pre-Algebra (8)
Introduces algebraic expressions and linear equations through a comprehensive review of operations on integers,
fractions, decimals, percents, and radicals; explores relations and functions using equations, tables, and graphs and
introduces statistics and geometry

Algebra 1 (9)
Focuses on the integration of algebraic concepts in technology and real-life applications; explores the simplification, solving, graphing, and interpretation of linear, exponential, radical, quadratic, and rational functions manually
and with technology

Geometry (10)
Focuses on the development of higher-level thinking skills through the investigation of parallel and perpendicular
lines, congruence and similarity of figures, areas and volumes, symmetry in terms of transformations, and an introduction to trigonometry; incrementally develops paragraph, two-column, flow-chart, and indirect proofs

Algebra 2 (11)
Reviews and extends students’ knowledge of linear, quadratic, polynomial, radical, and rational functions and their
graphs as well as systems of equations; also explores exponential and logarithmic functions, probability and statistics, trigonometric functions and identities, and the analytic geometry of conic sections

Precalculus (12)
Reviews algebraic and transcendental functions before focusing on foundations for higher mathematics, including:
trigonometric functions and their inverses, identities, equations, applications in vectors, polar graphs, complex
numbers, matrices, analytic geometry, sequences, series, and descriptive and inferential statistics

Consumer Math (12)
Prepares students to make wise financial decisions by discussing topics such as taxes, interest on loans, personal
banking, insurance, and more

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 88.)
For Teachers

For Students

Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key with CD (Grades 7–9)
Assessments Answer Key

75.00–85.50
39.75
12.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Activities (Grades 7–9)
eActivities (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)

31.75–57.50
19.00–31.25
20.25
24.00
6.13–6.58

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.
TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

34

ExamView After School
assessments
Help
available

Teacher Tools Online available

b j u p res s.co m

Science
Elementary
BJU Press’s elementary science product line equips students to apply science to life by building foundational
knowledge and skills with pre-assessments, scaffolded instruction, spiral review, and hands-on activities. Explorations in scientific inquiry give students opportunities to observe, classify, measure data, analyze data, make inferences, and communicate
their findings. When they interact with and use models, students are better able to explain and describe their observations as
well as make predictions about scientific principles they’ve learned. Collaborative STEM activities give students opportunities to
design, test, and refine engineered solutions to real-world problems.

Vision
To equip students to apply science to life by observing and analyzing scientific information and by
evaluating scientific models from a biblical worldview.

Goals
• Develop a foundational understanding
of scientific knowledge and skills
• Guide students in applying scientific
knowledge and skills in ethical ways
to solve real-world problems, using
activities that include collaborative STEM
experiences
• Use models to explain and describe
observations and make predictions
• Enable students to interpret and apply
scientific knowledge through the lens of
biblical teaching

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

Teach and review science
concepts with editable
PowerPoints, games
and activities, additional
instructional aids, and
more.
Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

TextbookHub™

You can now customize
your eTextbooks and
distribute eActivities for
online completion and
auto-scoring (where
possible).
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Instructional Materials

Science
Safety Tips Lesson 6

1
2
3
4
5
6

Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)
The student edition provides grade-appropriate information through
text, diagrams, graphs, charts, and annotated photographs and illustrations. These editions also contain an introduction to each investigation, exploration, and STEM activity.

XX
1

Student Edition pages XXX–XXX
Activities pages XX–XX

1–9XXX–XXX
pages
pages
Edition
Edition
Student
Student
1–4
XX–XX
pages
pages
Activity
Activities
Student

ropertiees. A proper
rty
ty is one part
thing d
different. You
u can observe
can desccribe proper
rties of matter.
und, yeellow, green,
, and has a
d, yello
ow, green, and
an rough
erties of a pineap
p A peach is
ple.
zzy skin
n. Most app
ples are round,
What deescribe
s so
ome of the
awberry and a
wat
atermelon?
mon pro
operties off matter
are
pe. Otheer proper
rties
t are
nd temp
perature. Wheth
er an
s in watter is also
o a property.
perties of
o matter
er.

Use tools the way they
were made to be used.
Handle supplies with care.
Wear safety goggles
es
when needed.
Tell your teacher
about accidents.
Wait your turn.

18

Lesson
Lesson

ies of
o Mattter
t

Listen to your teacher’s directions.

26

Lesson

1
XX

Unit Introduction

Book Introduction

Turn to page 1 in your book. Read the title of the
unit. “Let’s Explore Matter and Motion”
What does the word explore mean? Elicit that explore
means to search for something or to look at something
closely.
The word elicitt is a pedagogical technique in which you
do not give the students the information directly. You askk
a sequence of questions that helps the students come to
the desired conclusion.

Put your finger on the words Let’s Explore written in
dark gray at the top of the page. What are you going
to explore in the first unit? matter and motion
What is the unit title? “Let’s Explore Matter and
Motion”
Each unit is divided into chapters. Move your finger
down to see what the first chapter is about. “What
Science Is”
How many chapters are there in the first unit? four
y Direct the students to place their fingers on the title
of the first chapter, What Science Is. Then ask them
to move their fingers toward the edge of their books
to find the page number where they can find the first
chapter.
What page does the first chapter begin on? 1
Put your finger on the last two lines of the page.
What are the last two sections in the book? Guide
the students in reading the words Glossary and Index.
y Explain that a glossary is like a dictionary. You can find
each science vocabulary word and what it means in the
glossary.
Put your finger on the word Glossary. Move your
finger toward the edge of your book to find the page
number where you can find the glossary.
What page is the beginning of the Glossary found
on? 243
y Explain that an index tells what page numbers where
information about different words, subjects, or people
can be found.
What page can you find the Index on? xxx
y Guide the students in finding the Glossary and Index.
Note: Time will be allotted in a later lesson to help the
students use the Glossary.

U

y Allow time for the students to explore the different
parts of the book before looking at it together.
y Direct the students to the Contents page.
y Direct attention to the word written in dark gray above
each of the circles. Guide the students in reading the
word unit.
y Explain that there are three units in the book.

e
Explor
Let’s

T
NI

1

and Motion
Matter And
1

Helps

Background
Unit Photo
The photo is a hot air balloon showing the flame produced by the propane.

Helps
BWS Icon
ive.
The BWS icon in the objectives identifies a Biblical Worldview Shaping objecti
The BWS objectives apply biblical worldview truths and principles.
Visuals
ents a
If you do not have access to multimedia, make each student or group of stude
copy of the visuals that are not in their books.

Preparing Ahead

Reading Assignments
The reading assignments for each lesson are divided into two- to three-page
the
segments. You may choose to adjust the length of assignments based on
reading ability of the students.
Silent Reading
an
Teaching the life skill of reading silently for information and pleasure requires
emphasis on silent reading.

What do you think you are going to explore in this
unit? matter and motion
What do you see in the picture? Possible answers: hot
air balloon; fire; sky
How do you think a hot air balloon might show
matter and motion? Accept any reasonable answer,
but explain to the students that they can be watching
for the answer in this unit.
Turn to page 2 in your book. What does it say in big
letters in the box? “Big Question”
y Explain that there will be a big question in each chapter. The answer to the question will be in the chapter.
Look at page 3. Find the word that is a darker black
than the other words. What is the word? science
You will find other darker black, or bold, words in
the chapters. These words are vocabulary words. We
will learn what these words mean.
y Direct attention to page 5.
Find the box at the bottom of the page with a check
mark. In this box you will find a Quick Check
question. These questions will help you know if you
understand what you have read.
y Guide the students in finding page 6. Note: The acroM will be explained when discussing the page.
nym STEM
The big words at the top of the page say “STEM
Career.” Do you know what a career is? Elicit from
the students that a career is a job.
On these pages you will learn about some of the jobs
that scientists have.
y Guide the students in finding page 15.
That big word at the top of the page is Investigation.
An Investigation is a science activity that you will
get to do.

Science Groups
groups
Science groups are a good way to encourage cooperative learning. Using
to
also helps limit needed supplies while giving each student an opportunity
participate. Groups of two or three students are best for most activities. You
may need to assign tasks to the group members, such as getting the supplies,
measuring, and recording information.

Teacher Edition
Each teacher edition supports teachers by giving suggestions for implementing effective teaching strategies for
each lesson. The teacher editions also provide additional
background information, answers to questions, and instructional aids and visuals.

A Preparing Ahead section will give you a heads-up on materials and/orr
preparations needed for a future lesson.
Lesson 4 Materials
4.
Preview the list of picnic supplies needed for the STEM activity in Lesson

Complete the section.

is
1. A science inquiry skill
.
facts

Activities (eActivities Available)

Match each science

to help you observe

inquiry skill with its

A

Name

Complete the web about the inquiry
q y skills.

1

scientist gather and use
a skill or action to help a
.

and measure

God gave people the
caring for the earth.

Observe

6

job of

to find out something

Classify
to group things
that are

to
or
what yyou know

Science
Inquiry
Skills

picture.

B

2

to use your

Communicate
Co
Com

Genesis 1:28

measure correctly?
3. Why is it important to
Genesis 1:28
Use the Bible’s’ teaching from
God made people to
in your answer.
carefully
care for the earth. Measuring
and care for
helps people to manage
the earth.

C

prohibited.

skills or actions to help a
scientist gather and use

© 2020 BJU Press. Reproduction

Our activity manuals are designed to help students learn process
skills that can only be gained with hands-on science activities.
When used in conjunction with the student edition, the activity
manual instructs and assesses science objectives.

2. You can use science tools

Inquiry Skills
Inqui

Name

Skills and Tools

4. observe

D

5. classify

E

6. measure

F

5

3

Infer
to usee what you

Measure
to find the size,

4
Predict

, or
amount of something

to make a careful
8. infer

9. communicate

Lesson 2 • Pages 10–14

at what may happen
after observing
Lesson 2 • Pages 10–12

Assessments
The assessments packet includes regular summative assessments as well as
grading rubrics for all STEM, investigation, and exploration activities.

ExamView
The ExamView test generator, available with a Teacher Tools Online subscription,
combines test-bank questions for BJU Press materials and easy-to-use tools to
create tests and quizzes for Grades 2–5.
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5

Course Overview
Our elementary science textbooks use a spiraled approach to present content in a way that is age appropriate.
The lower grades lay a foundation for scientific learning by discussing concepts on a very basic, concrete level.
The upper grades then build on that foundational knowledge, adding complexity when students are ready.
This spiraled approach results in better understanding and retention.
Grades 1–3 are single-semester courses. Grades 4–5 contain a full year of lessons.
The chart below is a summary of the content covered in our elementary science program. For a more detailed
description of content covered in each grade, visit bjupress.com/scope/science

Earth Science

Earth, sun, moon,
stars, seasons, weather

Life Science

Physical Science

Plants, animals, human
body, health

Light energy, sound
energy, communicating
with light and sound

Science Skills

• Observing
• Measuring

Earth movement,
earth layers, natural
resources

Plants, animals, habitats, fossils and dinosaurs, human
body systems

Rocks, minerals, soil,
weather, solar system

Cold- and warm-blooded
animals, plants, ecosystems,
cells, tissue, organs, human
skin

• Inferring
Matter, changing matter,
forces

• Classifying
• Predicting
• Communicating

Changes on earth,
landforms, soil, natural
resources, water and
oceans, moon

Layers of earth,
minerals and rocks,
fossils and dinosaurs,
atmosphere, severe
weather, forecasting
weather

Motion, sound, properties of matter, changing
states of matter

• Hypothesizing
• Identifying and controlling variables
• Defining
operationally

Insects, spiders, plants,
ecosystems, animal needs
and defenses, human
eyes, human digestive and
skeletal-muscular systems,
nutrition

Forces and machines,
electricity, magnetism,
light, human vision

Biomes, ecosystems, plant
and animal adaptations,
ecosystem changes, human
respiratory and circulatory
systems

Heat, sound and light,
energy, measuring
matter, states of matter,
physical changes, atoms
and molecules, mixtures,
solutions

• Experimenting
• Collecting, recording, and interpreting data
• Making and using
models
• Evaluating unbiblical claims

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 82.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD*
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Activities
eActivities (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)
Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

45.25
25.25
30.50
34.25
6.13

*CD included only in Grades 4–5.

TextbookHub
eWorktexts
available

ExamView
assessments
available
(Grade 2
and up)

Teacher Tools Online available
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Middle & High
BJU Press’s middle and high school science product line equips students to ethically engage in the work of
science through this lab-based program. Students extend knowledge and skills through strategic modeling and practice, case
studies, the evaluation of scientific models, and ethics activities. Webquests, spreadsheet activities, and probeware technology
build 21st century skills and relate them to the work of science. Students have opportunities to collect and analyze data and to
create and evaluate their own models through guided discovery labs, inquiry labs, and collaborative STEM experiences.

Vision
To equip students to ethically engage in scientific inquiry, data analysis, and model-making so they will
be able to solve real-world problems within the framework of a biblical worldview.

Goals
Go
• EExtend scientific knowledge and laboratory skills
• Guide
G
students in applying scientific knowledge
aand skills in ethical ways to solve real-world
problems, using activities that include
p
ccollaborative STEM experiences
• Enable
E
students to create models that describe
tthe natural world and use them to make
predictions
p
• Equip
E
students with the skills to interpret
iinformational text and apply scientific knowledge
iin accordance with biblical teaching

NEW!

38

Teacher Tools Online®

TextbookHub™

AfterSchoolHelp.com

Differentiate learning and
customize assessment
with activities, rubrics,
and ExamView test generation as well as digital
visuals and much more.

You can now customize
your eTextbooks and
distribute eLab Manuals
for online completion
and auto-scoring (where
possible).

This digital tutor provides
additional video explanations and activities
for concepts in Physical
Science and Chemistry.

b j u p res s.co m
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i f
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Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)
These beautifully illustrated texts will direct students to study science
through the lens of God’s Word, to develop critical-thinking skills, and
to work through real-world, science-related problems in STEM activities, case studies, webquests, ethics boxes, and more.
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STRUCTURE OF DNA
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A DNA
D
molecule looks
oks lilikke a twisted
i t d ladder, a shape called
da
double helix. This structu
ure was first suggested by James D.
Watson and Francis H. C. Crick
C
in 1953.
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1
2
The sides of the ladder 1 are
made of two different molecules.
s.
One is called
ed phosphate
phosphate, and the
other is a sugar known as deoxyothe
y
ribose (dee AHKK see RI BOS).

SUGAR
The long DNA molecule is made of many
smaller subunits known as nucleotides 2 .
Each nucleotide consists of a sugar, a phosphate, and a base.
base The DNA in each of your
cells consists of about 6 billion nucleotides!
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BASE

The “rungs” of the DNA ladder are made of pairs of bases 3 . It
should come as no surprise that a base on one side of the DNA
molecule coupled with its partner on the opposite side of the
molecule is known as a base pair. There are four kinds of bases
found in DNA: adenine, thymine, guanine, and cytosine. Because
of their chemical structures, these bases can pair together in
limited ways only—adenine always pairs with thymine, and
cytosine always pairs with guanine.
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CHAPTER 3

CELL STRUCTU

1.6 THE VALUE OF LIFE

1.5 THE BALANCE OF LIFE
HOMEOSTASIS

how
So now you know how to tell whether something is alive. But h
nvidoes an organism stay that way? An organism’s body and its en
ronment are constantly changing, so the organism’s body hass to
continually adjust. There are life processes that work to keep an in—an
ternal balance. That’s what homeostasis is—
proorganism’s ability to keep its internal p
oks
cesses stable. The body needs and loo
for information about its internal or exd to
ternal state and for ways to respond
changes.

Homeostasis literally means “staying the
same,” indicating the general purpose of
this principle in an organism to keep the
internal conditions within the organism
relatively constant.

COMBINING FORMS
Now is a good time to introduce how
combining forms are used to understand
science terms. Refer students to Appendix D. Also, the short introductory activity
below is suggested.
Introduce the word homeostasis by discussing its combining forms and their
meanings. Then divide the class into
groups of three or four and give them
the following words to determine meaning using only the combining forms in
Appendix D: eukaryotic, prokaryotic, autotroph, heterotroph, and biobot. One student from each group should write down
the meaning to each word. Alert students
to the possibility that not all the word
parts are in the appendix (e.g., bott in “biobot”). In such a case, the students should
use the best meaning with which they
are familiar. Since these are terms that are
introduced later in the chapter, stress that
they use only the appendix or their own
knowledge as a source of meanings. After
about five minutes, have a representative
from each group read what they came up
with for each term.

ps
The heart pump
more blood.

This might be a good place for a class
discussion on how life is special and
human life is mostt special. This could include the reasons for this uniqueness and
the ramifications regarding issues such
as abortion, embryological stem cell research, drug testing with animals, and
the actions of animal rights groups. Questions to ask include the following: “Do
we know of life on other planets? What
makes our Earth especially suited for life?
Is this all just a coincidence? Is human life
any different? How is it different? Should
we value human life above other kinds
of life?” You might also bring in the principles involved with making ethical decisions.

God doesn’t just provide for you—He loves you and made you in
His image. Your body reflects His divine design, and you reflect His
image. We will explore many living things in this textbook. Remember your place in God’s creation: you are His special design.

1B REVIEW QUESTIONS

More air is supplied to the lungs.

n to
For example, when you begin
more
exercise, your cells need m
nse
energy. The body can sen
ond.
this and it can also respo
ored
Your body starts burning stor
ster,
energy, your heart beats fast
and your breathing speeds up.
n in
Your body keeps the oxygen
your blood at just the right leevel
so that you can sustain this acmits
tivity. Your body has its lim
though. Try running a maarathon without training! In the
ganmost extreme cases, an orga
rom
ism will die if the stress fro
its environment is too big forr its
body to balance.

Why
1. A snowflake moves, grows, and has an organized crystal structure.
isn’t it considered alive?
2. Humpback whales migrate to the coast
of Madagascar to give birth. A mother
won’t eat for several months until she
and her nursing calf migrate to the
Antarctic to feed on schools of fish.
Prove that the humpback whale is
alive using the characteristics of
life.
3. How is the ability of living things to
reproduce linked with the Bible’s story of
Creation (see Gen. 1: 24–30)?
4. For an organism to maintain homeostasis, it needs a way to (1) collect
information about the environment and (2) make changes to stay balanced. Identify which of the following machines perform both functions
and explain your answer(s).
a. thermostat
b. electric mixer
c. autopilot in a flying airplane
d. cruise control in a car
e. hairdryer

The blood carries more oxygen.
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Class Closer: Have the students update their definitions from the start

of

class.
Group Activity: Have students collaborate in using photos of “alive”

and

“not alive” items to determine the characteristics of living things. See the
teacher note on deducing the characteristics of life on page 8.
Think, Pair, and Share Contest: After introducing the term homeostasis
and illustrating it with one example, such as breathing faster as a result
of exercise, have your students think about examples of homeostatic responses in the activity described in the teacher note on page 8.

1B REVIEW ANSWERS
1. Snowflakes don’t consume energy or reproduce. (p. 9)
2. Humpback whales exhibit internal organization through homeostasis. They consume energy, grow, respond to their environment,
and reproduce. Since they have all the characteristics of life, they are
alive. (p. 9)
3. God commanded animals and mankind to reproduce after their
kind. The ability of life to reproduce is part of God’s good design of
creation. (pp. 4, 9)
4. a. A thermostat exhibits homeostasis because it can switch a heater
or an air conditioner on or off using information about the temperature nearby.

c. Autopilot in an aircraft will steer an airplane in response to
changes in its environment in order to arrive at a set destination
using information about direction.
d. Cruise control in a car exhibits homeostasis because it can adjustt
how much fuel is fed to an engine on the basis of information
about speed.
The electric mixer and hairdryer don’t exhibit homeostasis because
they don’t have mechanisms to collect information and respond to
changes in the environment. (p. 10)
5. Student responses should contain some of the following words: God,
design, homeostasis, energy, information, and organization. (p. 11)

Each teacher edition provides margin notes with answers,
discussion topics, and suggested activities, all to support
daily lesson planning. Additional resources include rubrics,
reproducibles, cross-curricular links, and more.

6. God made people in His image and commanded them to wisely rulee
His world. (pp. 4, 11)

GOD’S LIVING WORLD

10

33

Teacher Edition

5. How do living things show that God has divinely engineered them?
6. How are people different from other living things?

For a more extensive combining form activity, visit TeacherToolsOnline.com.

RE

LIFE MOST SPECIAL

Your body is made of about 60 trillion cells! God has engineered all
these cells to work together to maintain your body’s homeostasis. He
didn’t do this just for you; God provides this for all living things. Life
is special because the Bible tells us that God created life. It has been
divinely engineered with everything it needs down to the tiny cell.
The energy and information required to sustain life show us that it
is no coincidence. The complexity required for even a unicellular organism to maintain homeostasis is too great for it to be the product
of random chance. God provides for life.
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Lab Manual (eLab Manual Available)

Organisms
Using a Key to Identify

Reproduction prohibited.
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Lab and activity manuals give students a crucial hands-on experience, allowing them to work directly with the tools and concepts
they are studying. Each manual contains a variety of activities,
including guided discovery, inquiry, and STEM labs, that allow students to think and discover ideas in science for themselves.

DATE:

THIS OR THAT?

HOW
H
OW CAN I SEE C
CELLS?

In this chapter we’ve
w
investigated the properties of life, including cells.
We’ve studied ho
ow microscopes work. But how can we see cells? You can
use a microscopee to find out what cells look like.
E

Procedure
P
roce
edure
You will use a microscope to observe several prepared slides (slides that
have preserved tiissues mounted on them) and fresh specimens that your
teacher has chossen. Prepared slides usually have specimens that have
been stained for easier viewing. Different organisms have different kinds
of cells. Be sure to
t observe at least one kind of animal cell and one kind
of plant
p
cell. View
w yyour slides at both low and high
g magnification.
g

DATE:

?

Key Questions

• What do cells look like?
• How do I use a microscope?
E

Equipment
microscope
prepared slides of various kinds of
cells
slides of fresh specimens

USING
SIN
NG THE MICROSCOPE
NG
MICR

lways follow th
hese instructions to properly obtain, set up, and return
our microscopee.
Michael Fay

Always
wa
ays carry
carry the microscope
m
properly.

cessive jarringg and bumping may bring the lenses out of adjustment.
avoid damaging the microscope, observe the following rules.

one
bo
n backk
1. has no

4.

LAB 1D
NAME:

Observing
O
bse
serving Cells
Ce with a Microscope

•

If it is necessary to take a microscope out of a cabinet or cupboard,
be careful no
ot to bang the microscope against the sides of the cabinet.

•

Carry the m
microscope with one hand under the base and the other
hand holdin
ng the arm of the microscope.

•

Be sure to keeep the microscope close to your body in an upright position so thatt the eyepiece does not slip out of the eyepiece tube or
body tube (d
depending on the style of microscope).

•

Gently placee the microscope on the table and position
on it
about 8 cm ffrom the edge.

bone
bo
has no back

2.

THIS OR THAT?
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Assessments

ExamView

Assessment packets include age-appropriate
chapter tests and quizzes focusing on key
ideas.

The ExamView test generator, available with a
Teacher Tools Online subscription, combines
test-bank questions for BJU Press materials and
easy-to-use tools to create tests and quizzes.
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Science Lab Solutions by Logos Science
Science labs offer a practical and hands-on experience for learning and are critical for students to succeed in a
science classroom. But assembling all of the components for an experiment can be difficult or costly. BJU Press
offers affordable and accessible science lab solutions with Logos Science kits. These kits include an addendum
and materials for the BJU Press lab manuals so that your students can complete labs on all the topics, even in
nontraditional environments. One kit can be shared with up to four students. Refill kits replenish items in kits
that are not reusable for up to four students. Learn more at bjupress.com/category/logos-science-lab-kits
Give your students a real-world learning experience with Logos Science!

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 83.)
Logos Science Lab Solutions
Life Science Lab
Life Science Lab refill
Earth Science Lab
Earth Science Lab refill
Physical Science Lab
Biology Lab
Biology Lab refill
Chemistry Lab
Chemistry Lab refill
Physics Lab

40

186.80
62.31
186.80
37.04
242.96
242.86
107.60
265.64
37.04
317.84

b j u p res s.co m

Course Overview
Below is a summary of the content covered in our middle and high school science program. For a more
detailed scope and sequence, visit bjupress.com/scope/science

Science 6
Explores the basics of earth science, life science, physical science, and the human body to form a
foundation for more specific studies.

Life Science (7)
Surveys the structures and functions of living things such as plants, animals, and human beings—
concepts that are unfolded as a quest to understand the life that God has created

Earth Science (8)
Moves students from the lithosphere, through the hydrosphere and the atmosphere, to the solar
system and the rest of the universe—a journey that develops the students’ understanding and
appreciation for God’s creation

Physical Science (9)
Discusses the atomic model, elements, compounds, chemical reactions, acids, bases, and salts, as
well as classical mechanics, work and energy, wave phenomena, electricity and magnetism, and
light and optics to help people and to wisely use God’s world

Biology (10)
Showcases God’s power and glory in creation by discussing cellular biology, genetics, taxonomy, microbiology, botany, zoology, and human anatomy (includes an anatomy and physiology
supplement)

Chemistry (11)
Gives students the tools to build an understanding of atomic structure, chemical composition, and
chemical reactions; helps students discover how this understanding can be used to help people
who bear God’s image

Physics (12)
Presents traditional physics topics, such as classical mechanics, energy, matter, thermodynamics,
electromagnetics, and optics as well as modern physics in a context of exercising good and wise
dominion over God’s world

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 83.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition
Lab Manual Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

64.75–76.25
35.50
18.00
11.00–12.00

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Lab Manual
Activities
eLab Manual (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)

45.25–68.75
25.25–36.50
30.50
30.50
34.25
6.13–6.58

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

ExamView
assessments
available

After School
Help

Teacher Tools Online available

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1
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Heritage Studies
Elementary
BJU Press’s elementary heritage studies product line guides students in analyzing and evaluating historical
events, world cultures, and primary sources from a biblical worldview. Engaging lessons and activities develop and strengthen
21st century skills through a variety of features, including graphic organizers, reinforcement pages, biographies, map skills, and
study guides. Students relate social studies to other academic disciplines through cross-curricular links, background information, and interactive visuals in ways that help them learn how to make wise decisions about their world.

Vision
To equip students to understand, evaluate, engage in, and make
decisions about their world based on a biblical worldview.

Goals
• Develop social studies skills and a foundational
understanding of geography, economics,
history, government, civics, and culture
• Evaluate sources, cultures, and events from a
biblical worldview
• Propose solutions to economic, political, and
social problems
• Become lifelong learners who value freedom,
equality, and individual responsibility

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

42

Help your students understand the foundations of
civics and other key heritage studies skills with
unique video resources,
customizable tests from
ExamView, editable
PowerPoints, and more.

TextbookHub™

You can now customize
your eTextbooks and
distribute eActivities for
online completion and
auto-scoring (where
possible).
b j u p res s.co m

Instructional Materials
Disputed Lands

Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)
Each student edition combines well-researched content with
colorful photos, illustrations, and graphics, and integrates Bible,
citizenship, culture, economics, geography, government, and
history to give students a strong foundation in social studies.

alliance with the British, they preferred
to remain neutral. French allies, such as
the Huron and Abenaki, launched raids
on colonial frontiers.

Virginia and Pennsylvania
suffered much from Indian
attacks. As the Virginians had
pushed west during the 1700s,
they drove out Indian tribes
from the woodlands. Now that
war was official, the Indians
repeatedly attacked English
settlements. Virginians were
either killed or sold as slaves
to the French. Women and
children were often captured
and forced to live with the
Indian tribes. Some joined and began to
live like the tribes that captured them.
The war was especially troubling
for Pennsylvania. The Quakers who
founded the colony believed in
Christian pacifism. They thought no
Christian should ever fight. For over
seventy years, their colony had fought
no wars. Instead of taking lands from
the neighboring tribes, Pennsylvania’s

Africa
a
e first move
m
toward freeing
took p
place in North Africa.
At
inning of 1942, the
Germans
advanttage. Their main
general,
Rommeel, pushed hard
against the
forces. H
He hoped to drive
them
gypt. Th
hen the Axis powers
ontrol tthe Suez Canal.
Finally in
, the Alllies struck back.
ctober 1942
1
the British
d west out
o of Egypt. Under
mand off General Bernard
mery, th
hey forced the German
ck overr the North
African
bout two
o weeks later, America
n
prised the
t Germans. General
s
isenhow
werr and George

Allied Advances

Patton commanded
American progress
.
The troops landed
in western North
Africa. Now Romme
l faced Americans
to his west and British
troops to his east.
To the south was more
desert and to
the north was the Mediter
ranean Sea.
For months Romme
l fought craftily,
but the Allies were
too strong. Hitler
recalled Rommel to
Europe. If the
Allies captured this
brilliant general, the
German effort would
be hurt. In May
1943 the German army
in North Africa
surrendered.
General Patton continu
ed the
fight into Sicily. This
large island was
a stepping stone to
invading Italy and
defeating Hitler’s ally,
Mussolini. In
only thirty-eight days,
Patton freed

in North Africa

wer

The European appro
approach to battle
e
was not effe
wa
fective
ve
e against guerilla
rilla
war
arfare tact
ac ics.
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1–2
Student Edition pages 2–10
Activities pages xx–xx

1

Unit 1

Student Edition pages xx–xx
Activities pages xx–xx

Family

Unit Question

Introduction
y Direct attention to the character at the bottom of the
page. Use the background information to introduce
Cassie to the students. Explain that Cassie is one of four
characters the students will meet in this book.
y Point out that these characters are designed to highlight
the influence of many cultures on the United States.
Background stories mention countries and continents.
Although these terms will be discussed later in the
book, you may offer some explanation of them now. You
may also wish to use the Atlas on pages 224–29 as you
introduce each character.
y Point out the location of the unit number and title.

Vocabulary

How do families live together?

Unit Objectives

•
•
•
•

y Describe the biblical roles of family members
y Show how culture affects how and where families live
y Compare how families live
y Give examples of how families have changed the way
they live together through history

•
•
•
•

Visit TeacherToolsOnline.com for
resources to enhance the lessons.

The gear ( ) indicates a higherorder question. These questions
are based on information gathered
from the text but require some
analysis, synthesis, or evaluation
of the text. Supply prompts or
background as needed to guide
students to the answer.

2

Background

JourneyForth
Little Bear’s Surprise and Little Bear’s Crunch-A-Roo
Cookies by Kathleen Allan-Meyer are available from
JourneyForth Books, a division of BJU Press, at journeyforth.com.
Little Bear’s Surprise is a story about learning how to
show love for family. Discouraged that he has trouble
cutting out hearts and squeezing glue bottles, Little
Bear gives up on the idea of making valentines for his
family. Then he has an idea for an even better surprise.
Elaine Garvin’s charming illustrations in this picture
book will delight young readers.
Little Bear’s Crunch-A-Roo Cookies is a story of how
Little Bear and his mother work together to develop
his skills in being a good friend. A recipe for Little
Bear’s famous cookies is included.

Family and Community

Teacher Edition

y
y
y

Overview
mon and things that set them apart, discusses culture and
its effects on family life, and compares families of the past
with those of the present. The unit ends with a biography
of Thomas Edison.

Cassie

Cassie lives in Boston, Massachusetts. She is seven years old.
Cassie was born in Ireland, a country in Europe. Her parents moved to the
that
United States when she was three. Her father works for an Irish company
has an office in Boston. Her mother gives violin lessons. Cassie’s uncle, Colin,
lives with her family. He is going to college.
is also
Cassie likes to learn about history. She loves to bake and ride her bike. She
learning to play the violin.
her
Uncle Colin is going to Ireland to ride in a cycling race soon. Cassie hopes
family can go too!

What is the title of Unit 1? Family
y Explain that in heritage studies the students will learn
about the way people live.
Why would this book start with a unit about families?
Answers may include that people usually learn how to
live from their families.
What do you already know about families? Answers
may vary.
y Direct attention to the vocabulary words. Guide the
students as they pronounce each one. Mention that they
will learn what these words mean as they read the unit.
y Introduce the Picture Glossary starting on page 230.
Mention that it gives meanings of the vocabulary words.
Guide the students as they locate the letter F and the
word family. Read aloud the definition. Follow a similar
procedure with another vocabulary word from this unit
as time allows.
y Guide a visual analysis of the image.
What family members do you see? a husband, a wife,
and two children
What is the family doing? cooking
Where are they cooking? on a stovetop in a kitchen
What foods do you see? There are noodles in a pot.
There are several vegetables on the counter.
How are the family members helping each other? The
children are learning to cook. The parents are teaching
them and making sure they cook safely.
y Invite students to tell about jobs their parents have
taught them to do.

Lessons 1–2 •

Unit 1: Family

The teacher edition for each grade contains full-color,
reduced-size student pages, plus extras, such as background
information, hands-on activities, review games, and songs
that make learning memorable. Lessons also provide opportunities for collaboration, creativity and imagination, and
technology literacy.

3

Pacific State Capitals

Activities (eActivities Available)

Map in the back of the Student Text.
Refer to the United States Regions
state next to the correct number.
Write the name of the capital and

N

The activity manual is designed to
help students interact with the course
material in order to build understanding.
Activities include sequencing events,
labeling maps, fill-in-the-blank study
guides, and much more.

1

E

W

2

S

Olympia
Washington
Salem
Oregon
3

Sacramento
California
Anchorage
Alaska

PACIFIC
OCEAN

Honolulu

© 2016 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Hawaii

5
PACIFIC
OCEAN

4

PACIFIC
OCEAN

Lesson 172
Map Skill

295

ExamView

Assessments

The ExamView test generator, available with
a Teacher Tools Online subscription, combines test-bank questions for BJU Press materials and easy-to-use tools to create tests and
quizzes for grades 2–5.

Each assessment packet contains one
test per chapter or unit, covering the
most important concepts taught in the
lessons. Tests include graphic organizers,
models, maps, and primary sources.
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Course Overview
Our elementary heritage studies textbooks use age-appropriate content to build a solid foundation for future
learning. Students will be introduced to social studies skills in geography, economics, history, government,
civics, and culture. Grades 1–3 discuss concepts on a basic, concrete level to encourage understanding.
Grades 4–5 build on previously established concepts to prepare students for middle school courses. Each
grade incorporates skills in literacy, 21st century skills, and map reading.
Grades 1–3 are single-semester courses. Grades 4–5 are full-year courses. For a more detailed description of
content covered in each grade, visit bjupress.com/scope/heritage
Description

Social Studies

Family and Community
Introduces a Christian worldview of the family, community, jobs, land, and the United States. Students
learn to relate each aspect of social studies to their
own lives and to see how each can prepare them to
help out in their communities.

Community and Government
Encourages students to evaluate society and their
role in it through the lens of God’s Word. Students
will learn how to participate effectively in their world.

Geography, history, government, economics, culture,
addresses and landmarks, sorting and sequencing,
visual analysis, literacy

Geography, citizenship, government, economics,
culture, technology literacy, using source materials,
visual analysis, literacy

World Regions

NEW

Explores the different world regions to help students
to understand, appreciate, and gain an interest in the
cultures in each region. Features and region studies
will help students to understand the diversity of
God’s creation.

Geography, government, economics, history, culture,
religion, literacy, primary and secondary sources

Heritage Studies 4
Explores the history and development of the United
States with a regional focus. Students will learn about
cultures by exploring the regions of the United
States.

Geography, world history, American history, government, economics, culture, cause and effect, visual
analysis, primary sources

Heritage Studies 5
American history from America’s first peoples to the
presidency of Barack Obama; emphasis on map skills
and using maps while also developing perspectives
on government, economics, and culture

Civics, culture, geography, government, economics,
social studies skills, religion

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 84.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD*
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Activities
eActivities (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)
Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.
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41.75
23.75
29.00
32.75
6.13

*CD included only in Grades 4–5.

TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

ExamView
assessments
available
(Grade 2
and up)

Teacher Tools Online available

b j u p res s.co m

Middle & High
BJU Press’s middle and high school heritage studies product line helps students to engage their culture
by providing opportunities for students to read and analyze texts and sources, participate in group discussions, and conduct
historical research. Photos and artwork bring chapters to life, while feature boxes, maps, charts, and diagrams help students
develop context and connect ideas. Probing questions about ethical citizenship and real-world problems are designed to produce biblically informed citizens and leaders.

Vision
To equip students to engage their culture as discerning citizens and to apply a biblical worldview to
history, government, geography, and economics.

Goals
• Improve social studies skills including reading,
researching, analyzing primary sources, mapping,
and creating timelines
• Develop an understanding of the
interrelationship of various social studies
disciplines
• Guide students in evaluating historical events,
government and economic structures, and world
cultures by developing biblical approaches to
justice, power, freedom, individualism, equality,
and other core values
• Equip students to create biblical solutions to realworld economic, environmental, political, and
social problems

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®
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Unique resources help you
connect your students
to history. Links connect to primary sources,
ExamView helps you customize tests, and unique
video resources give an
in-depth look at history.

TextbookHub™

You can now customize
your eTextbooks and
distribute eActivities for
online completion and
auto-scoring (where
possible).
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Instructional Materials

II. Constitutional Convention

Guiding Questions

Toward a New Government

1. What three major compromises were
reached at the Constitutional Convention?
2. What is the role of political compromise in a free society?
George Washington (below); the Assembly Room in
Independence Hall, where the Constitution was written
(bottom)

Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)
Our student textbooks make social studies meaningful and relevant
through active learning. The textbooks capture students’ attention,
sustain their interest, and make the information memorable.
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Section I Objectives
Chapter Goals
1. Determine why government is necessary.
2. Analyze government’s obligations to
its citizens.
3. Explain a citizen’s obligations to the
government.

Highlight
Emphasize that the overall goal of this
course is for the students to learn not only
the mechanics of American government
but also to develop a Christian perspective. The students should be able to discern ungodly aspects of the government
and propose godly remedies for those
problems.

FOUNDATION
THE ONLY SURE

1

I. The Necessity of Government
He that ruleth over men must be just,
ruling in the fear of God. And he shall
be as the light of the morning, when
the sun riseth.
2 Samuel 23:3–4

chamber of
Chiseled into the stone behind the Speaker’s rostrum in the
We Trust.”
the House of Representatives is the national motto: “In God

I. The Necessity of Government
II. The Obligations of Government
III. The Obligations of the Governed

BIG IDEAS

1. Explain the origin of government as a
God-ordained institution.
2. Evaluate anarchy based on biblical
teaching regarding human depravity.

King David’s last words, shown at the opening of this chapter, describe the
ruler
kind of ruler that brings blessings to his country (2 Sam. 23:3–4). Such a
he
must be just and must fear God. David describes this ruler in poetic language:
up
is like the rising of the sun on a cloudless morning or like grass that springs
nor was
after rain. David’s ideal was not simply a guide to his successors in Israel,
the end of
it merely an anticipation of the perfect reign of Christ that will come at
time. David speaks generally of any leader.
The early Christians brought the gospel to Roman officials. They recognized
since
that their rulers, like all other people, needed a Savior (1 Tim. 2:1–6). And
they knew that the Savior they preached is also the King of Kings, they were
Tim.
convinced that all human lords must acknowledge their greater Lord (1
of
6:14–15; Rev. 1:5). Thus, the last words of David are not the outmoded advice
governa long-dead king. Those words remain God’s mandate for all rulers. If a
can be
ment desires to be blessed by its Maker, it must be just. And a government
truly just only by committing itself to rule in the fear of God.
Of course, “ruling in the fear of God” means different things to different
only
people, but God has revealed His expectations in Scripture. They are the
sure foundation for this textbook, which analyzes human government generby
ally and US government particularly. This opening chapter begins the task
examining what the Bible reveals about the reason for government, the duties
of government, and believers’ response to government.

Fear of God
Although “ruling in the fear of God” may
mean different things in different aspects
of government, the Bible does state which
government actions a ruler should allow
and disallow.
A ruler who fears God will not commit
murder (Gen. 20:11); mistreat the disabled
or the elderly (Lev. 19:14, 32); take advantage of the poor (Lev. 25:35–36); oppress
his subjects (Lev. 25:17, 39–43); or otherwise abuse his position (Neh. 5:15). He will
instead study the Bible (Deut. 17:18–19);
love truth and hate covetousness (Exod.
18:21); and, in general, avoid sin (Prov.
16:12).
A ruler who fears the Lord acknowledges
his place in subjection to God (Ps. 9:20)
and brings glory to his nation.

Guiding Questions

Simply stated, government is any system of pub1. Why did God establish governments?
lic rule or authority. This definition is as broad as the
2. How do the concepts of human depravvast array of types and levels of government that exists
ity and anarchy relate to each other?
throughout the world. Literally thousands of governments are in operation, from simple county or town
organizations to the complex machinery of national
of their
governments. Examining the various forms of government and the history
too
operation can easily cause discouragement. Often, human government moves
“corslowly to correct certain injustices but at other times moves too swiftly to
better
rect” that which needs no correction. “If human government can do no
than it has,” the skeptic in us all has wondered, “perhaps society would be
better off without it.” This view, however, fails to reckon with the
Bible’s teaching about the nature of God and His world
and the problem of human depravity.

Noah Webster on the Basis of Laws
“The moral principles and precepts contained in the Scriptures ought to form the
basis of all our civil constitutions and laws.
. . . All the miseries and evils which men
suffer from—vice, crime, ambition, injustice, oppression, slavery and war—proceed from their despising or neglecting
the precepts contained in the Bible.”

1. Why is government necessary?
2. What are the government’s
obligations to its citizens?
3. What are a citizen’s obligations to the government?

US Capitol in Washington, DC
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SUGGESTED MATERIALS
Section I
• Activity 1 from Chapter 1 of the Student
Activities
Section II
• Activities 2–3 from Chapter 1 of the Student Activities
Section III
• Special speaker (see p. 9)
• Recorded segments of talk radio and televised news programs
• Comment feeds from websites
• Activities 4–5 from Chapter 1 of the Student Activities

Teacher Resources
Visit TeacherToolsOnline.com for resources
to enhance the lessons.

Bible Icon The Necessity of
Government
Some people think that government is necessary only because of the Fall. According to
this view, once sin is removed, the human
race will exist in a kind of holy anarchy. As
James Madison wrote in Federalistt No. 51,
“If men were angels, no government would
be necessary.” Direct the students to use the
following passages of Scripture to evaluate
these ideas.
Genesis 1:27–28; 2:15, 18
God wants humans to rule over the world.
Even when there were only two humans,
God ordained an authority structure between them.

Romans 13:1
God ordained human government authority.
Matthew 19:28
In the New Creation, the disciples will sit on
twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes of
Israel.
Luke 19:16–19
In the New Creation, some Christians will
rule over cities.
Revelation 21:23–24; 22:1–2, 5
The Father and Christ will rule over the
New Creation. Kings will continue to rule
over nations in the New Creation, and all
the redeemed will rule.

Abraham Williams, 1762
This activity is designed to help the students
learn to examine and analyze original
sources.

Teacher Edition
The teacher editions provide teachers the support they
need to teach the subject effectively. Each teacher edition
also provides tools for promoting student participation
and developing critical-thinking skills.

Activity 1: An Election Sermon by
THE ONLY SURE FOUNDATION • 3

Name

MENT
AMERICAN GOVERN

2 • CHAPTER 1

An Election Sermon by

Student Activities (eActivities Available)

Charles S. Hyneman and
Liberty Fund, 1983).

Donald Lutz, eds., American

prohibited.

say
1. What does Williams

© 2020 BJU Press. Reproduction

The activity manuals help students interact with the course
material and primary sources to build understanding, review
concepts, and help students think critically.

CHAPTER

AMERICAN
A
MERICA GOVERNMENT

1 • ACTIVITY 1

so that people could

mankind a “Nature fitted

achieve greater happiness
help each other and thereby

CHAPTER

1 • ACTIVITY 2

In thee poem “Ozymandius,” British romantic poet Percy Shelley offers a poignant commentary on the rise and fall of nations. Ozymandius is the Greek name for Pharaoh Rameses
II, who ru
uled Egypt for almost sixty-seven years during the thirteenth century BC. His rule was
characterrized by unsurpassed splendor and mammoth building projects, such as the temples at
Abu Simb
bel and various structures at Karnak. Rameses’s mummified remains are now stored in
a Cairo m
museum. Even as an unregenerate man, Shelley’s illustrates in “Ozymandius” the vanity
of accom
mplishing great works apart from God. The rulers of this world pass away, but God and
His Word
d are forever (1 Peter 1:24–25).
Read the
e poem carefully, and then answer the questions that follow.
I met a traveler from an antique land
Who said: “Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand
d in the desert. Near them, on the sand,
Half ssunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled
w
lip, and sneer of cold command,
5
Tell th
hat its sculptor well those passions read
Which
h yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The h
hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And o
on the pedestal these words appear:
‘My n
name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
10
Look on my works, ye mighty, and despair!’
Nothiing beside remains. Round the decay
Of thaat colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lo
one and level sands stretch far away.”

1. Wh
hy is the boast of Ozymandius as inscribed on the pedestal (see lines 10–11) ironic? The statue is in ruins
an is surrounded by a vast expanse of empty (“boundless and bare”) desert. Shelley contrasts the boast and the reality to show
and

Political

was God’s reason for giving

Name

A Lessson from Literature

Abraham Williams, 1762

Boston, delivered
church in Sandwich, near
of a Congregationalist
Read the sermon
Abraham Williams, pastor
principles of government.
regarding the general
an Election Day sermon
the questions.
has given Man
excerpts and then answer
the Author of our Being,
his
Societies or Governments;
for Man at first to be alone;
“As to the origin of civil
to Society. It was not good
Society,
a Nature fitted for, and disposedAffections, Propensities and Passions, which respect
Benevolence,
Nature is social, having various a social Intercourse: The natural Principles of
to, and
without
and cannot be indulged
Affections, powerfully incite
natural
our
of
most
indeed
Society, many
Compassion, Justice, and
a Man detached from all
was formed for Society. To
to supply himself with
plainly indicate, that Man
troublesome: He is unable
Most of
useless—are
are
of
Frame
his
of
and Concurrence others:
essential Parts
which require the Assistance
many Materials of Happiness, the Concurrence of several. . . .
require
enbued with like
Parent,
common
the Conveniencies of Life
a
not being
equal, as descended from
and Properties, . . . yet Men would
All Men being naturally
This
having originally equal Rights
Faculties and Propensities,
Enjoyments would be unequal.put the infrugal, their Properties and
laboured for; which must
equally industrious and
for
to seize what they had not
them to unite in Societies
tempt the idle and imprudent
Self-Defence, and dispose
of
social
The
Methods
upon
Animals.
dustrious and honest
Men, as well as voracious
obtained or
the Assaults of rapacious
Conveniencies, not to be
mutual Security, against
together:
and the Desire of the many
induced Men to associate
affections of human Nature,
of others, probably, first
d Nature
enjoyed, without the concurrence and Sensuality, so much prevailing in the Depraved
and
the Envy, Ambition, Covetousness, them to enter into closer Connections, Combinations
obliged
of Man, since the Apostacy,
and Assistance. . . .
Origin, must
Compacts, for mutual ProtectionSociety and Government, from this View of its
the
in
or
The End and Design of civil
and promote their Welfare;
. . .”
Properties of its Members,
Lives in Godliness and Honesty.
be to secure the Rights and
may lead quiet and peaceable Founding Era: 1760-1805, vol. 1 (Indianapolis:
Apostle’s words, that Men
Writing During the

the vanity and doom of oppressors and, ultimately, that all earthly ambition will fall prey to time.

for . . . Society”?

in this world

2. Name some other dictators from history who held similar visions of grandeur and pride only to have them
dasshed to pieces. Answers might include Nebuchadnezzar, Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar, Napoleon

people
2. Why does he say that
Some people, being less

must protect themselves

industrious and frugal than

for themselves, and honest

from each other in a civil

others, would

people would have to unite

society?

others what they had
be tempted to seize from

for self-defense and preservation

Bonaparte, Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, Saddam Hussein, and the Communist leaders of the former Soviet Union.
Bo

not earned

of their property and other

3. Wh
hat biblical lessons can individuals take from this poem and the other examples from history?

material possessions.

Answers might include the necessity of remaining submissive to God, not lording authority over others, keeping pride in
An

3. What examples of human
envy, ambition, covetousness,

depravity does Williams

say first induced

people to join in civil society?

check, and maintaining a proper perspective on one’s goals and achievements.
che

and sensuality

(continued on next page)

Skills: Original Sources,

Analysis

1

Enrichment:
E
nric
richm
Section II

Skills: Application, Analysis

3

Enrichment: Section I

Assessments
Each assessment packet contains one age-appropriate
test per chapter, covering the key ideas from the lessons.

ExamView
The ExamView test generator, available with a Teacher Tools
Online subscription, combines test-bank questions for BJU Press
materials and easy-to-use tools to create tests and quizzes.
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Course Overview
The middle and high school heritage studies textbooks present students with a balanced overview of
American and world history as well as geography, American government and economics and provide them
with a better understanding of the world around them.
American Government and Economics can each be used as either a one- or two-semester course.
For a more detailed description of content covered in each course, visit bjupress.com/scope/heritage
Heritage Studies 6: Ancient Civilizations
Ancient history (Creation–Middle Ages); emphasis on primary-source evaluations of justice, power, citizenship, and
environment; prepares the students for World Studies in Grade 7

World Studies (7)
Survey of world cultures that continues from Heritage Studies 6 in the Middle Ages and goes through the present
with an emphasis on comparing world governments, religions, economic systems, and cultures

American Republic (8)
Chronological survey of American history from European discovery to the present with an emphasis on American
values and how they shaped American history

NEW

Cultural Geography (9)
Survey of the physical and cultural geography and the interactions between the two. Emphasis on biblical worldview with a focus on world religions and how people relate to each other

World History (10)
Chronological survey of world history from Creation to the present, tracing major patterns in world history and
analyzing the cultural ideas and practices of civilizations as well as the impact of religion on them

United States History (11)
Survey of American history from the Colonial Era to the current day; emphasis on primary source analysis as well as
evaluations of American culture from a biblical worldview

American Government (12)
Thorough analysis of all levels and branches of American government along with discussions about political factors
that impact the American economy, about American political behavior, and about the scriptural foundation for law
and government

Economics (12)
Study of basic economic topics with an emphasis on applying scriptural principles to all areas of economics

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 85.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

64.75–77.00
18.00–38.00
11.00–12.00

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Activities
eActivities (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)

41.75–61.50
23.75–33.00
29.00–33.50
32.75–37.25
6.13–6.58

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

ExamView
assessments
available

Teacher Tools Online available
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Bible

Elementary
BJU Press’s elementary Bible product line is constructed around 147 foundational Bible Truths. These Bible Truths
are studied in a systematic way, moving through the big story of the Old and New Testaments, and leading students to appreciate
God’s grand design for mankind and creation. Elementary Bible strives to instill a greater love for God and His Word by encouraging consistent Bible-reading habits, singing, and regular Scripture memorization. Elementary Bible helps to bridge the gap
between head knowledge and heart knowledge by guiding students as they study, interpret, and apply a biblical worldview.

Vision
To equip students to begin a relationship with Christ by laying a foundational knowledge of biblical
truths and the storyline of Scripture and by providing opportunities for students to understand, analyze,
and apply Scripture to their lives.

Goals
• Equip students to read, interpret, and apply the Word of
God to their lives
• Teach Bible study skills through modeling and guidance
• Teach basic Bible doctrines
• Build the students’ belief and confidence in the authority
of God’s Word
• Teach students the gospel so they can know and proclaim
Christ as their Savior
• Help students trace the Creation, Fall, Redemption
storyline of the Bible
• Equip students with the basics of a biblical worldview for
obedient living in God’s world

NEW!

48

Teacher Tools Online®

TextbookHub™

Help your students learn
how to study the Bible
and apply it to their lives
with planning tools,
unique video content, artwork, editable
PowerPoints, and more.

Worktexts are now available digitally. Teachers
can assign homework
to be completed online
with computer-gradable
answers (where possible).
b j u p res s.co m

Instructional Materials
K

Theme: The King
Matthew 21:1–11
Memory: Galatians 4:4
Why did the people call Jesus the “Son of
David”?

The Son of David
“Hosanna to the Son of David!” People shouted this in
the road as Jesus approached Jerusalem during Passover
week. What did they mean by this? Hadn’t David been
dead and buried for a very long time when Jesus came?
How could Jesus be the Son of David? What did that
mean?
This entrance of Jesus into Jerusalem is often referred
to as the triumphal entry.
y The people were welcoming
Him as they would welcome a king because they recognized His claims to the Messianic kingship. It was this
kingship that they referred to when they called Him the
“Son of David.”
Do you remember when we talked about the Davidic
Covenant? God promised David that he would have a
Son who would sit on David’s throne forever. This Son of
David would rule in complete righteousness and would
have an eternal kingdom. The Jewish people were lookk
ing for this king to come. The Romans had conquered
them years before, making them part of the great Roman
Empire. The Jewish people didn’t like having the Romans rule over them. They wanted their own king to
rule over them. They were welcoming Jesus as that king.
Under David’s and his son Solomon’s reigns, Israel had
their greatest years as a nation. But the kingdom divided
after Solomon’s reign. Conditions went from bad to
worse as Israel and its kings rejected God’s law and went
continually deeper into idolatry. God punished them
with captivity in other countries. They eventually came
back to the land but never in the way they had prospered
under David’s and Solomon’s reigns. How the faithful
people of God must have longed for His promised King
through those years of wickedness! Here in Matthew 21
the people were excited about Jesus as King coming into
Jerusalem, but they misunderstood His true mission—to
die for the sins of the world. Jesus came to free them
from their sins, not to free them from Roman rule.

Student Worktext (eWorktexts Available)
© 2020 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Each worktext helps students apply the Bible, practice Bible study
skills, and review the lesson content. Colorful activities motivate
young students to study and apply Scripture.

Confl
nfflict:
ic t: The Unac
cepted
Prophet
P
LLuke
uke 4:14–30
4:1
, Isaiah 61:1–2
M
Memory
emo : Luke 4:18–19

hosanna: save now

How did Jesus

Lesson 91

Bible 5: The Fullness of Time

show who He

to . . .

vici” is a famous
quote from Julius
me, I saw
Caesar.
w, I conquered.”
Supposedly, this
of Romee said this
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But now, the
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one. How have
you rews of thee gospel?

really is?

Messiah: anointed
; refers to the Promised
One of God
Christ: Greek translatio
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Messiah
word
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Lesson 42

Conflict: The Man of Sorrows

Answer the questions.

Matthew 26:30–46

Conflict: The Man of Sorrows

Memory: Galatians 4:4–5

1. What did the prophecy about the shepherd and the sheep mean?
crucified, and the disciples would abandon Him.

How did Jesus show dependence on and
submission to the Father in His prayer?

2. What did Jesus predict the disciples would do?

“Not As I Will, But . . .”

Worktext pages 165–66
Matthew 26:30–46
Lesson Focus

Jesus agonized to His Father over His soon suffering for our
sin.

Objectives

disciy Identify the Old Testament prophecy Jesus quotes to the

will with the disciples’

Teacher Resources
y Bible 5 Timeline

Memory Verse: Galatians 4:5
Bible Truths: 86–90

Introduction
Parallel passages appear in Mark 14:26–42; Luke 22:39–46;
and John 13:31–38.
Review: Remind the students of the events of the passion
week so far with these questions.
How was Jesus welcomed into Jerusalem? as the Son of David,
Christ the King
What new meaning did Jesus give to the Passover bread and
cup? The bread represented His body and the cup represented
His blood, both given for His disciples.
Whom did Jesus promise to send to comfort the disciples in
His leaving? the Holy Spirit
Explain: The events in this passage take place after they
had left the supper and Jesus had taught them about the
Holy Spirit. In Matthew, the teaching about the Holy Spirit
is not included. We cannot know when the first conversation happened except that it was somewhere between the
supper and Gethsemane. Jesus’ prayer seems to be just
before the next event, His arrest.
y Bible 5 Timeline

Point Out: Display the illustration of Jesus in the Garden of
Gethsemane on the Timeline.

Teach for Understanding

Bible 5: The Fullness of Time

Peter would deny Him three

5. How did all the disciples respond to Jesus’ second prediction?
never deny Jesus.

They said they would

He spent time praying
How did Jesus show dependence on the Father with His prayer?
to the Father as He faced His death on the cross.
He said the Father’s will should
7. How did Jesus submit to the Father in His prayer?
be done, rather than His.
8. What was the cup that Jesus prayed would pass from Him?
wrath and separation from the Father

y Read Worktext page 165.

the cup of the Father’s

will different
9. How was Jesus’ dependence on the Father and His submission to the Father’s
did and said?
from that of the disciples’ reaction, based on what Jesus and the disciples
disciples
Jesus submitted to His Father’s plan and depended on Him in prayer. The
Christ; then
reacted in proud self-confidence against the prophecy of their forsaking
they fell asleep instead of praying in dependence on God.

Write in your journal how Jesus taught the disciples to properly respond
their difficult situations, according to Matthew 26:41.

Lesson 96
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Explain: They sang a hymn or psalm at the supper and
went out to the east of Jerusalem to the Mount of Olives.
What did Jesus say would happen the night of the Last Supper?
The disciples would be offended/stumble/fall away/run away
because of Jesus.
Use Bible tools to see what Old Testament passage Jesus quoted
to them. “I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock
shall be scattered abroad.” Zechariah 13:7
Based on what Jesus prophesied about the disciples, what is the
meaning of the quote from Jesus? The disciples, like the sheep,
would be scattered by turning away from Jesus.
If the disciples were the sheep in the prophecy, who is the
Shepherd? Jesus
What did it mean that the Shepherd would be smitten or
struck? It was referring to Jesus’ coming death on the cross.
Jesus had alluded to this sacrifice in the supper as
well.
What did Jesus tell them would happen after He, as the Shepherd, was struck? He would rise again and go before them into
Galilee.
Who spoke up in answer to Jesus’ prophecy? Peter
What did Peter say in response to Jesus’ prophecy? that even if
everyone else abandoned Jesus, he would not
Who did Peter seem to be relying on? himself

y Matthew 26:30–35

Bible 5: The Fullness of Time

to
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What did Jesus say in response to Peter’s statement? He prophesied about Peter in particular, saying he would deny Jesus
three times before the rooster crowed.
What did Peter say in response to Jesus’ direct prophecy about
him? He said that even if he died, he would not deny Jesus.
What did the other disciples say after Peter’s response? that
they too would die before denying Jesus
What did Peter and the disciples not believe? what Jesus had
said
Did the disciples seem confident in God or in themselves?
themselves
y Matthew 26:36–46

Explain: The events in this passage happened after Jesus
and His disciples had arrived in Gethsemane. Jesus had
come to pray, and He asked the disciples to wait for Him.
He called three specific disciples to come with Him—
Peter, James, and John. They had been with Him when He
showed His glory on the mount of transfiguration.
What do we learn about Jesus’ relationship with His Father because He took time to pray? that Jesus depended on His Father
Why was Jesus sorrowful while praying in the garden? He was
facing the sacrifice He had talked about with the disciples.
What did Jesus ask the Father while praying in the garden?
that, if it were possible, the cup might pass from Him
Explain: The cup that Jesus was talking about was the
cup of God’s wrath for sin. Isaiah 51:17 pictures Jerusalem

Discuss: While Jesus as God the Son had made the plan
for redemption from the beginning, Jesus in His perfect
humanity would not have wanted the burden of sin or the
wrath of God on Himself. We will see in the next lesson that
He willingly gave Himself for mankind in love. This passage
is about Jesus, in His perfect humanity, showing how we
can come to God in times of anticipated suffering.
How did Jesus show dependence on and submission to the Father (focus question)? He prayed in dependence on the Father
and submitted by asking that not His will but the Father’s be
done.
What did Jesus find the disciples doing three times? sleeping
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What were they supposed to be doing? praying
What had Jesus told them they would do that night? be offended by Him and fall away
Who should they have been looking to for help to stand with
Jesus? God the Father
Whose example did the disciples fail to follow? Jesus’ example
What did Jesus tell Peter the first time He found them asleep?
Jesus asked Peter if he could not stay awake to pray with Him
for even one hour. He told him to watch and pray so he would
not enter into temptation. He reminded him that, while his
spirit might be willing (verses 33 and 35), his flesh was weak
and needed God the Father’s help.
Explain: Watch means “to stay awake or be cautious or
active.” The hourr refers to the time for Christ’s sacrifice.
Who depended most on God the Father and was willing to
submit to His will in this passage? Jesus
Who did not depend on God after hearing of their own weaknesses? the disciples, especially Peter
Who faces temptation to rebel against God? everyone
For believers, what is the way to submit to God and depend on
Him? Stay alert in times of need and pray.
Can those who have not trusted Christ as their Savior expect
God to help them with temptation? No; they need to have their
sins forgiven by repentance and trust in Jesus so that God as
their Father can help them with temptation.

Teacher Edition
Each teacher edition includes resources for everything from
lesson planning to assessing student understanding. Lessons
include teaching strategies, discussion questions, answers, and
more that support the teacher in customizing lessons according to the individual needs of the students.

Worktext page 166

Conflict Climaxed

Lesson 96
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Test 9

Name

15. Which attitu
ude did the disciples reveal by running away when Jesus was arrested?
Match each statement

B
D
A
C

Assessments

A cross-reference

with the term.

O betrayal

B Davidic Covenant

as King
1. directly refers to Jesus
2. foreshadows Jesus as King

E

C Lamb of God

3. one called alongside
Bible verse
4. the term for a related

to His death did Jesus tell
6. For what reason related
to remember His death

The discip
ples were ready.
He wanteed to do His Father’s will.

the disciples to take the

For what purpose did Jesus identify Himself as Christ at His trial?
to win
Lord’s Supper?

Spirit’s works in relation

O to accuse

They wan
nted to save Him.

to Jesus?

They wan
nted Him to die.
What title did Jesus use to refer to Himself from Daniel 7:13–14 that showed that He is the
 O Son of Maan

O Son of Abraham

O Son of God

What did Jesus trust that made Him willing to confess to being the Christ even though
Peter denied
d knowing Him?
O His own power
p

O the Father’s will

 O testifies

10. What is the Holy Spirit’s
O
O testifies

work in relation to the world?

11. How did Jesus demonstrate
O
 O He prayed.

will would be done and

12. Jesus prayed that the
O Holy Spirit’s
13. Which attitude did Jesus
O betrayal

His dependence on the

Father for His coming suffering?

not His.

O the mercy of the court
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9. What is one of the Holy

O to die

For what purpose did Jesus’ accusers ask whether He was the Christ?
They wan
nted to trick Him.

the Garden
7. Before Jesus prayed in
abandon Him
would do?
of
Jesus’ prediction in the Garden
did the disciples have to
8. What kind of response
self-confident denial
Gethsemane?
Mark the best answer.

O humble submission

O The enem
mies were too strong.

E Son of David

He predict His disciples
of Gethsemane, what did

Each assessment packet includes one or
two age-appropriate tests per unit.

O fear and defeat

6. What is one reason Jesus allowed Himself to be arrested?

D paraclete

the New Covenant replacement
5. shows Jesus’ blood as
Covenant sacrifices
for the blood of the Old

Answer the questions.

© 2020 BJU Press. Reproduction
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Peter

4. What did Jesus specifically predict about this disciple?
times before the rooster crowed.

© 2020 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Father

y Contrast Jesus’ dependence on and submission to the Father’s

© 2020 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

ples using Bible tools
y Infer the meaning of the prophecy
y Identify Jesus’ prediction and the disciples’ response
y Analyze Jesus’ prayer for dependence and submission to the

They would scatter from Him.

3. Which disciple responded first to His prediction?

Have you ever dreaded an upcoming event? Maybe
you were facing something that you knew would hurt
physically, like a shot or a dentist visit. Maybe you faced
something that would hurt your heart like saying goodbye to someone you loved. Maybe you faced the shame
and guilt of admitting something wrong you had done.
We all dread these things.
Jesus had a situation like this, only it was much, much
more difficult than anything we could ever face. He
was about to be tortured and killed by His enemies. But
much more than that, He was about to take the sins of
the whole world on Himself, face the cup of His Father’s
wrath, and be separated from His Father. He was full of
sorrow and had a heavy spirit. When you do something
wrong, you probably have guilty feelings that are painful. But Jesus had never had guilt because He had never
sinned. He had always lived as the Father wanted Him to
live and had been in perfect fellowship with the Father.
Imagine the pain and sorrow of all those sins on Jesus,
the perfect Son of God. Jesus sorrowed because He knew
that the cup of the Father’s wrath against sin would soon
be placed on Him, breaking that fellowship. What an
awful burden to face!
Jesus came to His Father in prayer in the Garden of
Gethsemane. He depended on Him for guidance and
help. He knew what the Father wanted Him to do, but He
dreaded what was to come and asked the Father whether
it were possible to avoid.
As He prayed that the cup might pass from Him,
however, He asked for the Father’s will to be done instead
of His own. He did not want to take all of those awful
sins on Himself, be separated from the Father, and face
the Father’s wrath. But His desire to please and obey His
Father was greater than His desire to be freed from that
burden. He fully submitted to and obeyed His Father in
this prayer of agony over His coming ministry. He asked
for relief but prayed for the Father’s will instead of His
own: “Not as I will, but as thou wilt” (Matthew 26:39).

drinking the cup of the Lord’s fury in His punishment for
their sin. Hebrews 2:9 says that Christ tasted death for
every person, the cup of the Father’s wrath, the wages of
sin. Revelation 14:9–10 speaks of those who worship the
Beast, the man of Satan, as drinking of the wine of the
wrath of God. God’s cup of wrath is for those who continue
in sin without receiving God’s gift of salvation in Jesus
Christ, who took the cup of God’s wrath Himself so that we
do not have to.
How did Jesus submit to the Father and His will? He prayed
that not His will but the Father’s would be done.

Jesus would be

prohibited.

Lesson
96

Lesson
96

to be arrested?
reveal by allowing Himself
humble submission

to His enemies?
reveal by identifying Jesus
14. Which attitude did Judas
humble submission
O
 O betrayal
Bible 5: The Fullness of Time

• Lesson 100

Visual Packets
Visuals include charts, graphs,
maps, and timelines. Available
for Grades K5, 2, and 3.

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

Application Novels
Engaging novels, available for Grades
2 and 3, illustrate application of biblical principles and reinforce reading
skills. Activities related to these novels
are included in the student worktext.
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Course Overview
The chart below provides an overview of the content covered in our elementary Bible classes. The entire
program covers most of the stories of the Bible. Each grade may cover the same biblical figures but will cover
different parts of the narrative. For a more detailed scope and sequence, visit bjupress.com/scope/bible

NEW

Truths for Life explores truths about the Bible with a simple question and answer statement. These ageappropriate truths will cover God, His works, the Fall, Christ, salvation, Christian living, and end times. Students
will learn the scriptural basis for each truth, its meaning, and its application to their lives.

Bible People

Themes

Adam and Eve, Noah, Abraham, Joseph, Moses,
Joshua through Jonah, Jesus, Peter, Paul

Creation, learning truths from the Bible, the life of
Christ, prayer, missions, chronology of the Bible

Noah, Abraham, Gideon, Samson, Nehemiah, Ruth,
Hannah, Esther, Daniel, Dorcas, Jesus, Paul

God as our king, obedience, humility, serving, forgiveness, giving, thankfulness, surrender, stewardship,
courage, faith, faithfulness and zeal, priorities, loyalty,
joy, evangelism

Cain, Abel, Seth, Lot’s wife, Korah, Elijah, Job, Jesus,
Lazarus, Peter, Philip, Paul and his coworkers

Sin and salvation, purity, life of Christ, willingness,
friendships, obeying authorities, cooperation, dedication, faithfulness

The Pathway of Promise shows students that the Bible is the only inspired and authoritative message from God
by following the Bible’s one story in the Old Testament and highlighting the theme of redemption as it unfolds

The Fullness of Time confronts students with their need for Christ by developing six main themes in God’s
redemptive plan in the New Testament: glory, kingdom, covenants, divine presence, law and wisdom, and
atonement and priesthood.

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 80.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key
Visual Packet (Grades 2–3)
Music CD (Grades 2–3)

67.25
11.00
66.00
20.25

For Students
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)
Application Novel (Grades 2–3)

27.25
31.00
6.13
6.29

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.
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TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

Teacher Tools Online available

b j u p res s.co m

Middle & High
BJU Press’s middle and high school Bible product line guides students through a systematic study of the
Bible and its significant themes. As they conduct an inductive Bible study exploring the Creation, Fall, Redemption story of the
Bible, delve into major Bible doctrine, and develop a biblical worldview, students will learn to value and use hermeneutical
principles based on exegesis. Ultimately, this program leads students to form and defend a biblical worldview, evaluate other
beliefs, and engage their culture with truth and love.

Vision
To equip students with biblical literacy, Bible study skills,
and Bible doctrine so that they can grow in their relationship
with Christ, internalize and apply a biblical worldview
to develop character, solve real-world problems, and
communicate that worldview to others.

Goals
• Recognize the Bible as the ultimate authority for faith and
practice
• Develop a greater love for God that leads to worship
• Inculcate biblical values for internal character transformation for
properly motivated obedience
• Develop Bible study skills
• Trace the Creation, Fall, Redemption storyline of Scripture
• Defend biblical doctrine and positions and refute false teaching
and philosophies
• Encourage appropriate cultural engagement and evangelism
• Facilitate informed discipleship

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

Find unique tools for
preparing students to
study and apply the Bible,
including customizable
tests with ExamView,
engagement resources,
artwork, and more.
Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1

TextbookHub™

You can now customize
your eTextbooks and
distribute eActivities for
online completion and
auto-scoring (where
possible).
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Instructional Materials
Student Edition (eTextbooks Available)
Student editions guide students through each level of Bible study, beginning with observation and hermeneutical principles and ending with
application. Beautiful illustrations will help students recall lessons, and
opportunities for application will enhance students’ personal devotions.

just like the descendants of Adam and Eve,
the descendants of Noah forgot the Lord and
worshiped false gods. Clearly the serpent, who
tempted Adam and Eve, continued opposing
God’s plan. But the sovereign Lord would not
be defeated. From one of these pagan nations
He called an idol worshiper to be His covenant
child. Through Abraham God promised to bless
all the families of the earth (Gen. 12:1–3). This
promise included a seed and a land and carried
forward the purpose of the Creation Mandate to
subdue the earth and fill it with offspring.
What happened next was incredible. God
commanded Abraham to sacrifice his son Isaac,
the one through whom God promised to bless
the world (Gen. 22:1–2). But if Isaac died, how
could a king arise in fulfillment of the promise?
The suspense thickened, then the resolution:
Isaac was spared (22:12). God’s glorious plan
would live on!

step the eternal plan unfolded. Next is the
Mosaic Covenant. God covenanted with the
descendants of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, giving
them His law so they could serve Him in the
Promised Land (Deut. 5:2–3; 9:11).
They were supposed to do in the Promised
Land what Adam was supposed to do in the garden—subdue the land in obedience to God’s
law. They would receive blessings if they obeyed
and curses if they disobeyed (Deut. 30:19). Of
course, God knew what the Israelites would do.
He predicted they, following Adam, would eventually break the covenant through disobedience.
And just as God punished Adam, He would
remove Israel from its land. But God would not

The Temple of Artemis
even churcches in Asia that
eceived a sp
pecific message from
he Lord (Rev
ev. 1:4, 11; 2:1–7). All
n all, Ephesu
us can be directly or
ndirectly tie
ed to eleven of the
wenty-seven books of the New
estament. All
A Christians have
een affected
d by the ministry of
he early chu
urch leadership of
he church in
n Ephesus.

Conclusion
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All that is left of the temple to
Artemis is part of its foundation.
The Goths destroyed the temple
and the city in AD 262. But the
one foundation that cannot be
removed and the one building
that cannot be destroyed is the
temple of God, composed of
believers from the past, present,
and future (Eph. 2:19–22).

Ephesus was famous for its
influence, theatre, and temple.
But Ephesus’s influential grip
on its people had weakened
because of the gospel’s hold on
its growing Christian population.
There is no more laughter, legal
proceedings, or death at the
remaining theatre ruins today.
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Equipping the Church 193

Heart: Enrich with devotional
(discipleship, see Section 1.1)

UNIT 1 OBJECTIVES

Teacher Tip: Before teaching the first
lesson, introduce the textbook as a
whole by pointing out the following key
themes students will learn as they study
Acts, Epistles, and Revelation.

oRelate the gift of the Spirit to the

spread of the kingdom in Acts.
pSummarize the gospel message.

qDefine the church and its major

activities.

• Christ
• Kingdom
• Sin, World, and Flesh
• Union with Christ
• Gift of the Spirit
• Law
• Wisdom
• Church

rApply the teaching of Acts about the

church to their own lives.
The following chart provides an overview
of the key focal points of this course.
Theological Focus
Biblical Theology: the overarching
storyline of Creation, Fall, Redemption;
God’s unfolding plan of redemption
through the covenants
Systematic Theology: synthesizing and
harmonizing what Scripture says about a
topic into a summary of biblical teaching
(doctrinal conclusions)
Hermeneutical Skills Focus (head)
Positive: teach a basic inductive and
theological approach to Scripture (observe, interpret, apply)
Positive: teach more specific exegetical skills (tracing the thought flow of a
passage and outlining it, identifying key
words and understanding their meanings
through word studies, analyzing relationships of phrases and clauses, etc.)
r
Positive: teach how to properly understand the New Testament’s use of the
Old Testament text
Negative: challenge the postmodern approach—that the meaning changes, the
reader determines the meaning, and language can’t communicate objectively
Worldview Focus
Three Ingredients
• the big story: Creation, Fall, Redemption
• beliefs (head) and values (heart)
• personal behavior and cultural engagement

xviiii Unit 1

warmth

Worldview Shaping Themes in Acts,
Epistles, and Revelation

nRelate the spread of the kingdom in

Acts to the big story of Scripture.

THE BIRTH OF THE CHURCH
Since the Fall in the garden, there have been
only two groups of people in the world—
those who respond in faith to God’s gracious
salvation and those who reject the same offer.
%HEQERH)ZI[IVIXLI½VWXTISTPIVIWXSVIH
to God. Later, others would follow. Before
Christ came, the majority of believers were
from the nation of Israel. Israel was God’s

UNIT 1
Christian Life Skills Focus (heart)
Values

 Character 

Practice

Who
You Are

What
You Do

What You

Accept
Accept



 Appropriate 

Apply

The Theological Focus goes hand in hand
with the Worldview Focus. Section 1.1 introduces the overarching storyline of Creation,
Fall, Redemption, and explains how God’s
plan of redemption unfolds through the covenants. The units on the books of Acts and
Revelation will emphasize biblical theology
and the unfolding story of Redemption (the
first worldview ingredient), while the units
on the Epistles will emphasize systematic
theology and beliefs and values (the second
worldview ingredient).

Hermeneutics and Christian
Life Skills Focuses
The Student Activities for The Story of
the Old Testament reinforced careful
observation. The Student Activities for The
Life of Christ reinforced accurate interpretation.
In The Triumph of Christ, the Activities
emphasize proper application. Section 4.1
introduces students to the Hermeneutical
Skills Focus in relation to a new genre: the
Epistles.
The application focus of the inductive
Bible study method goes hand in hand with

covenant people after all. But even then God
was laying the groundwork to unite Jews and
Gentiles in one believing community. God
wants people from every ethnicity and nationality in His family. With the saving work of
Christ and the sending of the Holy Spirit, the
HE]JSV[SVPH[MHIWEPZEXMSR½REPP]GEQI8LMW
day is known as the birth of the church.

Each of these themes is part of the big
story of Scripture, summarized under the
headings of Creation, Fall, Redemption.
That big story provides the foundation for
beliefs and values. And those beliefs and
values should produce action: personal behavior and cultural engagement.
These are the components of a biblical
worldview. For a student to develop a biblical worldview, he or she must accept the big
story of the world, the beliefs and values that
flow out of that big story, and the action that
results from those beliefs and values.

the Christian Life Skills Focus. Throughout
the course students will be challenged (1) to
accept biblical values, which flow from the
beliefs and principles they derive from the
Scripture text, (2) to appropriate those values
so they become a part of who the students
are, and (3) to apply those values to real life.
In summary, there are two prongs to our
approach as we teach students Bible study
skills:
Head: Equip with theological accuracy
and precision (doctrine, see Section 1.2)

Teacher Edition
Each teacher edition includes margin notes with teaching
notes, strategies, discussion questions, and optional activities.
They also offer additional materials and strategies for teaching
advanced students and covering different learning styles.

Birth of the Church 1

The Triumph of Christt

T H E

S T O R Y

O F

T H E

OLD TESTAME NT

Name

Exercise 1.5

Fallen but Not Without Hope

6FULSWXUH5HDGLQJ*HQHVLV®®®
5HDG*HQHVLV®®®

1. Compare and contrast God’s commands,
Satan’s deception, and Eve’s response.
(See Exercise 1.2, Guideline 6.)
God’s Commands

Student Activities (eActivities Available)

Eve’s Response

Alleged Unfair Confinement: You
shall not
.

Correction: We may
. We

?

may not
.
Possible Addition: We may not

.

even
the tree in the
middle of the garden.

Consequences for Disobedience: You will most assuredly

Direct Denial: You shall not

Initial Submission: God has

.

warned us that we would

.
New Reasoning: God doesn’t

.

want you to be

Rebellion: It looks
and I want to be

.

the basic facts. (See Exercise 1.2, Guideline
2.)
2. Why did Eve change her mind about
being submissive to God’s command?
Satan challenged God’s Word and questioned
greater happiness. So Eve doubted God’s
a reliable authority, and she trusted in

His motives. He deceived Eve by suggesting

authoritative Word and goodness. She

her own judgment and desires—she

already was. She was driven by the lust

that sin would bring

trusted someone other than God as

selfishly wanted to be greater than she

of the eyes, the lust of the flesh, and the

Read Genesis 3:7–13. Observe the

pride of life (1 John 2:16).

results of eating the fruit to see whose
authority was actually right.
T/F Adam’s and Eve’s eyes were opened
so that they were more knowledgeable.
T/F That knowledge brought about the
results that Satan had promised (i.e.,
that they would be
as great as God).
5. According to Genesis 3:7, what was
the first side effect of disobedience that
Adam and Eve noticed?
They

3.

T

4.

F

felt shame because of their nakedness.

(They lost their innocence, and they lost

now experienced guilt and fear instead.)

6. According to Genesis 3:7–8, how did
They tried to hide from God by sewing

Assessments

,
.

The following questions help you observe

© 2018 BJU Press. Reproduction prohibited.

Each activity manual develops the students’ familiarity with
Bible study methods and application. They also provide
direction for journal activities and verse memorization.

Satan’s Deception

Blessed Freedom: You may

One Exception: You are not to

their trust in each other. They

Adam and Eve try to conceal their sin?

fig leaves together to hide their nakedness.

Exercises 11

The assessments packets include one
age-appropriate test per chapter.
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Course Overview
Below is a summary of the content covered in our middle and high school Bible program. Visit bjupress.com/
scope/bible for a more detailed scope and sequence.
Basics for a Biblical Worldview (6)
Basics for a Biblical Worldview uses case studies, worldview dilemmas, and webquests to challenge students to consider how they think about their world and to recognize the false worldviews that they will
encounter. The program uses Bible study skills to help students see the world as it really is.

The Story of the Old Testament (7)
A study of the story of Scripture from Genesis through Malachi; focuses on the Bible study skill of
observation

The Life of Christ (8)
Explores the life of Christ and how He fulfilled God’s redemptive plan as promised in the Old Testament;
focuses on the Bible study skill of interpretation

The Triumph of Christ (9)
Displays the triumph of Christ and His gospel in the founding of the church in Acts and in the consummation of the Kingdom in Revelation; showcases the teaching of the apostles for our beliefs in the Epistles;
focuses on the Bible study skill of application

Bible Doctrines (10)
Teaches the scriptural bases for the major doctrines—God’s Word, God (the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit),
Creation (man, sin, and angels), Salvation, Israel and the church, and last things—so students can formulate their beliefs and apply those beliefs to their lives to develop values

NEW

Biblical Worldview: Creation, Fall, Redemption (11–12)
This course presents a positive presentation of a biblical worldview with a Bible-first perspective. It then
applies that biblical worldview to all of life and culture, emphasizing that Christians
ns must be salt and
light

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 81.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

41.75–72.50
18.00
11.00–12.00

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Activities
eActivities (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)

26.00–27.25
16.25–16.75
21.25
25.00
6.13–6.58

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

TextbookHub
Digital Versions
Available

ExamView
assessments
available

Teacher Tools Online available
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Modern Languages
Middle & High
BJU Press’s middle and high school Spanish product line equips students to engage in practical communication by using language in an active cultural context. Students participate in regular practice through activities and audio
files and build skills through listening, reading, writing, and speaking. These products support the development of proficiency as they relate to students’ everyday lives, personal interests, and studies, and as they shape a biblical view of cultural
engagement.

Vision
To equip students to engage in practical and meaningful Spanish
communication with proficiency and cultural awareness.

Goals
• Develop vocabulary and linguistic structures needed for
language acquisition
• Develop level-appropriate interpretive, interpersonal, and
presentational communication by using language functions
in a meaningful context
• Expose students to authentic texts in Spanish
• Develop proficiency through exposure, comprehension, and
language production
• Build awareness and appreciation of Hispanic culture,
including music, art, food, clothing, and literature
• Prepare students to apply a biblical worldview in cultural
engagement

NEW!
Teacher Tools Online®

Give students an authentic Spanish learning
experience with spoken
dialogue for listening
activities as well as additional tools and resources
for teaching Spanish.
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TextbookHub™

You can now customize
your eTextbooks and
distribute eActivities for
online completion and
auto-scoring (where
possible).

AfterSchoolHelp.com

Give your students extra
practice at home with
additional access to
spoken dialogue by
sending them to
AfterSchoolHelp.com
b j u p res s.co m

4. el horno
1. las cortinas
5. el televisor
6. la cama

3. la estufa
2. el sofá
7. la mesa

Spanish Course Overview
Spanish 1
Rather than focusing purely on grammar studies, this program develops students’ skills in communication and
comprehension in the language. Students will experience the language in a communicative context, making language acquisition more natural. The student edition and teacher edition align with the ACTFL (American Council
on the Teaching of Foreign Languages) World-Readiness Standards for Language Learning, and they reflect the
best practices from the field of second-language acquisition.

Spanish 2
This research-based and best-practice focused program allows students to acquire Spanish at the intermediate
level of proficiency of the ACTFL scale. Important language functions are presented within each chapter’s cultural
theme and developed through activities that are designed to develop the interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational modes of communication.

Spanish 3
Spanish 3 further develops students’ mastery of vocabulary, oral communication skills, and grammatical structure
with a special focus on verb forms. The text features true stories and letters from missionaries in Spanish-speaking
countries. The student text teaches both language and culture.

Pricing (A comprehensive price list begins on page 95.)
For Teachers
Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

67.25
31.75
12.00

For Students
Student Edition
eStudent Edition (TextbookHub)
Activities
eActivities (TextbookHub)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student)

54.75–60.50
29.75–32.50
28.75
32.50
6.58

French Course Overview
Students will develop an intermediate level of proficiency in French grammar and will learn practical
language content, such as asking and answering
simple questions to meet survival needs and relating
the gospel in a simple manner, all within the context
of real-life situations.

Essential items are in bold. All other items are recommended but optional.

TextbookHub After School
Digital Versions
Help
Available

Teacher Tools Online available
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Elementary Spanish
Strategic Head Start
Children often learn languages faster and more easily than adults, so why not start them early? In our global
economy, it is extremely beneficial to know a second language—especially Spanish. BJU Press offers an
exciting elementary Spanish program to jump-start your students’ language education.

Multifaceted Approach
Through reading, writing, speaking, and listening activities, students become familiar with real-life language
and proper grammar. The program also covers culture and history so that students become acquainted with
context early on.

Pasaporte al español Kit A (Grades 1–3)
(A comprehensive price list is on page 95.)
Kit A provides progressive steps that build a foundation for students
as they listen and learn to speak, read, and write the language.
Lower Elementary
For Teachers
Pasaporte al español Kit A (Grades 1–3)

448.00

For Students
Worktext Step 1 (Grades 1–3)
Worktext Step 2 (Grades 1–3)
Worktext Step 3 (Grades 1–3)

27.25
27.25
27.25

Optional CD Set
CD Set (4 CDs; included in kit)

98.50

*Pasaporte al español Kit A includes teacher edition (Steps 1–3), student
worktexts (Steps 1–3), charts, CD set (4 CDs), read-aloud books, and a
hedgehog hand puppet named Choco.

Pasaporte al español Kit B (Grades 4–6)
(A comprehensive price list is on page 95.)
Kit B builds on the Kit A foundation (or its equivalent). Students will
practice listening, speaking, reading, and writing the language as
they learn more about Spanish vocabulary, grammar, and culture.
Upper Elementary
For Teachers
Pasaporte al español Kit B (Grades 4–6)

448.00

For Students
Worktext Step 4 (Grades 4–6)
Worktext Step 5 (Grades 4–6)
Worktext Step 6 (Grades 4–6)

27.25
27.25
27.25

Optional CD Set
CD Set (4 CDs; included in kit; Grades 4–6)

98.50

*Pasaporte al español Kit B includes teacher edition (Steps 4–6), student worktexts (Steps 4–6), charts, CD set (4 CDs), read-aloud books, and an iguana hand
puppet named Nacho.

Note: The teacher should have a basic knowledge of Spanish
grammar and pronunciation to teach effectively.

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1
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Additional Resources
Math
Calculator
A colorful, solar-powered TI-108 calculator especially userfriendly for elementary students.
050997 Calculator, Student (TI-108; Texas Inst.; Grades
K5–8)

10.00

Unifix Cubes
Includes 20 cubes per K5 student, 30 cubes per first-grade student, and 50 cubes per second-grade student.
058164 Unifix Cubes (100 pcs. with instructions; Didax
14.00
Educational Resources; Grades K5–2)
071050 Unifix Cubes (1,000 pcs. with instructions; Didax 112.95
Educational Resources; Grades K5–2)
063339 Unifix Cubes (grid only; Grades K5–2)
17.95

Backyard Math with Zac
As a supplemental review or home enrichment, Zac and Mrs.
Walker will enhance your first-grade math learning experience.
204610 Backyard Math with Zac DVD Set (2 DVDs; 180
min.; Grade 1)

19.95

Scientific Calculator
Solar-powered TI-30Xa scientific calculator with ten-digit display for basic arithmetic functions, fraction and decimal conversion, roots, powers, logs, and antilogs; also offers scientific
notation, trigonometric function, and statistical function (from
Texas Instruments)
092429 Calculator, Scientific (TI-30Xa; Grades 7–8)

17.50

Reading
Supplemental Readers
12.60

Twelve storybooks for beginning readers.
18.00

Take-Along Stories
Stories for first- and second-grade-level reader with vocabulary
adapted especially for new readers.

BJ BookLinks

Novel
Grade Lexile
088377 Once in Blueberry Dell, Watkins
K4–1
550
(Grades K4–1)
239038 Buttercup Hill, Berry (Grades
1
340
1–2)
229203 Looking for Home, Berry (Grades
1
450
1–2)
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6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29

Sentence Strips
Ruled oak-tag strips (3" x 24") for displaying words and sentences in the Standard Pocket Chart.
5.19

A 34" x 43" nylon cloth chart with pockets for sentence strips
and word cards.
111856 Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.; Grades
K5–6)

27.00

Art

Starting Line

087221 Take-Along Stories 1 (16 storybooks; Grades 1–2)
182196 Take-Along Stories 2 (10 storybooks; Grades 1–2)

6.29

Standard Pocket Chart

Ten paperback readers for beginners with each book containing three two-page stories and a word-family drill at the end.

109363 The Starting Line (12 storybooks; Grades K5–1)

Price
6.29

English
056101 Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.; Grades K5–6)

Up the Ladder
109223 Up the Ladder (10 supplemental readers)

Novel
Grade Lexile
057596 Pulling Together, Watkins
1–2
450
(Grades 1–2)
043182 The Treasure of Pelican Cove,
2–4
410
Howard (Grades 2–4)
037358 On Yonder Mountain, Howard
2–4
460
(Grades 2–4)
044404 Carolina’s Courage, Yates
2–4
940
(Grades 2–4)
021782 These Are My People, Howard
2–4
670
(Grades 2–4)
107797 The Case of the Dognapped Cat, 2–4
540
Howard (Grades 2–4)
072108 Mountain Born, Yates (Grades
4
870
4–7)
023523 Medallion, Watkins (Grades 4–7) 4–7
610
042887 The Secret of the Golden Cowrie,
5
760
Repp (Grades 4–7)
106484 Trouble at Silver Pines Inn, Repp
6
620
(Grades 3–4)
031229 A Father’s Promise, Hess (Grades 4–7
730
4–7)
209486 The Lost Prince of Samavia
4–7
900
(Grades 4–7)
192401 Children of the Storm: The
7–12
910
Autobiography of Natasha Vins

18.00
18.00

With Art in Mind
No experience necessary! Sixty simple, step-by-step art lessons.
121749 With Art in Mind, Groebner (BJU Press; Grades
3–8)

25.50

Drawing by Troy Bohannon
No experience necessary! Teach basic drawing techniques with
principles and practice exercises.
029462 Drawing, Bohannon (for teacher; BJU Press;
Grades 1–12)

19.00

Price
6.29

Spanish

6.29

Stories that teach Spanish words and phrases. Interactive CD
also available.

6.29

076398 El Pato Paco, Turner and Kitching (Grades 1–5)
180281 Rosa la Osa, Turner and Kitching (Grades 1–5)

6.29
6.29
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115022 ¡Buenos Días, Carlitos!, Holmes (Grades 1–5)
180455 ¡Buenas Tardes, Carlitos!, Holmes (Grades 1–5)
092684 Santa Biblia (Reina-Valera, 1960; Broadman and
Holman; Grades 9–12)

6.29
6.29
11.00

Vacation Stations
Students can build confidence with two pages a day of reviews in math, language, and reading. Vacation Stations blend
grade-appropriate practice with colorful characters and exciting themes.
233445
506345
503581
506352
508754
508762
506360

Beyond the Back Door
Wheels Westward
Ocean Expedition
Jungle Journey
Polar Explorer
Outback Odyssey
Egyptian Excursion

15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00
15.00

Electives
Latin I (2nd Edition)
Help your students enrich their English vocabulary as they
study Latin. The materials teach basic grammar, vocabulary,
and reading skills. Everyday Latin phrases are also included.
(The teacher needs no previous Latin training.)
252668
247551
247569
247585
247593

Teacher Edition with CD (Grades 9–12)
Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
Activities (Grades 9–12)
Activities Answer Key (Grades 9–12)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student;
Grades 9–12)
247601 Assessments Answer Key (Grades 9–12)

67.25
46.25
28.75
31.75
6.58
12.00

Latin II
180497 Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)
180489 Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
190884 Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student;
Grades 9–12)
190892 Assessments Answer Key (Grades 9–12)

67.25
46.25
6.58
12.00

Family Life Skills (2nd Edition)
A refreshing twenty-first-century approach to family life that
prepares students for present and future roles—as children,
friends, spouses, parents, in-laws, and caregivers. Also, it
addresses the basic and emerging challenges of the modern
home. Special sections portray family life around the world.
182782
182790
182816
182808
182774
195008

Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)
Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
Student Applications Guide (Grades 9–12)
Teacher Applications Guide (Grades 9–12)
Visual Packet (Grades 9–12)
Assessments (assessments only; for 1 student;
Grades 9–12)
195016 Assessments Answer Key (Grades 9–12)

72.50
54.75
30.50
35.50
63.25
6.58
12.00

Sound Speech
Introduce public speaking from platform presence to persuasion with this one-semester course adaptable for two semesters. The course features special chapters on topic choice,
research, organization, and communication in the workplace.
180125 Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)
281634 Student Worktext (Grades 9–12)
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52.25
41.50

Performing Literature:
Oral Interpretation and Drama Studies
Provide comprehensive instruction and skill-building activities
in this course that includes eight fully-developed performance
projects and grading rubrics. Designed for one semester but
adaptable to two semesters, the course prepares your students
for performance at school, in church, and in competition.
Excellent appendices contain performance pieces as well as
resources to minimize the need for research.
183459 Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)
281626 Student Worktext (Grades 9–12)

52.25
41.50

Bible
Books by Jim Berg
Classic and life-changing works on the topic of Christian
growth.
514018
257311
257303
269118

Changed into His Image (Grades 11–12; 2nd ed.)
Essential Virtues, Berg
Essential Virtues DVDs
Essential Virtues Package

22.00
22.00
79.00
89.00

Stones of Witness: Images of the Holy Land
by Stewart Custer
A magnificent collection of photos of the modern Holy Land
that captures its beauty and mystery (includes interactive CD).
181099 Stones of Witness, Custer (Grades 9–12)

55.00

God’s Prophetic Blueprint by Bob Shelton
A clear discussion of the Bible prophecies concerning the final
days of the earth and God’s judgment of mankind, including
the Rapture of the church, the Battle of Armageddon, and the
Great White Throne Judgment.
127688 God’s Prophetic Blueprint, Shelton (Grades 9–12)

12.00

Science
Dissection Kit
Compatible with BJU Press life science and biology courses. Kit
includes an earthworm, a crayfish, a perch, and a grass frog (4th
edition kit also includes a rat) preserved in odorless and nontoxic form and vacuum-packed. Dissecting tools with vinyl case
are included, as well as a magnifying glass, Econopan, student
activity book, tissue packet, self-sealing storage bag, dissection
pins, and towelettes.
034264 Dissection Kit
276576 Biology Dissection Kit (Grades 7, 10)

70.25
71.50

Biology Dissection Labs DVD
Demonstrates frog, crayfish, perch, and earthworm dissections;
identifies organs and systems and discusses their functions.
205773 Biology Dissection Labs DVD (72 min.;
ShowForth; Grades 7, 10)

49.95

Fossil Collection
Fifteen number-coded fossilized vertebrate and invertebrate
specimens in a sectioned container.
001008 Fossil Collection (15 fossils; Scott Resources;
Grade 2)

39.00

Rock Collection
This fifty-specimen collection is numbered for easy crossreferencing. Students learn about rocks, minerals, gemstones,
and ores.
063396 Rock Collection, Classroom (50 specimens; Scott
Resources; Grades 1–6)

49.50
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The Stars Speak (2nd Edition) by Stewart Custer

Julius Caesar by William Shakespeare

Points to the glory of God as the central message of the stars.

The teacher edition includes a readable version of the play as
well as introductory essays, marginal notes, overviews, vocabulary glosses, and discussion sections.

188391 The Stars Speak: Astronomy in the Bible, Custer
(Grades 7–12)

19.50

119735 Julius Caesar Teacher Edition (BJU Press; Grades
9–12)
122580 Julius Caesar, Shakespeare (Dover; Grades 9–12)

Heritage Studies
Church History
046441 Faith of Our Fathers: Scenes from Church History,
12.00
Sidwell (Grades 7–12)
056861 Faith of Our Fathers: Scenes from American Church 13.00
History, Sidwell (Grades 7–12)

Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian History
by Mark Sidwell
Free Indeed presents biographical sketches of 13 leading black
Christians. The teacher resource materials include project ideas,
bulletin board ideas, a unit test, and more.
16.75
15.50
21.00

Recapture the joys and struggles of our nation’s birth and
growth in this inspiring collection of poems.
11.00

117754 The Scarlet Letter Teacher Edition (BJU Press;
Grades 9–12)
117663 The Scarlet Letter (Dover; Grades 9–12)

33.25
5.00

Teacher Resources
Class Record Book
Organized for eight subjects, this book also includes a calendar
of events, memorandum notes, and a grid for marking. Spiralbound, washable cover.
023051 Class Record Book (910-8L; 9-week class record
book; Supreme School Supply)

7.75

Forty-week plan for elementary- or secondary-level teachers.
Includes prepunched duplicate sheets for three-ring binder.
Pages for additional notes included. Spiral-bound; pressboard
cover.
023036 Teacher’s Daily Plan Book (Supreme School
Supply)

Language Skills
Someday You’ll Write by Elizabeth Yates
A world-famous author shares helpful suggestions and writing
basics from her rich store of experience and success. Includes
such topics as getting ideas, persistence, and more.
087247 Someday You’ll Write, Yates (Grades 3–12)

The teacher edition includes full-sized student pages along
with vocabulary glosses, notes, comments on the text, introductions to the novel and the author, background information
on Puritanism, and discussion questions.

Teacher’s Daily Plan Book

American History in Verse
001768 American History in Verse, Stevenson (Grades
7–12)

3.00

The Scarlet Letter by Nathaniel Hawthorne

Learn the stories behind general church history as well as
American church history.

093302 Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian History
Teacher Resource Materials (Grades 6–12)
092346 Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian History,
Sidwell (Classroom Edition; Grades 6–12)
102095 Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian History
Visuals (Grades 6–12)

26.00

6.29

8.25

Combination Class Record Books and Daily Lesson
Plan Books
These cover forty weeks of school and include duplicate sheets
for plan book. Spiral-bound, washable cover.
023044 Class Record Book (910-8CD; 9-week class record 11.25
and daily lesson-plan book; Supreme School
Supply)

The Pilgrim’s Progress by John Bunyan
The teacher’s guide for Bunyan’s immortal allegory includes
full-sized student text pages as well as introductory notes,
vocabulary glosses, and discussion questions.
125278 The Pilgrim’s Progress Teacher’s Guide (BJU Press;
Grades 7–12)
516138 The Pilgrim’s Progress, Bunyan (Dover; Grades
7–12)

39.75
7.00

Great Expectations by Charles Dickens
Dickens’s classic is presented with a teacher edition containing
a full-sized student text and additional helps.
047407 Great Expectations Teacher Edition (BJU Press;
Grades 9–12)
046516 Great Expectations, Dickens (Grades 9–12)
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Testing & Evaluation
Test Simpler
BJU Press now offers online testing with Iowa Assessments™
Form E. Form E, copyright 2012, uses 2017 norms.
Here’s how it works:

Check online testing technical requirements.*
Purchase access to DataManager.
Schedule training.
Order students’ tests.
Design custom reports.

Benefits of online testing
Faster results (2–3 days)
Easy setup
No physical materials—no shipping or storage!
For more information and technical readiness checks,
please see bjupress.com/testing/online

*Online testing is subject to the school’s hardware
and bandwidth as well as the availability of the
Iowa Assessments Form E in your area.
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For paper-and-pencil testing:
PURCHASE THE ACHIEVEMENT TESTS OR USE THE SERVICE PACKAGE
Purchase Tests

Service Package

Save money over time
• Order materials once to keep
• Order answer booklets/documents and
scoring annually

One easy order provides
• One-time use of testing/directions booklets
• Answer booklets/documents
• Test scoring

See bjupress.com/go/order-tests for more information on these options,
FAQs, and order placement.
BJU Press Testing & Evaluation offers the nation’s two most recognized names
in achievement testing—the Iowa Assessments™ and the Stanford Tests.

Iowa Assessments™

Stanford Tests

BJU Press offers the most up-to-date form of the
Iowa Assessments™, Form E (©2012). Norms for
Form E are from 2017.

The Stanford 10 (© 2003) gives students a friendly
testing environment by using full-color pages and
removing time limits. The Stanford 10 uses 2018
norms.

Order the appropriate achievement test with the
CogAT® to find out whether your students are working up to their potential.
Give your students the advantage of newer tests.
Order today!

Combine the OLSAT with the Stanford test to
see whether your students are being challenged
enough.

Availability of Stanford 10 materials is
subject to publisher’s discretion.

ADDITIONAL TOOLS AND RESOURCES
Test Prep

Student Record Folders

Testing doesn’t have to take students by surprise!
Get them ready with our test-prep materials:

Use this tool to easily record and graph achievement-test scores from year to year.

• Previews for Parents/Practice Tests
A brief glimpse of testing with a few sample
questions to preview test format

Stanford 10 Administrator
Training Video

Iowa Algebra Aptitude Test™

Available free online, this six-minute video provides
an introduction to proctoring achievement and
abilities tests.

Find out whether your students are ready for
algebra by using a quick-and-easy-to-order test.
Recommended for Grades 7–8.

Our customers say . . .
“The testing specialists are knowledgeable and able to
answer all questions, tests are easy to order, instructions
are clear and tests easy to administer. Results available in
a timely manner. Highly recommend.”

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 8 0 0 .8 4 5 .5 7 3 1
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Technology
Resources
Because we are committed to equipping teachers with
all the resources they need for success, our technology
resources work to enhance the value of BJU Press materials.
Each technology resource is designed with teachers in
mind to make high-quality, useful content easily accessible.
We offer homework help, professional development,
educational resources, test curation, and much more across
our easy to use, affordable technology resources platforms.
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TextbookHub

eWorktexts and eTextbooks
Bring Your Workbooks and Textbooks to Life
Experience our materials like never before! BJU Press’s new digital platform powered by
TextbookHub offers a new interactive eWorktext and eTextbook experience. Our innovative
eWorktexts allow students to complete workbook assignments entirely online. eWorktexts make
collecting and grading worktext pages easier than ever. In addition, enhanced eTextbooks allow
you to modify and customize your students’ textbook experience.
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New Interactive
tive eWorktexts
With our new eWorktexts,
Worktexts, students are now
e their worktext assignments
able to complete
Worktexts auto-grade objective
online. These eWorktexts
de answer keys for teacher
questions, provide
g subjective problems, allow
review or grading
w their work, and much more!
students to show
ess and completion of BJU
• Online access
ktexts and eActivity Manuals
Press eWorktexts
oogle Chrome
through Google
ems to assign for grading
• Choice of items
ng of objective questions
• Auto-grading
• Easy-to-use teacher grading tools for
subjective questions
ade Export integrations for
• LMS and Grade
Ss
leading LMSs
• CSV export option for grades

Enhance your
ur eTextbook Experience
These new eTextbooks
tboo
books can become an extension
nd the
heir teaching style. Teachers
of the teacher and
their
ntss, images, links, videos, and
can add comments,
nto their students’ eTextbooks.
n
quizzes directly into
And eTextbooks can be distributed instantly from
ith an optional SIS integration
course rosters with
upgrade.
chers to place quizzes directly in
• Enables teachers
ook
the eTextbook
• Integrates with your LMS to export quiz
grades
hers to add customized audio,
• Allows teachers
eblinks into the eTextbooks for
video, or weblinks
nts
their students
omments within the eTextbooks
• Facilitates comments
to promote discussion
• Integrates built-in analytics to show how
much time students spend in the eTextbook

For more
re information contact your Precept Sales Representative
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Teacher Tools Online®
TeacherToolsOnline.com
Encourage. Enable. Enhance.
Teacher Tools Online is the premier resource for teachers using BJU Press materials. It encourages
teachers in their efforts to expand their lessons, enables them to reach struggling students in new
ways, and enhances their teaching strategies for greater depth. Teacher Tools Online provides
teacher resources at the touch of a button, freeing up valuable time for teachers. Teachers will
find educational articles, editable lesson plan overviews, PowerPoint presentations, an electronic
assessments generator, and much more in the Teacher Tools Online database!

Tools for Today’s Teachers
• Bank of digital resources
• Designed to support BJU Press materials
• Simple to use
• Searchable by grade, subject, edition, and chapter
• Resources can be filtered by type
Teacher Tools Online gives you quick access to resources
that work directly with your BJU Press textbooks.
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Available Resources

Get Teacher Tools Online
• Purchase a one-time, transferrable
license for each teacher needing
access. Access may be transferred any
time.
• Assign each teacher the needed
subjects. Teachers may be given
access to any available subject.

Included with Purchase:
Education Articles
Community

PowerPoint—Predesigned, editable
presentations give you a quick starting point
every day.

Lesson Plan Overviews—Editable Word
documents with an overview of each day’s
objectives, content, and materials needed to
plan ahead.
Media—BJU Press videos, external web links,
and artwork help you customize lessons for
different learners. Artwork includes maps,
charts, and other images that enhance lessons.
ExamView®—Test-building software with a
database of questions that lets you quickly
create your own assessments and prevent
cheating.

PowerPoint Presentations
Video Clips
Artwork

eTexts—Take lesson prep anywhere with
VitalSource copies of your student and teacher
editions. You can also make and share notes in
VitalSource copies of the text.

eTextbooks
ExamView

Curriculum Trak—PDF versions of
BJU Press curriculum maps help you
prepare your own curriculum maps.

Professional Development—Get your CEUs
with free professional development courses.

ShopTalk Community—Collaborate
with other teachers within the ShopTalk
Community.

Customer S er vice 800.845.5731
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Teacher Tools Online®
TeacherToolsOnline.com

Professional Development
As a professional educator, you know that learning never stops. Being able to grow as an educator
is important. Our updated BJU Press Professional Development site has been designed with you in
mind. We are pleased to provide these resources as part of our mission to equip Christian schools
with educational materials that promote critical thinking from a biblical worldview, supported by
academic rigor.
All our CEU courses are free, available on your own schedule, and provide a certificate upon
completion that is accepted by most major Christian school organizations. We also offer non-CEU
courses that give you valuable insights about how to have a successful classroom. CEUs can be
earned for courses in biblical worldview, academic subjects, general pedagogy, and more.

Learn More
Visit teachertoolsonline.com/professional
-development to find courses and register.

40+ Courses
with new ones added
regularly!
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ExamView is an easy-to-use assessment tool that simplifies creating, administering, and managing
assessments. ExamView makes generating quizzes, unit exams, or cumulative tests easy. Teachers
can pull questions specific to BJU Press courses from a curated question bank to create customized
tests or they can create and format their own additional questions. Tests can be printed, shared with
students, or taken on a local network using Test Player, and Test Manager streamlines analyzing test
results. ExamView is available with a Teacher Tools Online license.

ExamView enables you to
· Generate tests quickly and easily by selecting questions from the BJU Press question bank
· Create and automatically format additional questions or edit current ones
· Print tests or take them on a local network, using the Test Player with auto-grade features
· Analyze test results with the Test Manager
It includes
· Licensed copy of ExamView test generation software
· Customizable BJU Press subject database
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After School Help
AfterSchoolHelp.com
Extra Help Whenever
They Need It
Your students can access free tutorials and extra practice for
their BJU Press math and English and Spanish courses when
they use afterschoolhelp.com. All material is searchable by
chapter and lesson numbers from BJU Press textbooks.
This student resource offers speed drills for elementary grades,
supports English 4–12, math, Spanish, Physical Science, and
Chemistry.

Available Courses
Math

Spanish

• Math 4–12

• Listening selections

• Consumer Math

Science

English

• Physical Science

• Grammar 4–12

• Chemistry

AfterSchoolHelp.com provides free access
to extra resources such as:

Video Tutorials

Practice Activities

Much More!
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curriculum TRAK

Integrate Our Textbooks
by Using Curriculum Trak
BJU Press is offering two new ways to make
it easier to integrate our textbooks into
your curriculum!

Course maps of
BJU Press materials,
objectives, resources,
and strategies

Create your own
custom curriculum
maps with Curriculum
Trak software

We have partnered with Curriculum Trak
to create detailed maps of our materials.
These maps give all objectives, topics,
resources, biblical integration concepts, and
instructional strategies for each textbook.
Find BJU Press curriculum maps at
bjupress.com/go/curriculum-maps
Curriculum Trak offers software designed
for schools to easily build your own custom
curriculum maps. Learn more about CT
software at curriculumtrak.com
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Christian Classroom Online
ChristianClassroomOnline.com
Broaden Your Horizons
BJU Press provides qualified teachers and greater flexibility in the courses you offer your students
through Christian Classroom Online. Courses are available either online or on DVD, and they
include outstanding, experienced instructors who offer a variety of learning activities—hands-on
learning, research opportunities, real-world learning, and more—that challenge students of all
learning styles to think, interpret, and apply what they have learned.
We have designed the material to be offered under your direction, which will allow you to retain
full management of the educational process. Together, our textbooks and video courses can help
you give your students an excellent education!

New Courses for 2022
Bible 5
(1st Edition)
Science 1
(4th Edition)

English 7
Heritage 1

(4th Edition)

(4th Edition)

Chemistry
English 3

(5th Edition)

(3rd Edition)

Contact your Precept sales representative at preceptmarketing.com
/locator.html or BJU Press customer service at 800.845.5731 to get started.
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Classroom License - Option 1
BJU Press Provides

School Provides

Cost

· Single facilitator access to
online video courses for
up to 8 classes

· Classroom/lab facilitator
(to manage students and
to prepare, distribute,
grade, and record
assignments)

· Classroom license: $159
(allows only one course
to be viewed at a time)

· Reproducible versions of
facilitator and student
packets included with
CCO facilitator login.
Printed copies included
with DVDs.
· Required additional
materials through
facilitator access for
printing and distribution

· Appropriate learning
environment (classroom
with adequate lighting
and seating that allows
each student to see)

· Required BJU Press
textbooks, workbooks
(all grades), and printed
tests (Grades 1–4 only)
· Optional: preprinted
CCO student handouts

· Internet connection to
support streaming video
· Video display (large TV
or projector screen) with
computer connection

Individual Student Registration - Option 2
BJU Press Provides

School Provides

· Individual student logins

· Classroom/lab facilitator
(to manage students
and to prepare,
distribute, grade, and
record assignments)

· Single facilitator login
for all grading and
monitoring needs
· eTextbooks for online
access or download (nonconsumable texts only)
· Auto-graded online
assessments for most
courses (Grades 5–12)
· Online gradebook
· Reproducible versions of
facilitator and student
packets included with
CCO facilitator login.
Printed copies included
with DVDs.
· Required additional
materials through
facilitator access for
printing and distribution

· Appropriate learning
environment (classroom
with adequate lighting
and seating that allows
each student to see)
· Internet connection
with bandwidth for
individual student
access (see website for
details)
· Computers/mobile
devices for online
access for each student

Cost

· Single student per
course: $69–$99
(includes eTextbooks)
OR
· Single student per
grade: $399–$499
(includes eTextbooks)
· Required BJU Press
workbooks (all grades)
and printed tests
(Grades 1–4 only)
· Optional: printed
textbooks for
corresponding
eTextbooks (see special
pricing in the order
form)
· Optional: preprinted
CCO student handouts
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User-Friendly Interface
The user-friendly interface makes it easy for both the students and the classroom facilitator
to navigate daily work and keep track of progress. Our teachers share an infectious love for
learning and a passion for Christ with their students. With an involved classroom facilitator, you
still ensure that you’re directing each student’s learning experience and prioritizing the skills
you want them to master.

Student View
(Option 2)
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Facilitators will enjoy access to activity reports, auto-graded assessments, daily answer keys,
eTextbooks, and digital teacher editions that will allow them to easily track each student’s
progress from a drop-down menu on the dashboard of their home page.

Facilitator View
(Option 2)
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5% EARLY ORDER DISCOUNT
Dear school administrator:
We have a special offer for you as you plan your yearly order!
We are extending a 5% discount* to conventional Christian schools ordering at least $1,000 worth of
BJU Press educational materials between April 1 and May 31, 2022. Your order will be shipped as soon as
possible.
Additionally, you may choose delayed billing** to make your bill due September 1, 2022. Choose “Net
September 1” billing to receive this option. Delayed billing is available from April 1, 2022, through July
15, 2022.
BJU Press appreciates this opportunity to serve you. If you have any questions or if we can be of any
other assistance, please contact our customer service department at bjupinfo@bjupress.com or call
800.845.5731.
Sincerely,

Bill Apelian
President

*Does not apply to BJU Press Christian Classroom Online or DVD options or Testing & Evaluation orders
**Does not apply to Testing & Evaluation orders.

Christian School
2022 order form
Biblical Worldview • Critical Thinking • Technology Solutions • Academic Rigor

Ordering Options
• Order online at bjupress.com
• Order by phone from all states and Canada by calling
800.845.5731

• Order by phone internationally by calling 864.770.1317
• Contact international@bjupress.com for special shipping

Customer Information

Shipping Information

(Please print clearly with black ink.)

(if different from billing information)

❍
❍

Ship to

Established Account. Please bill.
New Account. See credit terms, taxes, and delayed billing.

arrangements and customized assistance for international
orders.

Address (not a PO box number)

Account no.
Account name

City

Address

State

ZIP

❍ Pickup order (see terms on page 79 for pickup information)
City

State

Phone (
Fax (

)
)

Date

ZIP

Method of Billing
❍ Regular Billing
❍ Delayed Billing
See terms on page 79.

Email

❍ Examination Billing

Administrator

Orders are not final until approved by BJU Press.

See terms on page 79.

Your name
Signature

Office Use Only
Date

❍ Ship to
customer

By

Attn. of
Pd. $

/

#

❍ Distribution
Center pickup

Payer ID #
Order #

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 800.84 5 .5 7 3 1
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Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Phone: 800.845.5731
Fax: 800.525.8398
Email: bjupinfo@bjupress.com
Online: bjupress.com

Small Orders Form/Write-In Worksheet
Mail, fax, or email your small order with this page, or use these blanks to plan your purchase and
then place your order by phone, by fax, or online.
Item Number

Qty.

Product Name

*Special Note: BJU Press will add the appropriate state and local sales/use tax to your order unless you have
provided us with a copy of your tax-exemption certificate or, if the books are for resale, your resale certificate. In
addition, BJU Press will bill you for shipping.
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Price Each

Subtotal

Total*

b j upres s.co m

Terms
Credit
The person who signs this order form or places an order with BJU Press by
telephone authorizes the purchase and agrees to pay for the same under
the following terms:
• New Accounts: To establish a new account, please enclose the name
of your bank and the names, addresses, account numbers, and phone
numbers of three companies with whom you have established credit.
Include 25% of initial order as down payment.
• Credit Terms: All invoices are payable upon receipt and are due within
30 days. A service charge of 1.5% per month will be added to all balances due longer than 30 days.
Note: Delinquent accounts must be brought to current status before any
additional orders will be processed. If collection is necessary, all collection
fees are the responsibility of the purchaser.
• Individuals: Call 800.845.5731 for ordering information.
• International Accounts: Overseas accounts must be prepaid in United
States funds. Add 40% for surface shipment (customer is responsible for
loss or damage), or add 70% if air shipment is desired ($30.00 minimum).
We will bill the difference if actual shipping cost exceeds estimated
amount. Please contact international@bjupress.com for special shipping arrangements and other customized assistance.
• Questions: If you have questions about our credit policies, please call
our credit department at 866.879.2966.

Shipping
• Any shipping discrepancies or damages must be reported within 10
days.
• Transit times begin when the shipment leaves the shipping department.
Should there be back-ordered items, we will ship them through our primary shipper whenever possible.
• All orders to Alaska, Hawaii, and most Trust Territories will be shipped
Priority Mail through the postal service. Please allow extra time when ordering. However, expedited orders may be shipped by a priority service
for an additional charge. Loss or damage of orders shipped book-rate
will be the responsibility of the customer.
• We offer a separate shipping service to our Canadian customers. All
product charges, including brokerage fees and taxes, will be included on
one invoice. This service is available for orders that do not require freight
transit. Loss or damage of orders shipped via U. S. mail are the responsibility of the customer.
• All orders will be processed when received. We cannot hold orders for a
later shipping date.
• Local orders can be picked up at our distribution facility. Pickup orders
are usually ready within 4 business days. An email will be sent to you
indicating that your order is ready for pickup.
BJU Press Distribution Center
134 White Oak Dr.
Greenville, SC 29607-1218

Delayed Billing
Orders received between April 1 and July 15, 2022, qualify for a
September 1 invoice date, subject to the following terms:
• Orders must be at least $1,000.
• Orders are placed on behalf of a conventional school.
• The school must request delayed billing at the time of ordering.
• Credit history of the school must be acceptable and the account current.
• The order will not be held for a later shipping date.
Delayed billing does not apply to Testing & Evaluation orders.

Examination Policy
Contact your local Precept sales representative or call 800.845.5731 to order
examination kits (review copies of textbook materials) with free shipping.

• Examination materials may be kept at no charge for 90 days (you will
receive a temporary invoice).
• Pay for any items you wish to keep.
• Return remaining items in good salable condition to BJU Press within
the 90-day examination period. Credit will be issued for returned items.
Contact your Precept sales representative or customer service for a free
return label.
• Examination copies are only available to conventional schools in the
United States or its territories.
• The number of books available for examination is subject to approval.
Please contact your Precept sales representative for extended examination periods.

Returns
Please ship all returns to the following address:
BJU Press Distribution Center
134 White Oak Drive
Greenville, SC 29607-1218
Books and materials may be returned subject to the following conditions:
• The customer has contacted customer service to receive a return
merchandise authorization (RMA) number.
• Returns are made by the original purchaser.
• All returns (other than examination copies) will be assessed for a 10%
restocking fee. Books returned after 90 days will be charged an additional 10% restocking fee then and for each additional month past the
deadline. Refunds will not be issued on materials returned to us after
12 months from the shipping/invoice date. Materials can be returned to
you at your cost.
• On the packing slip or invoice, please indicate items being returned and
note the quantity of each item.
• Returns must be in good salable condition (undamaged and unmarked).
We recommend all material be insured by your carrier of choice with a
copy of the packing slip or invoice in each box.
Please call immediately should you receive defective or damaged materials. We will provide information about returning the items and obtaining
replacements. Defective and damaged materials should be returned within
30 days of notifying BJU Press.

Pricing
• Prices are effective February 1, 2022, and are subject to change
without notice.
• Wholesale prices are available only to organizations, such as conventional schools, churches, and bookstores.
• Please remit in United States funds.

Taxes
We must collect your state and local sales/use tax. Unless you have provided us with a copy of your tax-exemption or resale certificate, we will
add your state and local sales/use tax (including sales/use tax on shipping
charges in states where applicable). Tax-exempt orders must be paid by the
tax-exempt organization (no personal checks or personal credit cards). Tax
will not be credited after a sale. For questions, please contact our business
office at 866.879.2966.

eTextbooks
eTextbooks have a use period of 16 months after redemption and are not
refundable, except in rare circumstances.
For all questions and concerns regarding shipping, returns, pricing, and
eTextbooks, please contact customer service at 800.845.5731 or at
bjupinfo@bjupress.com
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Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form
Item #

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Teacher Tools Online Single Teacher
License

118.89 107.00

Preschool
Pathways for Preschool
For Teachers
269175
269183
269191

Teacher Edition
Visuals
Hoppy Tunes CD

87.22
85.56
38.33

78.50
77.00
34.50

For Students
520049

Activity Packet

30.28

27.25

Kindergarten 4
Footsteps for Fours (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
525915
512806
517540
517557
517854
256271
For Students
517508
517524
517516

Teacher Edition (4 vols.) with
Puppet and Backpack
Teacher Edition (4 vols.)
Visuals
Phonics Charts
Teaching Tree
Puppet and Backpack only
Activity Packet
Writing Packet
Practice Cards

208.06 187.25
161.67 145.50
74.72 67.25
74.72 67.25
28.89 26.00
53.33 48.00
41.11
33.89
15.56

37.00
30.50
14.00

Bible Truths for Early Childhood (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
264176
226753
For Students
226928

Teaching Cards (165 picture cards 166.11 149.50
with story on back) & Teacher’s
Guide
Music CD
22.50 20.25
41.11

For Students
504985
504977
505057
504928
505032
109223
109363
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Teacher Edition
Teacher’s Picture Packet
Music CD
K5 Days of Creation Visual Packet

74.72
73.33
22.50
41.11

67.25
66.00
20.25
37.00

For Students
262717

Student Packet

30.28

27.25

Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key

74.72
12.22

67.25
11.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

30.28
34.44
51.11

27.25
31.00
46.00
6.13

Teacher Edition with CD
Visual Packet (same as 3rd edition)
Assessments Answer Key
Music CD (10 hymns)

74.72
73.33
12.22
22.50

67.25
66.00
11.00
20.25

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Pelts and Promises, Lohr (Grades
2–4)
A Question of Yams, Repp (Grades
1–2)

30.28
34.44
51.11

27.25
31.00
46.00
6.13

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

Teacher Edition with CD
Visual Packet (same as 3rd edition)
Assessments Answer Key
Music CD (12 hymns and songs)

74.72
73.33
12.22
22.50

67.25
66.00
11.00
20.25

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Escape, Dunckel (Grades 1–3)

30.28
34.44
51.11

27.25
31.00
46.00
6.13

6.99

6.29

74.72
12.22

67.25
11.00

Grade 1 Truths for Life NEW!
For Teachers
521153
521179
For Students
521146
532663
533760
521161

Grade 2 Bible Truths (4th Edition)
For Teachers
265207
271403
265223
265249
For Students
508788
531558
533786
265215
102731

Grade 3 Bible Truths (4th Edition)

Focus on Fives (4th Edition)

056101

Teacher Edition (6 vols.)
157.22 141.50
Phonics Charts
85.56 77.00
Visuals
79.17 71.25
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.; 27.00
Grades K5–6)
Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.; Grades
5.19
K5–6)
Student Worktext
Reading Books for K5 (34 books)
Phonics Practice for K5
Phonics & Review Cards
Write Now! Handwriting
Up the Ladder (10 supplemental
readers)
The Starting Line (12 storybooks;
Grades K5–1)

= VitalSource

Wholesale
Price

For Teachers
125815
125823
125856
125872

37.00

Kindergarten 5
For Teachers
505016
504936
505024
111856

List Price

K5 Bible Truths (Updated 2nd Edition)

057885
Student Packet

Qty.

Bible

Teacher Tools Online
513531

Item #

= TextbookHub

41.11
59.44
28.89
12.22
10.56
14.00

37.00
53.50
26.00
11.00
9.50
12.60

20.00

18.00

For Teachers
271643
271619
271601
271593
For Students
517003
531566
533794
271650
113100

Grade 4 Pathway of Promise
For Teachers
512327
512343

Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key

b j u pres s.co m

Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Item #

For Students
512319
531574
533802
512335

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

For Students
515288
531582
533810
515304

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Bible 8 The Life of Christ
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

30.28
34.44
51.11

27.25
31.00
46.00
6.13

Grade 5 The Fullness of Time
For Teachers
515296
515312

Item #

Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key

74.72
12.22

67.25
11.00

For Teachers
514620
514646
514612

Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key
Activities Answer Key

46.39
13.33
20.00

41.75
12.00
18.00

For Students
514596
516146

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

28.89
13.89

26.00
12.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.83

32.25

18.06
40.00

16.25
36.00

23.61
27.78
40.83

21.25
25.00
36.75
6.58

516153
531483
533109

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

30.28
34.44
51.11

27.25
31.00
46.00
6.13

Bible 6 Basics for a Biblical Worldview

514604
532028
534297
514638

Bible 9 Triumph of Christ

For Teachers
517938
517904
517920

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

46.39
20.00
12.22

41.75
18.00
11.00

For Teachers
517185
517201
517177

Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key
Activities Answer Key

46.39
13.33
20.00

41.75
12.00
18.00

For Students
517888
517946

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

30.28
14.44

27.25
13.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

37.50

33.75

For Students
517151
517227

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

28.89
13.89

26.00
12.50
32.25

16.75
37.50

18.06
40.00

16.25
36.00

23.61
27.78
40.83

21.25
25.00
36.75
6.13

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.83

18.61
41.67

23.61
27.78
40.83

21.25
25.00
36.75
6.58

517953
531467
533083
517896
531590
533828
517912

Bible 7 The Story of the Old Testament

517235
531491
533117
517169
532036
534305
517193

Bible 10 Doctrines for a Biblical Worldview NEW!

For Teachers
512244
512236
512269

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

46.39
20.00
13.33

41.75
18.00
12.00

For Students
512210
513887

For Teachers
521906
521930
521955

Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key
Activities Answer Key

46.39
13.33
20.00

41.75
12.00
18.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

28.89
13.89

26.00
12.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.83

32.25

For Students
521914
521963

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

28.89
13.89

26.00
12.50
32.25

16.25
36.00

18.06
40.00

16.25
36.00

23.61
27.78
40.83

21.25
25.00
36.75
6.58

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.83

18.06
40.00

23.61
27.78
40.83

21.25
25.00
36.75
6.58

514208
531475
533091
512228
532010
534289
512251
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521971
532788
533703
521948
532796
534313
521922

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub
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Name
Account No.

Order Form
Item #

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Bible 11–12 Biblical Worldview (ESV)
For Teachers
296822
298760
503821
For Students
522979
503458
503466
531517
533133
503813
532044
534321
298745

508887

Teacher Edition (ESV; Grades
46.39
11–12)
Assessments Answer Key (ESV;
13.33
Grades 11–12)
Activities Answer Key (ESV; Grades 20.00
11–12)

41.75

Student Edition (ESV; Grades
11–12)
eStudent Edition (ESV) (VS)

28.89

26.00

13.89

12.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (ESV) (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities (ESV; Grades 11–12)
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (ESV) (assessments
only; for 1 student)

35.83

32.25

18.06
40.00

16.25
36.00

23.61
27.78
40.83

21.25
25.00
36.75
6.58

12.00
18.00

Teacher Edition (KJV)
Assessments Answer Key (KJV)
Activities Answer Key (KJV)

46.39
13.33
20.00

41.75
12.00
18.00

For Students
516690
508051

Student Edition (KJV)
eStudent Edition (KJV) (VS)

28.89
13.89

26.00
12.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (KJV) (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities (KJV)
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (KJV) (assessments
only; for 1 student)

35.83

506808
532051
534339
298752

Qty.

List Price

Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Grade 1 Logos Science Lab Kit

Wholesale
Price

6.13
145.20 130.68

Grade 2 Science (5th Edition)
For Teachers
517664
517698
517656

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

71.94
20.00
12.22

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Students
530089
517706

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

50.28
23.89

45.25
21.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Grade 2 Logos Science Lab Kit

62.22

56.00

28.06
66.39

25.25
59.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00
6.13

531343
533547
517680
531905
534172
517649
526426

For Teachers
297580
298778
506816

531525
533141

526418

517714

Bible 11–12 Biblical Worldview (KJV)

508069

Item #

145.20 130.68

Grade 3 Science (5th Edition)
For Teachers
522599
522615
522631

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

71.94
20.00
12.22

64.75
18.00
11.00

32.25

For Students
522581
522649

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

50.28
23.89

45.25
21.50

18.06
40.00

16.25
36.00

522656

62.22

56.00

23.61
27.78
40.83

21.25
25.00
36.75
6.58

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Grade 3 Logos Science Lab Kit

28.06
66.39

25.25
59.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00
6.13

Science

531350
533554
522607
531913
534180
522623
526434

Grade 1 Science (4th Edition)

145.20 130.68

Grade 4 Science (4th Edition)

For Teachers
508879
508846
508895

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

71.94
20.00
12.22

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Teachers
296947
507491
296954

Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

71.94
20.00
12.22

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Students
525550
516161

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

50.28
23.89

45.25
21.50

For Students
527051
500108

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

50.28
23.89

45.25
21.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)

62.22

56.00

500199

62.22

56.00

28.06
66.39

25.25
59.75

531368
533562

28.06
66.39

25.25
59.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00

296897
531921
534198

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00

516179
531335
533539
508838
531897
534164
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= VitalSource

= TextbookHub
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Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Item #

296939
526442

Qty.

List Price

Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Grade 4 Logos Science Lab Kit

Wholesale
Price

6.13

534594

145.20 130.68

513101

Grade 5 Science (4th Edition)
For Teachers
293001
507509
293043

Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

71.94
20.00
12.22

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Students
522425
522516

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

50.28
23.89

45.25
21.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Grade 5 Logos Science Lab Kit

62.22

56.00

28.06
66.39

25.25
59.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00
6.13

522524
531384
533570
293019
531939
534206
293027
526459

145.20 130.68

Grade 6 Science (4th Edition)
Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

71.94
20.00
12.22

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Students
522391
522474

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

50.28
23.89

45.25
21.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Grade 6 Logos Science Lab Kit

62.22

56.00

28.06
66.39

25.25
59.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00
6.13

531392
533588
281329
531947
534214
281345
526467

145.20 130.68

Grade 7 Life Science (5th Edition)
For Teachers
513085
513069
513119
107789

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key
Life Science Slides

84.72
39.44
13.33
93.00

76.25
35.50
12.00

For Students
513051
516187

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

76.39
36.39

68.75
32.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Student Lab Manual
eLab Manual (TBH)

94.44

85.00

40.56
98.61

36.50
88.75

33.89
38.06

30.50
34.25

516195
531400
533596
513077
532226

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 800.84 5 .5 7 3 1

517094
517102

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

eLab Manual & Printed Lab Manual
56.67 51.00
(TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
6.58
for 1 student)
Life Science Logos Science Lab Kit
207.55 186.80
Life Science Logos Science Lab Refill 69.23 62.31
Kit

Grade 8 Earth Science (5th Edition)
For Teachers
508697
508671
508721

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Lab Manual Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key

84.72
39.44
13.33

76.25
35.50
12.00

For Students
508655
513895

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

76.39
36.39

68.75
32.75

514174
531418
533604
508663
532234
534602
508713

For Teachers
281311
507517
281352

522482

Item #

514745
514752

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
94.44 85.00
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
40.56 36.50
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
98.61 88.75
Edition (TBH)
Student Lab Manual
33.89 30.50
eLab Manual (TBH)
38.06 34.25
eLab Manual & Printed Lab Manual
56.67 51.00
(TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
6.58
for 1 student)
Earth Science Logos Science Lab Kit 207.55 186.80
Earth Science Logos Science Lab
41.15 37.04
Refill Kit

Grade 9 Physical Science (6th Edition)
For Teachers
515460
515502
515528

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Teacher Lab Manual
Assessments Answer Key

84.72
39.44
13.33

76.25
35.50
12.00

For Students
515437
522029

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

76.39
36.39

68.75
32.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Student Lab Manual
eLab Manual (TBH)
eLab Manual & Printed Lab Manual
(TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Physical Science Logos Science Lab
Kit

94.44

85.00

40.56
98.61

36.50
88.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00

522037
531426
533612
515494
532242
534610
515510
522706

6.58
269.95 242.96

Grade 10 Biology (5th Edition)
For Teachers
502112
502088
502138
276576
276584

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Lab Manual Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key
Biology Dissection Kit (Grades 7, 10)
Biology Specimen Replacements for
Dissection Kit (Grades 7, 10)

= VitalSource

84.72
39.44
13.33
71.50
25.50

76.25
35.50
12.00

= TextbookHub
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Name
Account No.

Order Form
Item #
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List Price

Wholesale
Price

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

76.39
36.39

68.75
32.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Student Lab Manual
eLab Manual (TBH)
eLab Manual & Printed Lab Manual
(TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Biology Logos Science Lab Kit
Biology Logos Science Lab Refill Kit

94.44

85.00

40.56
98.61

36.50
88.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00

Qty.

For Students
515999
508358
508366
531434
533620
502070
532259
534628
502120
510651
514299

Item #

063396

6.58
269.84 242.86
119.55 107.60

Grade 11 Chemistry (5th Edition)

001008

For Teachers
517433
517425
517466
044180
For Students
530915
517474

84.72
39.44
13.33

76.25
35.50
12.00

517482

For Students
519751
519835

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

76.39
36.39

68.75
32.75

517417
531673
533919
517458

531442
533638
519777
532267
534636
519793
526335
526343

Grade 12 Physics (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
259119
259093
For Students
523084
520494
520502
531459
533646
259077
532275
534644
510677

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Lab Manual Teacher Edition

84

76.25
35.50

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

76.39
36.39

68.75
32.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Student Lab Manual
eLab Manual (TBH)
eLab Manual & Printed Lab Manual
(TBH)
Physics Logos Science Lab Kit

94.44

85.00

40.56
98.61

36.50
88.75

33.89
38.06
56.67

30.50
34.25
51.00

353.15 317.84

Science Resources
092429

Calculator, Scientific (TI-30Xa; Grades
7–8)

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub

530949
533166

17.50

49.50
39.00

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key
Classroom Atlas (Rand McNally;
Grades 1–6)

71.94
20.00
12.22
15.00

64.75
18.00
11.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

46.39
22.22

41.75
20.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

57.50

51.75

26.39
61.67

23.75
55.50

32.22
36.39
54.17

29.00
32.75
48.75
6.13

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key
Classroom Atlas (Rand McNally;
Grades 1–6)

71.94
20.00
13.33
15.00

64.75
18.00
12.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

46.39
22.22

41.75
20.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

57.50

51.75

26.39
61.67

23.75
55.50

32.22
36.39
54.17

29.00
32.75
48.75
6.13

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key
Classroom Atlas (Rand McNally;
Grades 1–6)

71.94
20.00
12.22
15.00

64.75
18.00
11.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

46.39
22.22

41.75
20.00

Grade 2 Community and Government (4th Edition)
For Teachers
520783
520809
520825
044180
For Students
520775
520833
520841

84.72
39.44

Rock Collection, Classroom (50
specimens; Scott Resources; Grades
1–6)
Fossil Collection (15 fossils; Scott
Resources; Grade 2)

Wholesale
Price

Grade 1 Family and Community (4th Edition)

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Lab Manual Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
94.44 85.00
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
40.56 36.50
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
98.61 88.75
Edition (TBH)
Student Lab Manual
33.89 30.50
eLab Manual (TBH)
38.06 34.25
eLab Manual & Printed Lab Manual
56.67 51.00
(TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
6.58
for 1 student)
Chemistry Logos Science Lab Kit
295.15 265.64
Chemistry Logos Science Lab Refill 41.15 37.04
Kit

List Price

Heritage Studies

For Teachers
519769
519785
519801

519843

Qty.

530956
533174
520791
531681
533927
520817

Grade 3 World Regions (4th Edition) NEW!
For Teachers
526657
526673
526699
044180
For Students
526640
526707

b j u pres s.co m

Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Item #

526715
532671
533711
526665
532689
533935
526681

Qty.

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

List Price

Wholesale
Price

57.50

51.75

26.39
61.67

23.75
55.50

32.22
36.39
54.17

29.00
32.75
48.75
6.13

Grade 4 Heritage Studies (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
295816
507392
295865
044180
For Students
527044
500090
500181
530972
533190
295832
531707
533950
295840

Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key
Classroom Atlas (Rand McNally;
Grades 1–6)

71.94
20.00
12.22
15.00

64.75
18.00
11.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

46.39
22.22

41.75
20.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

57.50

51.75

26.39
61.67

23.75
55.50

32.22
36.39
54.17

29.00
32.75
48.75
6.13

Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key
Classroom Atlas (Rand McNally;
Grades 1–6)

71.94
20.00
12.22
15.00

64.75
18.00
11.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

46.39
22.22

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

Item #

For Students
520007
513879
514182
530998
533216
506592
531723
533976
506642

For Students
523472
503243
503250
530980
533208
500371
531715
533968
500389

044172

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key
Classroom Atlas (Rand McNally;
Grades 1–6)
Historical Atlas of the World
(softbound; Rand McNally; Grades
1–6)
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Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

46.39
22.22

41.75
20.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

57.50

51.75

26.39
61.67

23.75
55.50

32.22
36.39
54.17

29.00
32.75
48.75
6.13

For Teachers
501742
501734
501791

Teacher Edition with CD
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

85.56
42.22
13.33

77.00
38.00
12.00

For Students
515874
508150

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

68.33
32.50

61.50
29.25

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

84.44

76.00

36.67
88.61

33.00
79.75

37.22
41.39
61.94

33.50
37.25
55.75
6.58

508168
531004
533224
501726
532127
534412
501775

Grade 8 The American Republic (5th Edition) NEW!
For Teachers
522789
522805
522821

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

85.56
42.22
13.33

77.00
38.00
12.00

41.75
20.00

For Students
522771
522839

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

68.33
32.50

61.50
29.25

57.50

51.75

522847

84.44

76.00

26.39
61.67

23.75
55.50

532739
533729

36.67
88.61

33.00
79.75

32.22
36.39
54.17

29.00
32.75
48.75
6.13

522797
532747
534438
522813

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

37.22
41.39
61.94

33.50
37.25
55.75
6.58

Grade 9 Cultural Geography (5th Edition)

Grade 6 Heritage Studies (4th Edition)
For Teachers
506634
506600
506659
044180

Wholesale
Price

Grade 7 World Studies (4th Edition)

Grade 5 Heritage Studies (4th Edition)
For Teachers
500363
507400
500405
044180

List Price

Qty.

71.94
20.00
12.22
15.00
17.25

64.75
18.00
11.00

For Teachers
518753
518779
518795

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

85.56
42.22
13.33

77.00
38.00
12.00

For Students
518746
518803

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

68.33
32.50

61.50
29.25

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub
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Account No.

Order Form
Item #

518811
531020
533240
518761
532135
534420
518787

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Qty.

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

List Price

Wholesale
Price

84.44

76.00

36.67
88.61

33.00
79.75

37.22
41.39
61.94

33.50
37.25
55.75
6.58

Grade 10 World History (5th Edition)
For Teachers
512749
512731
512756

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

85.56
42.22
13.33

77.00
38.00
12.00

For Students
512293
516203

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

68.33
32.50

61.50
29.25

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

84.44

76.00

36.67
88.61

33.00
79.75

37.22
41.39
61.94

33.50
37.25
55.75
6.58

516211
531038
533257
512723
532150
534453
512764

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

531053
533281
516518
532176
534479
516542

85.56
42.22
13.33

77.00
38.00
12.00

514216
531046
533265
506675
532168
534461
506725

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

68.33
32.50

61.50
29.25

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

84.44

76.00

36.67
88.61

33.00
79.75

37.22
41.39
61.94

33.50
37.25
55.75
6.58

For Teachers
516526
516559
516534
For Students
513523
516591
516609

86

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

85.56
42.22
13.33

77.00
38.00
12.00

60.83
28.89

54.75
26.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)

75.28

67.75

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub

33.06
79.44

29.75
71.50

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

85.56
42.22
13.33

77.00
38.00
12.00

For Students
517086
508259

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

60.83
28.89

54.75
26.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

75.28

67.75

33.06
79.44

29.75
71.50

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

508267
531061
533273
500561
532184
534487
500587

Heritage Studies Resources
056861
046441

093302

044172

American History in Verse, Stevenson
(Grades 7–12)
Faith of Our Fathers: Scenes from
American Church History, Sidwell
(Grades 7–12)
Faith of Our Fathers: Scenes from
Church History, Sidwell (Grades 7–12)
Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian
History, Sidwell (Classroom Edition;
Grades 6–12)
Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian
History Teacher Resource Materials
(Grades 6–12)
Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian
History Visuals (Grades 6–12)
Historical Atlas of the World
(softbound; Rand McNally; Grades
1–6)

11.00
13.00
12.00
17.22

15.50

18.61

16.75

23.33

21.00

17.25

Math
K5 Math (4th Edition)
For Teachers
286674
286682
058164
071050

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

Wholesale
Price

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

102095

Grade 12 American Government (4th Edition)

eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

List Price

For Teachers
500553
500579
500595

092346
For Students
505776
513903

Qty.

Grade 12 Economics (3rd Edition)

001768

Grade 11 United States History (5th Edition)
For Teachers
506717
506683
506733

Item #

063339
For Students
522433

Teacher Edition with CD
87.22
Teacher’s Visual Packet
82.78
Unifix Cubes (100 pcs. with
14.00
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (1,000 pcs. with
112.95
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (grid only; Grades K5–2) 17.95

78.50
74.50

Student Worktext

27.25

30.28

b j u pres s.co m

Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Item #

286690

Qty.

Student Manipulatives Packet
(Grades K5–1)

List Price

Wholesale
Price

21.11

19.00

534016
299719
512814

87.22
20.00
82.78
12.22
19.95

78.50
18.00
74.50
11.00

050997

Grade 1 Math (4th Edition)
For Teachers
294744
507426
294710
294785
204610
004804
047522
004812
058164
071050
063339
For Students
527069
531731
533984
294751
531749
533992
286690
294769
050997

Teacher Edition with CD
Reviews Answer Key
Teacher’s Visual Packet
Assessments Answer Key
Backyard Math with Zac DVD Set (2
DVDs; 180 min.; Grade 1)
Judy Clock (Judy/Instructo; Grades
K5–2)
Judy Mini–Clock (Judy/Instructo;
Grades K5–2)
Judy Mini-Clocks (12/pkg.; Judy/
Instructo; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (100 pcs. with
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (1,000 pcs. with
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (grid only; Grades K5–2)
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Math 1 Reviews
eReviews (TBH)
eReviews & Printed Reviews (TBH)
Student Manipulatives Packet
(Grades K5–1)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Calculator, Student (TI-108; Texas Inst.;
Grades K5–8)

For Teachers
506410
509000
506469
506436

3.00
21.00
14.00
112.95
17.95
31.75
35.50
53.00
11.75
15.50
22.00
19.00

071050
063339
004804
047522
004812
For Students
299677
531756
534008
299735
531764

Teacher Edition with CD
Reviews Answer Key
Teacher’s Visual Packet
Assessments Answer Key
Unifix Cubes (100 pcs. with
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (1,000 pcs. with
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (grid only; Grades K5–2)
Judy Clock (Judy/Instructo; Grades
K5–2)
Judy Mini–Clock (Judy/Instructo;
Grades K5–2)
Judy Mini-Clocks (12/pkg.; Judy/
Instructo; Grades K5–2)
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Math 2 Reviews
eReviews (TBH)
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050997

List Price

eReviews & Printed Reviews (TBH)
24.44
Student Manipulatives Packet
21.11
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Calculator, Student (TI-108; Texas Inst.; 10.00
Grades K5–8)
Flash Cards, Three-Corner: Addition/
9.50
Subtraction (Trend Enterprises; Grade
2)

Wholesale
Price

22.00
19.00
6.13

Teacher Edition
Reviews Answer Key
Teacher’s Visual Packet
Assessments Answer Key

87.22
20.00
82.78
12.22

78.50
18.00
74.50
11.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Student Manipulatives Packet
Math 3 Reviews
eReviews (TBH)
eReviews & Printed Reviews (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Calculator, Student (TI-108; Texas Inst.;
Grades K5–8)

35.28
39.44
58.89
21.11
13.06
17.22
24.44

31.75
35.50
53.00
19.00
11.75
15.50
22.00
6.13

10.00

Grade 4 Math (4th Edition)

6.13

78.50
18.00
74.50
11.00

For Students
515536
531798
534040
515544
515585
531806
534057
515569

10.00

87.22
20.00
82.78
12.22
14.00

For Students
506493
531772
534024
506451
506444
531780
534032
506428

For Teachers
515593
515551
515601
515619

Grade 2 Math (4th Edition)
For Teachers
512830
507434
299727
512822
058164

087155

Qty.

Grade 3 Math (4th Edition)

28.50

35.28
39.44
58.89
13.06
17.22
24.44
21.11

Item #

112.95

Teacher Edition
Teacher’s Visual Packet
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

87.22
60.83
20.00
12.22

78.50
54.75
18.00
11.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Student Manipulatives Packet
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.28
39.44
58.89
21.11
13.06
17.22
24.44

31.75
35.50
53.00
19.00
11.75
15.50
22.00
6.13

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

87.22
12.22

78.50
11.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.28
39.44
58.89
13.06
17.22
24.44

31.75
35.50
53.00
11.75
15.50
22.00
6.13

Grade 5 Math (4th Edition)
For Teachers
518910
518936

17.95
28.50
3.00
21.00

35.28
39.44
58.89
13.06
17.22

31.75
35.50
53.00
11.75
15.50

For Students
518894
531814
534065
518902
531822
534073
518928

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub
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Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form
Item #

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Grade 6 Math (4th Edition) NEW!
For Teachers
525451
525477
For Students
525444
525485
525493
532705
533737
525469

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

87.22
12.22

78.50
11.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

35.28
16.94

31.75
15.25

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

43.89

39.50

21.11
48.06

19.00
43.25
6.13

Grade 7 Fundamentals of Math (3rd Edition) NEW!

Item #

For Students
516997
517318
522987
531152
533323
270611
532218
534552
270579

71.25

34.72
83.33

31.25
75.00

531160
533331

34.72
83.33

31.25
75.00

299131

22.50
26.67
39.17

20.25
24.00
35.25
6.58

57.50
27.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

79.17

71.25

34.72
83.33

31.25
75.00

22.50
26.67
39.17

20.25
24.00
35.25
6.58

514380
531145
533315
247478
532200
534537
233148

For Teachers
270561
270645
270587

88

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key with CD
Assessments Answer Key

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub

503391

95.00
44.17
13.33

85.50
39.75
12.00

6.58

Grade 11 Algebra 2 (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
286401
286435

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

95.00
13.33

85.50
12.00

For Students
515783
296160

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

63.89
30.56

57.50
27.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

79.17

71.25

34.72
83.33

31.25
75.00

296319
531178
533349
286419

6.58

Grade 12 Precalculus (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
511485
511501

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

95.00
13.33

85.50
12.00

For Students
299974
522045

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

63.89
30.56

57.50
27.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

79.17

71.25

34.72
83.33

31.25
75.00

522052

Grade 9 Algebra 1 (3rd Edition)

20.25
24.00
35.25
6.58

79.17

71.25

63.89
30.56

22.50
26.67
39.17

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

79.17

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

31.25
75.00

57.50
27.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

For Students
517060
514372

34.72
83.33

63.89
30.56

57.50
27.50

85.50
39.75
12.00

71.25

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

63.89
30.56

95.00
44.17
13.33

79.17

For Students
515858
503383

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key with CD
Assessments Answer Key

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

85.50
12.00

For Students
522276
522334

For Teachers
247460
268565
233106

57.50
27.50

95.00
13.33

85.50
39.75
12.00

Grade 8 Pre-Algebra (2nd Edition)

63.89
30.56

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols)
Assessments Answer Key

95.00
44.17
13.33

522292
532770
534503
522318

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

For Teachers
299123
299156

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

532762
533745

Wholesale
Price

Grade 10 Geometry (4th Edition)

For Teachers
522284
522300
522326

522342

List Price

Qty.

531186
533356
511493

6.58

b j u pres s.co m

Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Item #

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Grades 11–12 Consumer Math (3rd Edition)
Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessment Answer Key

87.22
13.33

78.50
12.00

For Students
518597
518639

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

63.89
30.56

57.50
27.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

79.17

71.25

34.72
83.33

31.25
75.00

Calculator, Scientific (TI-30Xa; Grades
7–8)

17.50

531194
533364
518613

6.58

Math Resources
092429

English/Writing & Grammar
Grade 1 Phonics & English (4th Edition) See Reading page 91.
Grade 2 English (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
501668
501718
For Students
501452
531624
533851
501692

For Teachers
195685
195727
For Students
273722
531657
533893
195719

For Students
517573
531632
533869
517599

For Teachers
200535
200501
For Students
281576
531665
533901
200519

For Students
522896
532697
533877
522912

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key

79.17
12.22

71.25
11.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

31.94
36.11
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.13

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key

79.17
12.22

71.25
11.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

31.94
36.11
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.13

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

82.78
13.33

74.50
12.00

Student Edition
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

82.78
13.33

74.50
12.00

Student Edition
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key

82.78
13.33

74.50
12.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
The Writer’s Toolbox (Grades 9–12)

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

42.22

38.00

Grade 7 Writing & Grammar (4th Edition)

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key

79.17
12.22

71.25
11.00

For Teachers
518506
518530

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

31.94
36.11
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.13

For Students
518514
532069
534347
518522

Teacher Edition
Assessments Answer Key

79.17
12.22

71.25
11.00

For Teachers
523100
523126

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

31.94
36.11
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.13

For Students
523092
532754
534354
523118

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

79.17
12.22

71.25
11.00

For Teachers
227157
227116

Student Edition
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

31.94
36.11
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.13

For Students
281667
532085
534370
227108

Grade 8 Writing & Grammar (4th Edition) NEW!

Grade 4 English (3rd Edition) NEW!
For Teachers
522904
522920

Wholesale
Price

Grade 6 English (2nd Edition)

Grade 3 English (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
517581
517607

List Price

Qty.

Grade 5 English (2nd Edition)

For Teachers
518605
518621

518647

Item #

Grade 9 Writing & Grammar (3rd Edition)

125351
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= VitalSource

= TextbookHub
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Account No.

Order Form
Item #
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Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

For Students
522458
532093
534388
296574
125351

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Grade 2 Spelling (2nd Edition)

Grade 10 Writing & Grammar (4th Edition)
For Teachers
296566
296590

Item #

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key

82.78
13.33

74.50
12.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
The Writer’s Toolbox (Grades 9–12)

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

42.22

38.00

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key

82.78
13.33

74.50
12.00

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
The Writer’s Toolbox (Grades 9–12)

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

42.22

38.00

For Teachers
275446

Teacher Edition with CD

71.94

64.75

For Students
514083
531962
534230

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)

28.89
33.06
48.89

26.00
29.75
44.00

Grade 3 Spelling (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
277152

Teacher Edition with CD

71.94

64.75

For Students
514091
531970
534248

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)

28.89
33.06
48.89

26.00
29.75
44.00

Grade 11 Writing & Grammar (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
272229
272245
For Students
514067
532101
534396
272237
125351

Grade 12 Writing & Grammar (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
283614
283630

Teacher Edition with CD
Assessments Answer Key

82.78
13.33

74.50
12.00

Grade 4 Spelling (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
279901

Teacher Edition with CD

71.94

64.75

For Students
517037
531988
534255

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)

28.89
33.06
48.89

26.00
29.75
44.00

Grade 5 Spelling (2nd Edition)
For Students
522409
532119
534404
283622
125351

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
The Writer’s Toolbox (Grades 9–12)

35.28
39.44
58.89

31.75
35.50
53.00
6.58

42.22

38.00

6.99

6.29

Writing & Grammar Resources
087247

Someday You’ll Write, Yates (Grades
3–12)

Spelling
Grade 1 Spelling (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
296996

For Students
522466
531954
534222
525626

90

Teacher Edition with CD

31.94

28.75

Student Worktext
28.89
eWorktext (TBH)
33.06
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
48.89
Newsprint Writing Paper (ream; Pacon 9.35
Corp.; Grades 2–3)

26.00
29.75
44.00

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub

For Teachers
280164

Teacher Edition with CD

71.94

64.75

For Students
517045
531996
534263

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)

28.89
33.06
48.89

26.00
29.75
44.00

Grade 6 Spelling (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
285973

Teacher Edition with CD

71.94

64.75

For Students
522417
532002
534271

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)

28.89
33.06
48.89

26.00
29.75
44.00

96.39
85.56
73.33
24.44

86.75
77.00
66.00
22.00

Reading/Literature
Grade 1 Phonics & English (4th Edition)
For Teachers
507137
507145
507152
275248

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Phonics Charts
English Skills Charts
High Frequency Word Cards

b j u pres s.co m

Textbooks

Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Item #

For Students
507103
531608
533836
507111
531616
533844

Qty.

Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)

List Price

Wholesale
Price

38.33
42.50
63.61
31.94
36.11
53.89

34.50
38.25
57.25
28.75
32.50
48.50

Item #

500140
500066
500157
500074
500165

Grade 1 Reading (4th Edition)

500082

For Teachers
514810
275248
513549

500173

009993
056101
111856
For Students
526491
517375
517383
531202
533372
275206
531830
534099
109363
087221
182196

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Service Word Cards
Assessments (assessments only; for
1 student)
Favorite Poems Old and New, Ferris
(hardbound; Doubleday; Grades
K5–6)
Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.; Grades
K5–6)
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.;
Grades K5–6)

84.17
24.44
12.50

75.75
22.00
11.25

Student Readers Set 1A–1F
eStudent Edition (VS)

79.17
37.78

71.25
34.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
The Starting Line (12 storybooks;
Grades K5–1)
Take-Along Stories 1 (16 storybooks;
Grades 1–2)
Take-Along Stories 2 (10 storybooks;
Grades 1–2)

98.06

88.25

41.94
102.22

37.75
92.00

22.50
26.67
39.17
20.00

20.25
24.00
35.25
18.00

20.00

18.00

20.00

18.00

Teacher Edition Set with CD (2
vols.)
Worktext Answer Key
Assessments & Answer Key
Phonics Review Student Answer Key
(Grades 2–3)
Favorite Poems Old and New, Ferris
(hardbound; Doubleday; Grades
K5–6)
Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.; Grades
K5–6)
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.;
Grades K5–6)

94.72

85.25

38.33
12.50
30.28

34.50
11.25
27.25

Student Edition 2A: All God’s
Creatures
Student Edition 2B: Hearts and
Hands
Student Edition 2C: Memories to
Keep
Student Edition 2D: Precious
Treasures
eStudent Edition 2A (VS)

21.94

19.75

21.94

19.75

21.94

19.75

26.50

531228
533398

5.19

531236
533406

27.00

Grade 2 Reading (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
514828
294264
513564
228304
009993
056101
111856
For Students
525881
526129
526137
526145
500058
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531210
533380

26.50

531244
533414
294256
531848
534107
228296
057596
043182

For Teachers
514836
299206
513580
228304
009993
056101
111856

5.19

527515

27.00

503102
503128
531251
533422
503110
503136
19.75

10.56

9.50

Wholesale
Price

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2A (VS)
eStudent Edition 2B (VS)

27.22

24.50

10.56

9.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2B (VS)
eStudent Edition 2C (VS)

27.22

24.50

10.56

9.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2C (VS)
eStudent Edition 2D (VS)

27.22

24.50

10.56

9.50

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2D (VS)
eStudent Edition 2A (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2A (TBH)
eStudent Edition 2B (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2B (TBH)
eStudent Edition 2C (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2C (TBH)
eStudent Edition 2D (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 2D (TBH)
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Phonics Review Student (Grades 2–3)
Pulling Together, Watkins (Grades
1–2)
The Treasure of Pelican Cove,
Howard (Grades 2–4)

27.22

24.50

14.72
31.39

13.25
28.25

14.72
31.39

13.25
28.25

14.72
31.39

13.25
28.25

14.72
31.39

13.25
28.25

38.33
42.50
63.61
28.89
6.99

34.50
38.25
57.25
26.00
6.29

6.99

6.29

Teacher Edition Set with CD (2
vols.)
Worktext Answer Key
Assessments & Answer Key
Phonics Review Student Answer Key
(Grades 2–3)
Favorite Poems Old and New, Ferris
(hardbound; Doubleday; Grades
K5–6)
Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.; Grades
K5–6)
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.;
Grades K5–6)

94.72

85.25

38.33
12.50
30.28

34.50
11.25
27.25

Student Edition 3A: Adventures in
Reading
Student Edition 3B: Adventures in
Reading
eStudent Edition 3A (VS)

44.17

39.75

44.17

39.75

21.11

19.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 3A (VS)
eStudent Edition 3A (TBH)
eStudent Edition 3A & Printed
Student Edition 3A (TBH)
eStudent Edition 3B (VS)

54.72

49.25

25.28
58.89

22.75
53.00

21.11

19.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition 3B (VS)
eStudent Edition 3B (TBH)

54.72

49.25

25.28

22.75

Grade 3 Reading (3rd Edition)

For Students
527523

21.94

List Price

Qty.

531269

= VitalSource

26.50
5.19
27.00

= TextbookHub
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533430
299198
531855
534115
228296
107797
021782
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Qty.

eStudent Edition 3B & Printed
Student Edition 3B (TBH)
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Phonics Review Student (Grades 2–3)
The Case of the Dognapped Cat,
Howard (Grades 2–4)
These Are My People, Howard
(Grades 2–4)

List Price

Wholesale
Price

58.89

53.00

38.33
42.50
63.61
28.89
6.99

34.50
38.25
57.25
26.00
6.29

6.99

6.29

For Teachers
503805
503755
506543

Teacher Edition (3 vols.)
Worktext Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

94.72
38.33
12.22

85.25
34.50
11.00

For Students
523613
513861

Student Edition: Voyages
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Student Worktext
eWorktext (TBH)
eWorktext & Printed Worktext (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Sarah, Plain and Tall
Medallion, Watkins (Grades 4–7)
The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe

83.06

74.75

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

38.33
42.50
63.61

34.50
38.25
57.25
6.13

531277
533448
503748
531863
534123
506535
514224
023523
514232

7.99
6.99
7.99

6.29

For Teachers
513028
513010
513044

Teacher Edition Set (3 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

94.72
38.33
12.22

85.25
34.50
11.00

For Students
512996
518076

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
Misty of Chincoteague
Brady
The Horse and His Boy

83.06

74.75

36.11
87.22
38.33
42.50
63.61

518084
531285
533455
513002
531871
534131
513036
522755
522730
522748

Wholesale
Price

Teacher Edition (3 vols.)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

94.72
38.33
12.22

85.25
34.50
11.00

For Students
520320
520379

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Student Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
The Book of Three
A Single Shard
Island of the Blue Dolphins

83.06

74.75

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

38.33
42.50
63.61

34.50
38.25
57.25
6.13

532713
533752
520338
532721
534149
520353
534719
534727
534735

7.99
8.99
8.99

Grade 7 Exploring Themes in Literature (5th Edition)
For Teachers
520064
520080

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

83.33
13.33

75.00
12.00

For Students
520056
520098

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)
The Last Battle

83.06

74.75

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

520106

520072
526087

6.58
9.99

Grade 8 Excursions in Literature (3rd Edition)

7.99
6.99
8.99

For Teachers
244046
233080

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

83.33
13.33

75.00
12.00

32.50
78.50

For Students
515866
512418

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

34.50
38.25
57.25
6.13

518688

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

83.06

74.75

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

531087
533489
233072

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub

6.58

Grade 9 Fundamentals of Literature (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
259986
259945
205534
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For Teachers
520312
520346
520361

531079
533471

Grade 5 Reading (3rd Edition)

Qty.

Grade 6 Perspectives in Literature (3rd Edition) NEW!

520387

Grade 4 Reading (3rd Edition)

514190

Item #

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key
Cyrano de Bergerac (100 min. DVD)

83.33
13.33
14.95

75.00
12.00
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Item #

For Students
514042
514323
514398
531376
533497
259994

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

83.06

74.75

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

Qty.

6.58

Item #

119735
122580
205666
205633
205930
047407
046516

Grade 10 Elements of Literature (2nd Edition)
125278

For Teachers
277665
277632
205930

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key
Romeo and Juliet (54 min. DVD)

83.33
13.33
14.95

75.00
12.00

For Students
517029
517359

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

83.06

74.75

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

517367
531095
533505
277673

516138
117754
117663

088377
233999
231464
239038
231654

For Teachers
295915
295949

Teacher Edition with CD (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key

83.33
13.33

75.00
12.00

For Students
520296
500132

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

228809

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

83.06

74.75

043182

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

118240

500223
531103
533513
295923

228825
229203
244673

115444
6.58
057596
118257

Grade 12 British Literature (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
510149
510164
205633

Teacher Edition (2 vols.)
Assessments Answer Key
Macbeth (129 min. DVD)

83.33
13.33
14.95

75.00
12.00

For Students
507087
516229

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

83.06

74.75

021782
120634

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

120626

516237
531111
533521
510156

115410
037358
188524
188508

107797
6.58
121004

Literature Resources
205534

Cyrano de Bergerac (100 min. DVD)

14.95

Julius Caesar Teacher Edition (BJU
Press; Grades 9–12)
Julius Caesar, Shakespeare (Dover;
Grades 9–12)
Julius Caesar (86 min. DVD; Grades
9–12)
Macbeth (129 min. DVD)
Romeo and Juliet (54 min. DVD)
Great Expectations Teacher Edition
(BJU Press; Grades 9–12)
Great Expectations, Dickens (Grades
9–12)
The Pilgrim’s Progress Teacher’s Guide
(BJU Press; Grades 7–12)
The Pilgrim’s Progress, Bunyan (Dover;
Grades 7–12)
The Scarlet Letter Teacher Edition (BJU
Press; Grades 9–12)
The Scarlet Letter (Dover; Grades 9–12)

List Price

Wholesale
Price

28.89

26.00

3.00
14.95
14.95
14.95
48.89

44.00

13.00
44.17

39.75

7.00
36.94

33.25

5.00

BJ BookLinks

6.58

Grade 11 American Literature (3rd Edition)

Qty.

120998

Once in Blueberry Dell, Watkins (Grades
K4–1)
BJ BookLinks: Once in Blueberry Dell Set
(guide & novel; Grades K4–1)
BJ BookLinks: Once in Blueberry Dell (guide
only; Grades K4–1)
Buttercup Hill, Berry (Grades 1–2)
BJ BookLinks: Buttercup Hill Set (guide
& novel; Grades 1–2)
BJ BookLinks: Buttercup Hill (guide only)
Looking for Home, Berry (Grades 1–2)
BJ BookLinks: Looking for Home Set
(guide & novel; Grades 1–2)
BJ BookLinks: Looking for Home (guide
only)
The Treasure of Pelican Cove, Howard (Grades
2–4)
BJ BookLinks: The Treasure of Pelican
Cove Set (guide & novel; Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: The Treasure of Pelican Cove
(guide only; Grades 2–4)
Pulling Together, Watkins (Grades 1–2)
BJ BookLinks: Pulling Together (guide &
novel; Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: Pulling Together (guide only;
Grades 1–2)
On Yonder Mountain, Howard (Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: On Yonder Mountain Set
(guide & novel; Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: On Yonder Mountain (guide
only)
These Are My People, Howard (Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: These Are My People Set
(guide & novel; Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: These Are My People (guide
only; Grades 2–4)
The Case of the Dognapped Cat, Howard
(Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: The Case of the
Dognapped Cat Set (guide & novel;
Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: The Case of the Dognapped
Cat (guide only; Grades 2–4)

6.99

6.29

25.00

22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61
6.99
25.00

16.75
6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99

6.29

25.00

22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99

6.29

25.00

22.50

18.61

16.75

= Accelerated Reader
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023523
121020
121012
106484
121939
121921
072108
120618
120600
042887
121913
121905
031229
124479
124461
044404
118265
115477
209486
256958
256933
192401
256941
256925
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Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Medallion, Watkins (Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: Medallion Set (guide &
novel; Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: Medallion (guide only; Grades
4–7)
Trouble at Silver Pines Inn, Repp (Grades 3–4)
BJ BookLinks: Trouble at Silver Pines Inn
Set (guide & novel; Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: Trouble at Silver Pines Inn
(guide only; Grades 4-7)
Mountain Born, Yates (Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: Mountain Born Set (guide
& novel; Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: Mountain Born (guide only;
Grades 4–7)
The Secret of the Golden Cowrie, Repp
(Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: The Secret of the Golden
Cowrie Set (guide & novel; Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: The Secret of the Golden
Cowrie (guide only; Grades 4–7)
A Father’s Promise, Hess (Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: A Father’s Promise Set
(guide & novel; Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: A Father’s Promise (guide
only; Grades 4–7)
Carolina’s Courage, Yates (Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: Carolina’s Courage Set
(guide & novel; Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: Carolina’s Courage (guide
only; Grades 2–4)
The Lost Prince of Samavia (Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: The Lost Prince of
Samavia (guide & novel; Grades 6–8)
BJ BookLinks: The Lost Prince of Samavia
(guide only; Grades 6–8)
Children of the Storm: The Autobiography of
Natasha Vins
BJ BookLinks: Children of the Storm Set
(guide & novel; Grades 6–8)
BJ BookLinks: Children of the Storm (guide
only; Grades 6–8)

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99

6.29

25.00

22.50

18.61

16.75

For Students
268599
525634

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

Grade 5 Handwriting (2nd Edition)

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99
25.00

6.29
22.50

18.61

16.75

6.99

6.29

25.00

22.50

18.61

16.75

Item #

For Teachers
117960
010041

For Students
296772

Handwriting Student Worktext

48.89
28.89

30.28

44.00
26.00

27.25

Grade 2 Handwriting (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
115188
010041
211722
For Students
268573
525626

Teacher Edition
Cursive Wall Charts (Grades 2–6)
PreCursive Wall Charts (Grades 1–2)

48.89
26.39

44.00
23.75

For Students
268581
525626

Student Worktext
24.44
Newsprint Writing Paper (ream; Pacon 9.35
Corp.; Grades 2–3)
White Writing Paper (ream; Pacon
9.56
Corp.; Grades 3–6)

22.00

525634

Teacher Edition
Cursive Wall Charts (Grades 2–6)

Grade 4 Handwriting (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
122382
010041

For Teachers
122416
010041
For Students
271411
525634

Teacher Edition
Cursive Wall Charts (Grades 2–6)

48.89
26.39

44.00
23.75

Student Worktext
White Writing Paper (ream; Pacon
Corp.; Grades 3–6)

24.44
9.56

22.00

Teacher Edition
Cursive Wall Charts (Grades 2–6)

48.89
26.39

44.00
23.75

Student Worktext
White Writing Paper (ream; Pacon
Corp.; Grades 3–6)

24.44
9.56

22.00

Teacher Edition
Cursive Wall Charts (Grades 2–6)

48.89
26.39

44.00
23.75

Student Worktext
Calligraphy Pen (Sanford)
White Writing Paper (ream; Pacon
Corp.; Grades 3–6)

24.44
2.26
9.56

22.00

Grade 6 Handwriting (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
122424
010041
For Students
271429
029314
525634

Vocabulary

Grade 1 Handwriting (3rd Edition)
Teacher Edition
PreCursive Wall Charts (Grades
1–2)

Wholesale
Price

Grade 3 Handwriting (2nd Edition)

Handwriting
For Teachers
211714
211722

List Price

Qty.

Grade 7 Vocabulary: Level A (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
249482

Teacher Edition

26.39

23.75

For Students
249474

Student Worktext

24.44

22.00

Grade 8 Vocabulary: Level B (3rd Edition)
48.89
26.39
28.89

44.00
23.75
26.00

Student Worktext
24.44
Newsprint Writing Paper (ream; Pacon 9.35
Corp.; Grades 2–3)

22.00

For Teachers
249508

Teacher Edition

26.39

23.75

For Students
249490

Student Worktext

24.44

22.00

Grade 9 Vocabulary: Level C (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
249524

Teacher Edition

26.39

23.75

For Students
249516

Student Worktext

24.44

22.00

= Accelerated Reader
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Price

Grade 10 Vocabulary: Level D (3rd Edition)

Item #

Teacher Edition

26.39

23.75

For Students
257808

Student Worktext

24.44

22.00

Grade 11 Vocabulary: Level E (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
257824

Teacher Edition

26.39

23.75

For Students
257816

Student Worktext

24.44

22.00

Grade 12 Vocabulary: Level F (3rd Edition)
For Teachers
257840

Teacher Edition

26.39

23.75

For Students
257832

Student Worktext

24.44

22.00

For Teachers
233767
For Students
514026
515403
514034
Optional CD Set
233783

For Teachers
500751
500744
500777

Beyond the Back Door

For Students
500231
508457

15.00

Grade 1 Vacation Stations

508465
Wheels Westward

15.00

531319
533653

Grade 2 Vacation Stations
Ocean Expedition

15.00

500736
532283
534669
500769

Grade 3 Vacation Stations
For Students
506352

Jungle Journey

15.00

Grade 4 Vacation Stations
For Students
508754

Polar Explorer

15.00

Outback Odyssey

15.00

Grade 6 Vacation Stations
For Students
506360

Worktext Step 4 (Grades 4–6)
Worktext Step 5 (Grades 4–6)
Worktext Step 6 (Grades 4–6)

30.28
30.28
30.28

27.25
27.25
27.25

109.44

98.50

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key (Grades
9–12)
Assessments Answer Key (Grades
9–12)

74.72
35.28

67.25
31.75

13.33

12.00

Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
eStudent Edition (VS)

60.83
28.89

54.75
26.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities (Grades 9–12)
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student; Grades 9–12)

75.28

67.75

33.06
79.44

29.75
71.50

31.94
36.11
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.58

CD Set (4 CDs; included in kit;
Grades 4–6)

Egyptian Excursion

15.00

For Teachers
517722
517755
517771

Teacher Edition
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key

74.72
35.28
13.33

67.25
31.75
12.00

For Students
517730
517789

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

60.83
28.89

54.75
26.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

75.28

67.75

33.06
79.44

29.75
71.50

31.94
36.11
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.58

74.72
35.28
13.33

67.25
31.75
12.00

517805

Elementary Spanish

531327
533661

Pasaporte al español Kit A (Grades 1–3)

517748
532291
534685
517763

For Teachers
228320

497.78 448.00

Spanish 2 (3rd Edition)

Grade 5 Vacation Stations
For Students
508762

Pasaporte al español Kit B
(Grades 4–6)

Modern Languages

K5 Vacation Stations

For Students
503581

Wholesale
Price

Spanish 1 (3rd Edition)

Vacation Stations

For Students
506345

List Price

Pasaporte al español Kit B (Grades 4–6)

For Teachers
257790

For Students
233445

Qty.

Pasaporte al español Kit A
(Grades 1–3)

497.78 448.00

For Students
512178
503573
506485

Worktext Step 1 (Grades 1–3)
Worktext Step 2 (Grades 1–3)
Worktext Step 3 (Grades 1–3)

30.28
30.28
30.28

27.25
27.25
27.25

Optional CD Set
211557

CD Set (4 CDs; included in kit)

109.44

98.50

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 800.84 5 .5 7 3 1

Spanish 3
For Teachers
180307
182931
184184

Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)
Activities Answer Key
Assessments Answer Key (Grades
9–12)

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub
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List Price

Wholesale
Price

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

60.83
28.89

54.75
26.00

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
eActivities (TBH)
eActivities & Printed Activities (TBH)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student; Grades 9–12)

75.28

67.75

33.06
79.44

29.75
71.50

31.94
18.61
53.89

28.75
32.50
48.50
6.58

Qty.

For Students
281642
282194
285908
531301
533679
182923
532309
534693
184192

533067

254201
216648
216630
257014
For Students
185884
500256
500611
530931
533687
254193
216622

117937

Teacher Edition with DVD (Grades 74.72 67.25
9–12)
Activities Answer Key
35.28 31.75
CD Set (Grades 9–12)
137.22 123.50
Assessments Answer Key (Grades 13.33 12.00
9–12)
DVD Supplements (Grades 9–12)
49.95

247601
For Students
247551
247569
247593

96

Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student; Grades 9–12)

51.39

46.25
6.58

Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)
Teacher Applications Guide
(Grades 9–12)
Visual Packet (Grades 9–12)
Assessments Answer Key (Grades
9–12)

80.56
39.44

72.50
35.50

70.28
13.33

63.25
12.00

Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
Student Applications Guide
(Grades 9–12)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student; Grades 9–12)

60.83
33.89

54.75
30.50

For Teachers
180125

Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)

58.06

52.25

For Students
281634

Student Worktext (Grades 9–12)

46.11

41.50

For Students
180489
190884

Family Life Skills (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
182782
182808

195008

6.58

Sound Speech

67.22
31.94

60.50
28.75

eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (VS)
eStudent Edition (TBH)
eStudent Edition & Printed Student
Edition (TBH)
Activities
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student; Grades 9–12)

83.06

74.75

For Teachers
183459

Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)

58.06

52.25

36.11
87.22

32.50
78.50

For Students
281626

Student Worktext (Grades 9–12)

46.11

41.50

31.94

28.75
6.58

Sovereign Choice, Leszkowicz (8 males,
4 females; 50 min.; Grades 9–12)
So Many Miracles, Schaedel (65 min.)
Appointment on a Clear Morning,
Smith (11 males or females; 30 min.;
Grades 9–12)
Circumstantial Evidence, Smith (11
males or females; 30 min.; Grades
9–12)
About-Face, Henninger (7 males, 4
females; 45 min.; Grades 9–12)
Binding Ties, Seidel (60 min.)
The Ray Vincent Story, Burke (30 min.)
Dreams in the City of Fire, Potter (120
min.)
As You Like It, Shakespeare (14 males,
3 females; 70 min.; Grades 9–12)
The Lions of Trondheim, Potter (120
min.)
My Brother’s Keeper, Schwingle (60
min.)
Shouting Valley, Harris (7 males, 6
females; 70 min.; Grades 9–12)
A Higher Court, Bowker (12 males, 10
females; 60 min.; Grades 9–12)

18.61

16.75

18.61
18.61

16.75
16.75

18.61

16.75

18.61

16.75

18.61
18.61
18.61

16.75
16.75
16.75

18.61

16.75

18.61

16.75

18.61

16.75

18.61

16.75

18.61

16.75

La Sainte Bible (American Bible
Society; Grades 9–12)
French/English Dictionary (Pocket
Books)

Performing Literature

Drama Scripts
192591
192609
195776

20.00
195784

6.99

204578
204586
204594
204602

Latin I (2nd Edition)

247585

67.25
12.00

Student Edition
eStudent Edition (VS)

Electives
For Teachers
252668

74.72
13.33

For Students
182790
182816

French Resources
117945

Teacher Edition (Grades 9–12)
Assessments Answer Key (Grades
9–12)

For Teachers
180497
190892

182774
195016

Santa Biblia (Reina-Valera, 1960;
11.00
Broadman and Holman; Grades 9–12)
Spanish/English Dictionary (Merriam
7.50
Webster)

French 1 (2nd Edition)
For Teachers
254219

Wholesale
Price

Qty.

Latin II

Spanish Resources
092684

List Price

Item #

Teacher Edition with CD (Grades
9–12)
Activities Answer Key (Grades
9–12)
Assessments Answer Key (Grades
9–12)

74.72

67.25

35.28

31.75

13.33

12.00

Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
Activities (Grades 9–12)
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student; Grades 9–12)

51.39
31.94

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub

212597
204859
217935
46.25
28.75
6.58

217927
231381
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Item #

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Item #

Elementary Resources

047522

Bible

004812

Support Materials
125872

K5 Days of Creation Visual Packet

41.11

083972

37.00

058164

Science
Support Materials
001008
Resource Materials
063396

Fossil Collection (15 fossils; Scott
Resources; Grade 2)

39.00

Rock Collection, Classroom (50
specimens; Scott Resources; Grades
1–6)

49.50

Classroom Atlas (Rand McNally;
Grades 1–6)

15.00

071050
063339
Resource Materials
204610

Heritage Studies
Support Materials
044180

087155

Historical Fiction and Biographies
031492
Brave the Wild Trail, Howard (Grades
4–6)
034405
Captive Treasure, Howard (Grades 2–4)
044404
Carolina’s Courage, Yates (Grades 2–4)
128025
Daniel Colton Kidnapped (1840s)
128017
Daniel Colton Under Fire (1840s)
200261
Escape to Liechtenstein, Dunlop
031229
A Father’s Promise, Hess (Grades 4–7)
257261
Forbidden Gates, Williamson
The Incredible Rescues, Dunlop
200329
072108
Mountain Born, Yates (Grades 4–7)
078220
The Next Fine Day, Yates (Grades 4–7)
037358
On Yonder Mountain, Howard (Grades
2–4)
102731
Pelts and Promises, Lohr (Grades 2–4)
079830
A Place for Peter, Yates (Grades 4–7)
057596
Pulling Together, Watkins (Grades 1–2)
262444
The Railway Children, Nesbit (Grades
4–7)
River of Danger, Williamson (Grades
257485
4–7)
080564
Sarah Whitcher’s Story, Yates (Grades
2–4)
200220
The Search for the Silver Eagle, Dunlop
(Grades 4–7)
257253
Silent Road to Rescue, Williamson
(Grades 4–7)
117382
Songbird, Lohr (Grades 4–7)
128009
Suzannah and the Secret Coins, Schulte
(Grades 4–7)
127993
Suzannah Strikes Gold, Schulte (Grades
4–7)
021782
These Are My People, Howard (Grades
2–4)
257998
Where I Belong, Kenney (Grades 4–7)
033167
With Daring Faith, Davis (Grades 4–7)

084335
6.99

6.29

6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99

6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29

6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99

6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29

6.99

6.29

Resource Materials
525626

6.99

6.29

525634

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99
6.99

6.29
6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99
6.99

6.29
6.29

Math

004804

Calculator, Student (TI-108; Texas Inst.; 10.00
Grades K5–8)
Judy Clock (Judy/Instructo; Grades
28.50
K5–2)

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Judy Mini–Clock (Judy/Instructo;
3.00
Grades K5–2)
Judy Mini-Clocks (12/pkg.; Judy/
21.00
Instructo; Grades K5–2)
Spring Scale (5000 grams; NASCO;
5.00
Grades 1–6)
Unifix Cubes (100 pcs. with
14.00
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (1,000 pcs. with
112.95
instructions; Didax Educational
Resources; Grades K5–2)
Unifix Cubes (grid only; Grades K5–2) 17.95
Backyard Math with Zac DVD Set (2
19.95
DVDs; 180 min.; Grade 1)
Flash Cards, Three-Corner: Addition/
9.50
Subtraction (Trend Enterprises; Grade
2)
Flash Cards, Three–Corner:
9.50
Multiplication/Division (Trend
Enterprises; Grade 3)

Language Skills
Support Materials
009993
010041
056101
111856
109363
087221
182196
109223

Favorite Poems Old and New, Ferris
(hardbound; Doubleday; Grades
K5–6)
Cursive Wall Charts (Grades 2–6)
Sentence Strips (Pacon Corp.; Grades
K5–6)
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.;
Grades K5–6)
The Starting Line (12 storybooks;
Grades K5–1)
Take-Along Stories 1 (16 storybooks;
Grades 1–2)
Take-Along Stories 2 (10 storybooks;
Grades 1–2)
Up the Ladder (10 supplemental
readers)

26.50

Newsprint Writing Paper (ream; Pacon
Corp.; Grades 2–3)
White Writing Paper (ream; Pacon
Corp.; Grades 3–6)

9.35

26.39
5.19

23.75

27.00
20.00

18.00

20.00

18.00

20.00

18.00

14.00

12.60

9.56

Art
Support Materials
029314
029462
121749

Calligraphy Pen (Sanford)
2.26
Drawing, Bohannon (for teacher; BJU 21.11
Press; Grades 1–12)
With Art in Mind, Groebner (BJU Press; 28.33
Grades 3–8)

19.00
25.50

Spanish
Support Materials
076398
180281
115022

Support Materials
050997

Qty.

180455

El Pato Paco, Turner and Kitching
(Grades 1–5)
Rosa la Osa, Turner and Kitching
(Grades 1–5)
¡Buenos Días, Carlitos!, Holmes (Grades
1–5)
¡Buenas Tardes, Carlitos!, Holmes
(Grades 1–5)

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

= Accelerated Reader
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Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

Item #

Middle & High School Resources
Art

223339

Study Skills for Teens DVD (Grades
7–12)

029462

Drawing, Bohannon (for teacher; BJU 21.11
Press; Grades 1–12)
With Art in Mind, Groebner (BJU Press; 28.33
Grades 3–8)

254987

22.95

227454
208116

121749

19.00

204875

25.50

258004
001784
190223

Bible
Resource Materials
127688
183418
181099
Books by Jim Berg
514018
257311
257303
269118
191262

God’s Prophetic Blueprint, Shelton
12.00
(Grades 9–12)
Not by Chance, Talbert (Grades 11–12) 21.00
Stones of Witness, Custer (Grades
55.00
9–12)
Changed into His Image (Grades
11–12; 2nd ed.)
Essential Virtues, Berg
Essential Virtues DVDs
Essential Virtues Package
When Trouble Comes, Berg (Grades
9–12)

192401

Support Materials
205534
119735

22.00

122580

22.00
79.00
89.00
13.00

205666
205633
205930
047407
046516

056861
046441
093302
184887
092346
102095
044172

Historical Fiction
237222
225656
063701
244012
031062
048561
055673
047787
070466

125278

American History in Verse, Stevenson
(Grades 7–12)
Children of the Storm: The
Autobiography of Natasha Vins
Faith of Our Fathers: Scenes from
American Church History, Sidwell
(Grades 7–12)
Faith of Our Fathers: Scenes from
Church History, Sidwell (Grades 7–12)
Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian
History Teacher Resource Materials
(Grades 6–12)
Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian
History, Sidwell (Grades 9–12)
Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian
History, Sidwell (Classroom Edition;
Grades 6–12)
Free Indeed: Heroes of Black Christian
History Visuals (Grades 6–12)
Historical Atlas of the World
(softbound; Rand McNally; Grades
1–6)

11.00

The Choctaw Code, Ashabranner
(Grades 7–12)
Ellanor’s Exchange, Hayner (Grades
7–12)
False Coin, True Coin, Dick (Grades
7–12)
Gunner’s Run, Barry (Grades 7–12)
The Hawk That Dare Not Hunt by Day,
O’Dell (Grades 7–12)
Hue and Cry, Yates (Grades 7–12)
In Search of Honor, Hess (Grades 7–12)
The Journeyman, Yates (Grades 7–12)
Men of Iron, Pyle (Grades 7–12)

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99
6.99

6.29
6.29

6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99

6.29
6.29
6.29
6.29

6.99

516138

6.29

117754

13.00

117663
12.00
18.61

Wholesale
Price

Out of Darkness, Petersen (Grades
7–12)
Regina Silsby’s Phantom Militia,
Brodeur (Grades 7–12)
Regina Silsby’s Secret War, Brodeur
(Grades 7–12)
A Sparrow Alone, Petersen (Grades
7–12)
What About Cimmaron? Snelling
(Grades 7–12)
Wine of Morning, Jones (Grades 9–12)
Zoli’s Legacy, Watkins (Grades 7–12)

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99

6.29

6.99
6.99

6.29
6.29

Cyrano de Bergerac (100 min. DVD)
Julius Caesar Teacher Edition (BJU
Press; Grades 9–12)
Julius Caesar, Shakespeare (Dover;
Grades 9–12)
Julius Caesar (86 min. DVD; Grades
9–12)
Macbeth (129 min. DVD)
Romeo and Juliet (54 min. DVD)
Great Expectations Teacher Edition
(BJU Press; Grades 9–12)
Great Expectations, Dickens (Grades
9–12)
The Pilgrim’s Progress Teacher’s Guide
(BJU Press; Grades 7–12)
The Pilgrim’s Progress, Bunyan (Dover;
Grades 7–12)
The Scarlet Letter Teacher Edition (BJU
Press; Grades 9–12)
The Scarlet Letter (Dover; Grades 9–12)

14.95
28.89

26.00

Calculator, Scientific (TI-30Xa; Grades
7–8)

17.50

Dissection Kit
Specimen Replacements for
Dissection Kit
Biology Dissection Labs DVD (72 min.;
ShowForth; Grades 7, 10)
Biology Dissection Kit (Grades 7, 10)
Biology Specimen Replacements for
Dissection Kit (Grades 7, 10)

70.25
18.00

Calculator, Scientific (TI-30Xa; Grades
7–8)
Fossil Collection (15 fossils; Scott
Resources; Grade 2)
Rock Collection, Classroom (50
specimens; Scott Resources; Grades
1–6)
The Stars Speak: Astronomy in the Bible,
Custer (Grades 7–12)

17.50

Language Skills

Heritage Studies
Support Materials
001768

List Price

Qty.

3.00
14.95
14.95
14.95
48.89

44.00

13.00
44.17

39.75

7.00
36.94

33.25

5.00

Math
16.75

14.00

Support Materials
092429

Science

17.22

15.50

23.33

21.00

Dissection Materials
034264
033076
205773

17.25
276576
276584
General Materials
092429
001008
063396
188391

49.95
71.50
25.50

39.00
49.50
19.50

= Accelerated Reader
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Item #

Qty.

List Price

Wholesale
Price

522441
287250
287300

Administrative Resources

506501

Objectionable Elements: The Biblical
Approach
Handbook of Christian Education

5.50

Administrative Supplies
021238
032250
Teacher Supplies
023051
023044
111856
023036

List Price

Student Edition
Activities
Assessments (assessments only; for
1 student)

Grade 4 English (2nd Edition)

12.00

260752
192005

Books
185298
247932

Qty.

Grade 3 Heritage Studies (3rd Edition)

General Resources
Philosophy Resources
046938

Item #

Charting the Course, Deuink
Management Principles for Christian
Schools; Deuink, Carruthers

17.50
26.50

Academic Records, Secondary (25/
pkg.; BJU Press)
Academic Record, Secondary (single
copy; BJU Press)

22.50

20.25

8.89

8.00

Class Record Book (910-8L; 9-week
class record book; Supreme School
Supply)
Class Record Book (910-8CD; 9-week
class record and daily lesson-plan
book; Supreme School Supply)
Standard Pocket Chart (Pacon Corp.;
Grades K5–6)
Teacher’s Daily Plan Book (Supreme
School Supply)

7.75

Student Worktext
Assessments (assessments only;
for 1 student)

Grade 6 Reading (2nd Edition)
519991
128330

Student Edition
Student Worktext

Grade 6 Math (3rd Edition)
519223
275339

Student Edition
Assessments (assessments only; for
1 student)

Grade 7 Fundamentals of Math (2nd Edition)
515882
262626
218958

27.00
8.25

Student Edition
Activities
Assessments (assessments only; for
1 student)

Grade 8 The American Republic (4th Edition)

206177
525675
205831
205864
206052
206029
216358
276923

Wine of Morning (DVD; 120 min.)
Flame in the Wind (DVD; 120 min.;
closed-captioned)
Red Runs the River (DVD; 90 min.)
Sheffey (DVD & Blu-ray, 135 min.)
Beyond the Night (DVD; 63 min.)
The Printing (DVD; 137 min.)
The Treasure Map (DVD; 87 min.;
closed-captioned; Grades 3–8)
Project Dinosaur (DVD; 64 min.;
closed-captioned; Grades 3–8)
Appalachian Trial (DVD; 83 min.)
Milltown Pride (DVD; 135 min.

46.39
32.22

41.75
29.00
6.13

31.94

28.75
6.13

67.22
38.33

60.50
34.50

35.28

31.75
6.13

63.89
22.50

57.50
20.25
6.58

68.33
37.22

61.50
33.50
6.58

35.28

31.75
6.58

30.28

27.25
6.58

30.28

27.25
6.58

11.25

DVDs
Feature Films
205906
205963

Wholesale
Price

515841
298380
298398

7.99
7.99
7.99
19.95
7.99
7.99
7.99

Grade 8 Writing & Grammar (3rd Edition)
278432
218321

503615
232967

7.99
7.99

205773

Biology Dissection Labs DVD (72 min.; 49.95
ShowForth; Grades 7, 10)

Student Edition
Assessments (assessments only; for
1 student)

Grade 12 Bible Truths Level F (3rd Edition)

Math
Backyard Math with Zac DVD Set (2
DVDs; 180 min.; Grade 1)

Student Worktext
Assessments (assessments only; for
1 student)

Grade 10 Bible Truths Level D (3rd Edition)

7.99

204610

Student Edition
Activities
Assessments (assessments only; for
1 student)

514059
265397

19.95

Student Edition
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)

Science

Previous Editions
The following materials are available while supplies last.

Grade 1 Bible Truths (4th Edition)
299552
299594

Student Worktext
Assessments (assessments only; for
one student)

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 800.84 5 .5 7 3 1

30.28

27.25
6.13

= VitalSource

= TextbookHub
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Order Form

Name
Account No.
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Christian Classroom Online Option 1

Streaming Video Classroom License

Provides one facilitator login with access to the video content of all online courses. An unlimited number of students may
simultaneously view a class. Does not provide access to eTextbooks or online assessment materials for students. Required
student materials may be purchased using the order form on pages 101–9.
372839

Streaming Video License

159.00

372839

Streaming Video License

Course Title
1.

Course Title
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

372839

Streaming Video License

159.00

372839

Streaming Video License

Course Title
1.

Course Title
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

100

159.00

159.00

b j u pres s.co m

Christian Classroom Online

Name
Account No.

Order Form

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Christian Classroom Online Option 2

Online Course Enrollment

Provides access for one student to the video content of the specified course(s) and, where applicable, to eTextbooks and online
assessments for the course(s). Required student materials may be purchased using the order form on pages 101–9.
Student eTextbook included with this subject
Online assessments included with this subject
Item #

Qty.

Description

Wholesale
Price

412767

Qty.

404475
K4 Full Grade Online Course Enrollment
K5 Full Grade Online Course Enrollment

69.00

NEW! Grade 3 English Online Course Enrollment

69.00

299.00

419549

Grade 3 Spelling Online Course Enrollment

69.00

Grade 3 Reading Online Course Enrollment

69.00

Grade 3 Handwriting Online Course Enrollment

69.00

199.00

414169

Grade K5 Bible Online Course Enrollment

99.00

412882

Grade K5 Focus on Fives Online Course Enrollment

99.00

404467

414185

Grade K5 Math Online Course Enrollment

99.00

Grade 4

Grade 1
447318

NEW! Grade 1 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment

399.00

NEW! Grade 1 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

446427

NEW! Grade 4 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment

399.00

447334

NEW! Grade 4 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

444760

Grade 4 Bible Online Course Enrollment

69.00

Grade 4 Science Online Course Enrollment

69.00

404277

Grade 1 Bible Truths Online Course Enrollment

69.00

394080

446476

NEW! Grade 1 Science Online Course Enrollment

69.00

394072

NEW! Grade 1 Heritage Studies Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

404301

Grade 1 Math Online Course Enrollment

404285
444745

446484

Wholesale
Price

Grade 3 Math Online Course Enrollment

413484

446401

Description

446492

K4–K5
414144

Item #

Grade 4 Heritage Studies Online Course Enrollment

69.00

446500

NEW! Grade 4 Math Online Course Enrollment

69.00

404533

Grade 4 English Online Course Enrollment

69.00

69.00

394098

Grade 4 Spelling Online Course Enrollment

69.00

Grade 1 Phonics/Reading/Handwriting Online
Course Enrollment

69.00

444778

Grade 4 Reading Online Course Enrollment

69.00

404558

Grade 4 Handwriting Online Course Enrollment

69.00

Grade 1 Spelling Online Course Enrollment

69.00

Grade 2

Grade 5
446435

NEW! Grade 5 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment

499.00

699.00

447342

NEW! Grade 5 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

Grade 2 Bible Truths Online Course Enrollment

69.00

446518

NEW! Grade 5 Bible Online Course Enrollment

79.00

Grade 2 Science Online Course Enrollment

69.00

394106

Grade 5 Science Online Course Enrollment

79.00

Grade 2 Heritage Studies Online Course Enrollment

69.00

419556

Grade 5 Heritage Studies Online Course Enrollment

79.00

Grade 2 Math Online Course Enrollment

69.00

404657

Grade 5 Math Online Course Enrollment

79.00

412601

Grade 2 English Online Course Enrollment

69.00

404624

Grade 5 English Online Course Enrollment

79.00

420596

Grade 2 Spelling Online Course Enrollment

69.00

394114

Grade 5 Spelling Online Course Enrollment

79.00

420430

Grade 2 Reading Online Course Enrollment

69.00

444794

Grade 5 Reading Online Course Enrollment

79.00

404376

Grade 2 Handwriting Online Course Enrollment

69.00

404640

Grade 5 Handwriting Online Course Enrollment

79.00

431551

Grade 2 Full Grade Online Course Enrollment

399.00

446062

NEW! Grade 2 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

404343
412783
419523
404384

Grade 3
446419

NEW! Grade 3 Full Grade Online Course

399.00

Enrollment
447326

NEW! Grade 3 Full Grade Online Course

699.00

Enrollment w/Books
404434

Grade 3 Bible Truths Online Course Enrollment

69.00

419531

Grade 3 Science Online Course Enrollment

69.00

394064

Grade 3 Heritage Studies Online Course Enrollment

69.00

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 800.84 5 .5 7 3 1

Grade 6
404699

Grade 6 Full Grade Online Course Enrollment

499.00

446104

NEW! Grade 6 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

393975

Grade 6 Bible Truths Online Course Enrollment

79.00

394031

Grade 6 Science Online Course Enrollment

79.00

393991

Grade 6 Heritage Studies Online Course Enrollment

79.00
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Description

Wholesale
Price

Item #

Qty.

Description

Wholesale
Price

394015

Grade 6 Math Online Course Enrollment

79.00

444836

Grade 10 World History Online Course Enrollment

99.00

393983

Grade 6 English Online Course Enrollment

79.00

419572

Grade 10 Geometry Online Course Enrollment

99.00

394155

Grade 10 Writing & Grammar Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

394163

Grade 10 Elements of Literature Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

394049

Grade 6 Spelling Online Course Enrollment

79.00

394023

Grade 6 Literature Online Course Enrollment

79.00

394007

Grade 6 Handwriting Online Course Enrollment

79.00

Grade 7
446443

NEW! Grade 7 Full Grade Online Course

499.00

NEW! Grade 7 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

446468

NEW! Grade 11 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment

499.00

699.00

447375

NEW! Grade 11 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

Enrollment
447359

Grade 11

446526

NEW! Grade 7 Bible Online Course Enrollment

99.00

405118

Grade 11 Bible Online Course Enrollment

394122

Grade 7 Life Science Online Course Enrollment

99.00

446559

NEW! Grade 11 Chemistry Online Course Enrollment 99.00

412809

Grade 7 World Studies Online Course Enrollment

99.00

418392

Grade 11 U.S. History Online Course Enrollment

99.00

412817

Grade 7 Fundamentals of Math Online Course
Enrollment

99.00

394171

Grade 11 Algebra 2 Online Course Enrollment

99.00

446534

NEW! Grade 7 English Online Course Enrollment

99.00

444851

Grade 11 English Online Course Enrollment

99.00

419515

Grade 8 Full Grade Online Course Enrollment

499.00

447367

NEW! Grade 8 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

404871

Grade 8 Bible Online Course Enrollment

99.00

429480

Grade 8 Earth Science Online Course Enrollment

99.00

419564

Grade 8 American Republic Online Course
Enrollment

99.00

411678

Grade 8 Pre-Algebra Online Course Enrollment

99.00

404897

Grade 8 Writing & Grammar Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

404905

Grade 8 Excursions in Literature Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

Grade 12

Grade 8

447367

432955

Grade 12 Full Grade Online Course Enrollment

499.00

446161

NEW! Grade 12 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

405191

Grade 12 Bible Online Course Enrollment

431932

Grade 12 Physics Online Course Enrollment

99.00

429498

Grade 12 American Government Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

431577

Grade 12 Economics Online Course Enrollment

69.00

432963

Grade 12 Precalculus Online Course Enrollment

99.00

405217

Grade 12 Writing & Grammar Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

405225

Grade 12 British Literature Online Course Enrollment 69.00

99.00

Modern Language

Grade 9
446450

99.00

NEW! Grade 9 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment

499.00

NEW! Grade 9 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

89.00

446567

NEW! Spanish 1 Online Course Enrollment

447383

NEW! Spanish 1 Online Course Enrollment w/Books 100.00

394189

Spanish 2 Online Course Enrollment

446310

NEW! Spanish 2 Online Course Enrollment w/Books 100.00

89.00

404954

Grade 9 Bible Online Course Enrollment

99.00

444810

Grade 9 Physical Science Online Course Enrollment

99.00

419622

Spanish 3 Online Course Enrollment

446328

NEW! Spanish 3 Online Course Enrollment w/Books 100.00

405316

French 1 Online Course Enrollment

394130

Grade 9 Cultural Geography Online Course
Enrollment

99.00

405001

Grade 9 Algebra 1 Online Course Enrollment

99.00

446286

Grade 9 Writing & Grammar Online Course
Enrollment

NEW! French 1 Online Course Enrollment w/Books

404970

69.00

405324

French 2 Online Course Enrollment

446294

French 2 Online Course Enrollment w/Books

444992

American Sign Language Online Course Enrollment

404988

Grade 9 Fundamentals of Literature Online Course
Enrollment

69.00

89.00
89.00
100.00
89.00
100.00
99.00

Grade 10
444828

Grade 10 Full Grade Online Course Enrollment

499.00

446146

NEW! Grade 10 Full Grade Online Course
Enrollment w/Books

699.00

405035

Grade 10 Bible Online Course Enrollment

99.00

405092

Grade 10 Biology Online Course Enrollment

99.00
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Textbooks & Printed Materials for Options 1 and 2
Item #

Qty.

Description

Wholesale
Price

Student Worktext
Student Materials Packet
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

27.25
16.75
6.13

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

45.25
30.50
18.00
6.13

Special
Price

Grade 1
All subjects give facilitator access to needed course information and teacherprepared handouts. Reproducible versions of facilitator and student packets
included with CCO facilitator login. Printed copies included with DVDs.
An eTextbook is included with this subject in CCO, Option 2. Printed student
text is optional. Special student text price at 35% discount offered to schools
using Option 2.
K4–Grade 4: No tests/quizzes included with facilitator login. Test packs and
answer keys recommended.
Grades 5–12: Reproducible tests/quizzes included with facilitator login and/
or facilitator packets. Online tests/quizzes available with CCO, Option 2 only
(see page 73).
Item #

Qty.

Description

Wholesale
Price

K4
023630
408641
412197

Student Activity Packet
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

30.50
5.00
10.00

K5
Bible Truths (2nd ed.)
262717
Student Packet
408658
Student Handouts
412205
Facilitator Packet
Focus on Fives (4th ed.)
504985
Student Worktext
504977
Reading Books for K5 (34 books)
505057
Phonics Practice for K5
504928
Phonics & Review Cards
428748
Student Handouts
428631
Facilitator Packet
Math (3rd ed.)
211201
Student Worktext
211219
Student Manipulatives Packet
058164
Unifix Cubes (100 pcs. with instructions;
Didax Educational Resources; Grades
K5–2)
431080
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet
431072

27.25
5.00
10.00
37.00
53.50
26.00
11.00
5.00
10.00
27.25
19.00
14.00

5.00
10.00

Special
Price

Bible (3rd ed.)
265306
125955
125963
125971
408682
412239
Science (4th ed.)
525550
508838
508846
508887
508895
446831
446948

Heritage Studies (4th ed.)
530915
Student Edition
517417
Activities
Activities Answer Key
517425
517458
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
517466
Assessments Answer Key
446823
Student Handouts
446930
Facilitator Packet
Math (3rd ed.)
216168
216234
216242
216259
408716
412262

Phonics & English, Reading and Handwriting (3rd ed.)
281683
Phonics & English Student Worktext
211821
Phonics Practice Book
526483
211383
239038
088377
229203
296772

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 800.84 5 .5 7 3 1

Student Worktext
Student Manipulatives Packet
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

Student Readers Set 1A–1F
Reading Student Worktext
Buttercup Hill, Berry (Grades 1–2)
Once in Blueberry Dell, Watkins (Grades
K4–1)
Looking for Home, Berry (Grades 1–2)
Handwriting Student Worktext

11.00
5.00
10.00
29.14

11.00
5.00
10.00
41.75
29.00
18.00
6.13

27.14

11.00
5.00
10.00
31.75
19.00
6.13
11.00
5.00
10.00
34.50
28.75
71.25
20.25
6.29
6.29

46.31

6.29
27.25
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231654
233999
244673
408690
412247
Spelling (3rd ed.)
522466
441691
441683
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Description

Wholesale
Price

BJ BookLinks: Buttercup Hill Set (guide &
novel; Grades 1–2)
BJ BookLinks: Once in Blueberry Dell Set
(guide & novel; Grades K4–1)
BJ BookLinks: Looking for Home Set
(guide & novel; Grades 1–2)
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

22.50

Student Worktext
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

26.00
5.00
10.00

Special
Price

22.50
22.50

501718
428698
428623
Spelling (2nd ed.)
514083

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext
Student Materials Packet
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
A Question of Yams, Repp (Grades 1–2)
Pelts and Promises, Lohr (Grades 2–4)

27.25
16.75
6.13

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key

45.25
30.50
18.00
6.13

Student Handouts
428714
428649
Facilitator Packet
Heritage Studies (3rd ed.)
525303
Student Edition
287169
Activities
287177
Activities Answer Key
287219
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
287235

5.00
10.00

113605
057885
102731
408740
412296
Science (4th ed.)
529875
502716
507475
502740
502757

420570
420562
Reading (3rd ed.)
525881
526129
526137
526145
294256
294264
043182
057596
118240
118257
29.41

11.00

11.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00
31.75
19.00
6.13

224436

Student Worktext
Student Manipulatives Packet
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key

408781
412338

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

419226
419036
Math (3rd ed.)
281618
224402
224410
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11.00
6.29
6.29

41.75
29.00
18.00
6.13

11.00

Qty.

English (3rd ed.)
501452
501692

Grade 2
Bible (3rd ed.)
113506
113589
113597

Item #

Description

Wholesale
Price

Student Worktext
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

28.75
6.13

Student Worktext

26.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition 2A: All God’s Creatures
Student Edition 2B: Hearts and Hands
Student Edition 2C: Memories to Keep
Student Edition 2D: Precious Treasures
Student Worktext
Worktext Answer Key
The Treasure of Pelican Cove, Howard
(Grades 2–4)
Pulling Together, Watkins (Grades 1–2)
BJ BookLinks: The Treasure of Pelican
Cove Set (guide & novel; Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: Pulling Together (guide &
novel; Grades 2–4)

19.75
19.75
19.75
19.75
34.50
34.50
6.29

Student Handouts
412510
412478
Facilitator Packet
Handwriting (2nd ed.)
268573
Student Worktext
408773
Student Handouts
412320
Facilitator Packet

Special
Price

11.00
5.00
10.00

12.84
12.84
12.84
12.84

6.29
22.50
22.50
5.00
10.00
22.00
5.00
10.00

Grade 3
27.14

Bible (3rd ed.)
256156
114751
114769
114777
113100
082685
408823
412379
Science (4th ed.)
298984
299024
507483
299032

Student Worktext
Student Materials Packet
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
Escape, Dunckel (Grades 1–3)
Peanut Butter Friends in a Chop Suey
World, Brammer (Grades 4–7)

27.25
16.75
6.13

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)

45.25
30.50
18.00
6.13

11.00
6.29
6.29

29.41
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Item #

Qty.

299040

Description

Assessments Answer Key

Student Handouts
419242
419051
Facilitator Packet
Heritage Studies (3rd ed.)
522441
Student Edition
287250
Activities
287268
Activities Answer Key
287300
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
287326
Assessments Answer Key

Wholesale
Price

Special
Price

11.00

Qty.

Bible (1st ed.)
512319
512335

11.00

Student Worktext
Student Manipulatives Packet
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key

31.75
19.00
6.13

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00
28.75
6.13

517607

Student Worktext
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key

446849
446955

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext

26.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition 3A: Adventures in
Reading
Student Edition 3B: Adventures in
Reading
Student Worktext
Worktext Answer Key
The Case of the Dognapped Cat, Howard
(Grades 2–4)
These Are My People, Howard (Grades
2–4)
BJ BookLinks: The Case of the
Dognapped Cat Set (guide & novel;
Grades 2–4)
BJ BookLinks: These Are My People Set
(guide & novel; Grades 2–4)
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

39.75

25.84

295865
414029
413369
Math (4th ed.)
515536
515544
515585
515569

39.75

25.84

515619

408864
412411
English (3rd ed.)
517573
517599

Spelling (2nd ed.)
514091
419259
419069
Reading (3rd ed.)
527523
527515
299198
299206
107797
021782
121004

120634
428755
428672
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512343
442384
442376
Science (4th ed.)
527051
296897

22.50

22.50
5.00
10.00

27.25
6.13

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities

45.25
30.50

Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
296954
414037
Student Handouts
413377
Facilitator Packet
Heritage Studies (3rd ed.)
527044
Student Edition
295832
Activities

11.00

6.29

22.00
5.00
10.00

Student Worktext
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key

296939

11.00

34.50
34.50
6.29

Special
Price

Grade 4

5.00
10.00

231746

Wholesale
Price

27.14

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

419234
419044
Math (3rd ed.)
296798
231688
231720

Description

Handwriting (2nd ed.)
268581
Student Worktext
408856
Student Handouts
412403
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00
41.75
29.00
18.00
6.13

Item #

295840

446856
446963
English (2nd ed.)
260752
192005
192013
408914
412460
Spelling (2nd ed.)
517037
414045
413385

Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

11.00

29.41

6.13
11.00
5.00
10.00
41.75
29.00

27.14

6.13
11.00
5.00
10.00

Worktext
Student Manipulatives Packet
Activities
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key

31.75
19.00
11.75
6.13

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext
Assessments (assessments only; for 1
student)
Assessments Answer Key

28.75
6.13

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext

26.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

11.00

11.00
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Reading (3rd ed.)
523613
503748
503755
514224
023523
514232

When faxing or mailing your order, be sure to include page 77.

Description

Student Edition: Voyages
Student Worktext
Worktext Answer Key
Sarah, Plain and Tall
Medallion, Watkins (Grades 4–7)
The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe

Student Handouts
441790
441782
Facilitator Packet
Handwriting (2nd ed.)
268599
Student Worktext
408930
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet
412486

Wholesale
Price

Special
Price

60.50
34.50
34.50
7.99
6.29
7.99

39.33

Bible (4th ed.)
295279
257261
407866
407858
Science (4th ed.)
522391
281329
407981
407973

Grade 5
27.25
5.00
10.00

Science (4th ed.)
522425
293019

Student Edition
Activities

45.25
30.50

Student Handouts
414052
413393
Facilitator Packet
Heritage Studies (4th ed.)
523472
Student Edition
500371
Activities
507400
Activities Answer Key
419267
419077
Math (3rd ed.)
506782
269506

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext
Student Manipulatives Packet

31.75
19.00

409029
412577
English (2nd ed.)
273722

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext

28.75

408997
412544
Spelling (2nd ed.)
517045

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext

26.00

414060
413401
Reading (3rd ed.)
512996
513002
513010
522755

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key
Misty of Chincoteague

60.50
34.50
34.50
7.99
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29.41

5.00
10.00
41.75
29.00
18.00

522730
522748

Description

Brady
The Horse and His Boy

Wholesale
Price

Special
Price

6.99
8.99
5.00
10.00
22.00
5.00
10.00

Grade 6

22.00
5.00
10.00

Student Worktext
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

Qty.

441899
Student Handouts
441881
Facilitator Packet
Handwriting (2nd ed.)
271411
Student Worktext
409011
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet
412569

5.00
10.00

Bible (1st ed.)
515288
446864
446971

Item #

27.14

Student Worktext
Forbidden Gates, Williamson

27.25
6.29

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

45.25
30.50
5.00
10.00

29.41

41.75
29.00

27.14

Heritage Studies (3rd ed.)
522995
Student Edition
233429
Activities
407908
407890
Math (3rd ed.)
519223

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition

31.75

407940

Student Handouts

5.00

407932
English (2nd ed.)
281576

Facilitator Packet

10.00

Student Worktext

28.75

407882
407874
Spelling (2nd ed.)
522417

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Worktext

26.00

408005
407999
Reading (2nd ed.)
519991
128330
128348
031229
124479

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Student Worktext
Worktext Answer Key
A Father’s Promise, Hess (Grades 4–7)
BJ BookLinks: A Father’s Promise Set
(guide & novel; Grades 4–7)

60.50
34.50
34.50
6.29
22.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

39.33
407965
407957

20.64

39.33
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Item #

Qty.

Description

Handwriting (2nd ed.)
271429
Student Worktext
029314
Calligraphy Pen (Sanford)
407924
Student Handouts
407916
Facilitator Packet

Wholesale
Price

Special
Price

512228
446872
446989
Life Science (4th ed.)
515759

Student Edition

26.00

Activities
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

21.25
5.00
10.00

Student Edition

68.75

279943
Student Lab Manual
279935
Lab Manual Teacher Edition
414078
Student Handouts
412668
Facilitator Packet
World Studies (4th ed.)
515874
Student Edition
501726
Activities
501734
Activities Answer Key

30.50
35.50
5.00
10.00

Student Handouts
428722
428656
Facilitator Packet
Fundamentals of Math (2nd ed.)
515882
Student Edition

5.00
10.00

428730
428664
English (4th ed.)
520056
518514

526087
446880
446997

Student Handouts

61.50
33.50
38.00

57.50

10.00

Student Edition (Literature)
Student Edition (W&G)

60.50
31.75

The Last Battle
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

9.99
5.00
10.00

428862
428680

Student Handouts
408211
412676
Facilitator Packet
Earth Science (4th ed.)
515718
Student Edition
271528
Lab Manual Teacher Edition
271494
Student Lab Manual

44.69

39.98

429258
429241

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet
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Special
Price

61.50
33.50
38.00

39.98

5.00
10.00
57.50

37.38

5.00
10.00
31.75
5.00
10.00
60.50
5.00
10.00

39.33

Grade 9
290106
270819
290098

37.38

39.33

12.00
12.00
12.00
5.00
10.00

Student Handouts
441998
441980
Facilitator Packet
Cultural Geography (5th ed.)
518746
Student Edition
518761
Activities
518779
Activities Answer Key

5.00
10.00

412999
412775
44.69

Publish Great Things Student Edition
That I May Know Him Student Edition
Why the Bible Matters Student Edition

Student Handouts
410423
412734
Facilitator Packet
Physical Science (6th ed.)
515437
Student Edition
515494
Student Lab Manual
515502
Teacher Lab Manual

446898
447003
Algebra 1 (3rd ed.)
516997

5.00
10.00

5.00
10.00

Student Handouts
408237
412684
Facilitator Packet
Excursions in Literature (3rd ed.)
515866
Student Edition
408252
Student Handouts
412692
Facilitator Packet

Wholesale
Price

Bible

27.25

68.75
35.50
30.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

Writing & Grammar 8 (3rd ed.)
278432
Student Worktext

Grade 8
Bible Level B (3rd ed.)
217687
Student Worktext

Description

Student Handouts
419275
412700
Facilitator Packet
Pre-Algebra (2nd ed.)
517060
Student Edition

5.00

Facilitator Packet

Qty.

American Republic (4th ed.)
515841
Student Edition
298380
Activities
298364
Activities Answer Key

22.00
2.26
5.00
10.00

Grade 7
Bible (1st ed.)
512210

Item #

61.50
33.50
38.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition

57.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Writing & Grammar 9 (3rd ed.)
281667
Student Worktext
412130
412742

68.75
30.50
35.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

44.69

39.98

37.38

31.75
5.00
10.00
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Description

Fundamentals of Literature (2nd ed.)
514042
Student Edition
412148
Student Handouts
412759
Facilitator Packet

Wholesale
Price

Special
Price

60.50
5.00
10.00

39.33

Grade 10

281600
278069
413112
412791
Biology (4th ed.)
268078
268094
268169

Personal Evangelism and Discipleship
Student Edition (includes Basics for
Believers; softbound)
Martyrdom: The Final Triumph of Faith
Student Edition
Walking by the Spirit Student Edition

12.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Student Lab Manual
Lab Manual Teacher Edition

68.75
30.50
35.50

Student Handouts
413419
412833
Facilitator Packet
World History (5th ed.)
512293
Student Edition
512723
Activities
512731
Activities Answer Key
442095
442087
Geometry (4th ed.)
515858
420398
420380

12.00

61.50
33.50
38.00

Student Edition

57.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

English 11 (3rd ed.)
520296
514067
442194

271759
290080
271783

Beyond the Sun Student Edition
The Way of the Word Student Edition
What Is Truth? Student Edition

12.00
12.00
12.00

415620
412841

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Special
Price

68.75
30.50
35.50
5.00
10.00

44.68

61.50
33.50
38.00

39.98

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition

57.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition (Literature)
Student Worktext (Writing & Grammar)
Student Handouts

60.50
31.75
5.00

Facilitator Packet

10.00

God and His Ways Student Edition
How Firm a Foundation! Student Edition
In God’s Presence Student Edition

12.00
12.00
12.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Student Lab Manual
Lab Manual Teacher Edition

68.75
30.50
35.50

37.38

39.33

Grade 12
Bible

37.38

296780
278051
512194
419093
412908
Physics (3rd ed.)
523084
259077
259093

5.00
10.00

Bible

Student Edition
Student Lab Manual
Lab Manual Teacher Edition
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

Wholesale
Price

39.98

31.75

60.50
5.00
10.00

Description

44.69

442186

Grade 11
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414128
413468

5.00
10.00

5.00
10.00

Student Handouts
414102
413443
Facilitator Packet
Elements of Literature (2nd ed.)
517029
Student Edition
414110
Student Handouts
413450
Facilitator Packet

Chemistry (5th ed.)
519751
519777
519785
446906
447011

429043
428706
Algebra 2 (3rd ed.)
515783

12.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

Writing & Grammar 10 (4th ed.)
522458
Student Worktext

Qty.

United States History (5th ed.)
505776
Student Edition
506675
Activities
506683
Activities Answer Key

Bible
296764

Item #

39.33

Student Handouts
431965
431957
Facilitator Packet
American Government (3rd ed.)
515775
Student Edition
515635
Activities
515650
Activities Answer Key
429324
429316
Economics (3rd ed.)
517086
500561
500579
431627
431619

44.69

5.00
10.00
54.75
31.75
38.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key

54.75
31.75
38.00

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

35.59

35.59
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Account No.

Order Form
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Item #

Qty.

Description

Precalculus (2nd ed.)
299974
Student Edition
432989
432971

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

Writing & Grammar 12 (2nd ed.)
194837
Student Worktext
Student Handouts
419101
412916
Facilitator Packet
British Literature (2nd ed. Updated Version)
515767
Student Edition
419119
Student Handouts
412924
Facilitator Packet

Wholesale
Price

Special
Price

57.50

37.38

5.00
10.00

Item #

Qty.

French 2
514968
077941
077958
117937
419176
412981

31.75
5.00
10.00
60.50
5.00
10.00

39.33

Student Edition (Grades 9–12)
Activities (Grades 9–12)
Activities Answer Key (Grades 9–12)

54.75
28.75
31.75

35.59

Spanish/English Dictionary (Merriam
Webster)

7.50

Description

Wholesale
Price

Special
Price

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key

59.00
28.75
31.75

38.35

French/English Dictionary (Pocket Books)
Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

6.99
5.00
10.00

Modern Language
Spanish 1 (3rd ed.)
500231
500736
500744
533067
446922
447037
Spanish 2 (2nd ed.)
515817

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition (Grades 9–12)

54.75

189548
189555

Activities
Activities Answer Key

28.75
31.75

533067

Spanish/English Dictionary (Merriam
Webster)

414136
413476
Spanish 3 (1st ed.)
281642
182923
182931
533067
420315
420307
French 1 (2nd ed.)
185884
254193
254201

7.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key

54.75
28.75
31.75

Spanish/English Dictionary (Merriam
Webster)

5.00
10.00

Student Edition
Activities
Activities Answer Key

60.50
28.75
31.75

French/English Dictionary (Pocket Books)

419168
412973

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

Cu s to m e r S e r v i c e 800.84 5 .5 7 3 1

35.59

7.50

Student Handouts
Facilitator Packet

117937

35.59

39.33

6.99
5.00
10.00
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Our children are facing so many
worldview challenges.
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With RESEARCH BASED and ACADEMICALLY RIGOROUS
textbooks available from BJU Press.
WHY NOT have textbooks that support your
biblical worldview shaping goals?
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Visit bjupress.com to learn more.

BJU Press — supporting teachers since 1974.
Visit bjupress.com to learn more about out textbooks and video courses.
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The resources you need
when you need them.

Teachers and Administrators
See what everyone’s talking about!
This conference is an exchange of ideas,
a motivating interaction among Christian
schoolteachers, administrators, and writers
from BJU Press. Please join the conversation,
discussing how to use BJU Press textbooks
most effectively and how to identify the best
educational practices. Enjoy the encouragement
of your professional peers.

30+ Courses
Professional Development
Credit Available

Register
today!
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Visit bjupress.com/exchange
for more details.
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? Not anymore.

New eWorktexts from BJU Press let students complete and turn in teacher-customized
assignments in worktexts and activity manuals online. And did we mention that they’re
autograded?
See page 64 for more details!

